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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This plan brings to its readers a more complete 
understanding of the Common�ealth's solid waste management 
practices and trends than has ever been articulated. It also 
presents a goal--to establish an integrated solid waste 
management system. 

Integrated solid waste management treats solid waste as a 
heterogeneous, not homogenous, substance. This allows for the 
most efficient and economic management of each component of the 
waste stream. 

Meeting the challenge of constructing this system requires 
new directions and initiative. This plan d�scribes a system of 
integrated solid waste management first introduced as state 

-- pDJ:_icy by Governor Dukakis in 1985. It proposes to tap the 
growing multi-community efforts to plan integrated solid waste 
management solutions in every region of the state, and to 
promote, to the maximum extent possible, substantial state 
funding to implement these solutions. It requires that the 
commonwealth: 

o reduce the amount of waste produced (particularly that
which is toxic, either in production or disposal);

o recycle (including compos�) appropriate components of
the waste stream;

o cornbust the balance of the waste stream which cannot be
reduced or recycled, but w�ich can be safely combusted;
and, � ,

o landfill only those wastes which cannot reasonably be
reduced, recycled, or burned.

In keeping with integrated solid waste management, this 
plan projects that all of the Commonwealth's trash will be 
processed --through recycling, composting and combustion-- by 
the year 2000. Direct disposal of municipal solid waste (MSW) 
at landfills will be phased out. Instead, landfills will be used 
exclusively for disposal of bypass and residue from waste 
processing facilities, and for those wastes which cannot first 
be safely processed • 

. The plan describes ways in which this system is being 
brought into place. Transition is occurring: from municipal to 
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regional scale planning and management; from public to priv?te 
ownership; and, from environmentally threatening to the 
preferred, somewhat benign waste processing technologies. It 
represents the system as being managed by three forces: the 
private sector, municipalities and the state. It focuses on an 
overarching tension; the political will exists to build this 
system and, indeed much progress has been made. Still, many 
obstacles exist to achieving this goal. 

The state's management tools are policy and regulation, 
financial assistance, and legislation. To a large extent, these 
tools, except for financial assistance, are constrained by 
Proposition 2 1/2, a law which likely puts financial 
responsibility on the state for environmental protection 
measures instituted after 1981. The plan dedicates the state to 
making best use of all of its tools in order to construct the 
integrated solid waste management system. It commits the state 
to movement, regardless of the outcome of the pending law case, 
Town of Norfolk v. Commissioner of Environmental Quality 
Engineering, which may clarify the state's fiscal liability for 
establishing the improved standards necessary to integrated 
solid waste management. 

Municipalities also suffer from the property tax 
limitations of Proposition 2 1/2. Increasingly they cannot 
afford to construct, manage, or properly close solid waste 
facilities. They have literally abandoned solid waste 
management in the last decade, leaving landfills without proper 
capping and, as a result, the quality of today's drinking water 
is threatened by yesterday's trash. 

Resource recovery has presented itself as an attractive 
alternative to relieve immediate pai'rrs.-. To a host community, it 
brings significant revenue. To a contracting community, it 
means a twenty year commitment to disposal capacity and fixed 
costs. Today, almost half of the Commonwealth's solid waste is 
combusted. Resource recovery eases some pain, but it does not 
solve our problems or allow the state to realize its integrated 
solid waste management goal. The �lan commits the DEP to 
refrain from issuing permits for resource recovery facilities . 
during the burn reassessment period, initiated with the release 
of the first draft 9f the plan, while it examines the role of 
combustion in future solid waste management systems. 

The biggest of the public's solid waste management 
challenges -- establishing recycling as the favored waste 
processing alternative -- is ill affected by the trend towards 
resource recovery. Until the state can put the proper 
incentives in place, the private sector will continue to move 
toward recycling with reluctance. Today we suffer with the 
legacy of a failed vision of constructing a network of regional 
recycling facilities by 1992. Collection of recyclables remains 
a significant challenge for the public and private sector 
alike. And, markets for recyclables are uneven. This report is 
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sensitive to the obstacles facing the waste industry in 
expanding into recycling. It commits the administration to 
acting responsibly to accommodate their needs. 

While this plan describes in detail long-term plans for 
building an integrated solid waste management system, it also 
prescribes immediate action to address the Commonwealth's solid 
waste needs: 

o DEP is working with the Solid Waste Commission and the
legislature to establish source reduction initiatives
which will reduce the Commonwealth's current waste
generation by at least 10% by the year 2000.

o The Commonwealth will establish recycling as an integral
c_omponent of solid waste management.. DEP will spend
�60.5 million to develop materials recovery facilities
(serving western Massachusetts, Cambridge area
communities, and Boston), and to assist communities in
either procuring private services or in constructing
their own recycling and composting facilities, resulting
ultimately in a network of such facilities throughout the
state. To date DEP has spent $11 million on the
Springfield Materials Recovery Facility Project. When it
starts operating in January 1990, it will serve over
700,000 Massachusetts residents. DEP has initiated an
extensive market development program to attract
industrial users of recyclables to the Commonwealth.
Development activities will establish viable means to
recycle plastics and to compost the organic component of
MSW including sludge, agricultural and industrial waste.

o The Department has o�ligated ··approximately $637,000
dollars to 21 municipalities to cover the capital costs
for leaf composting projects, and another $301,000 to 5
cities and towns for regional scale municipal solid waste
composting feasibility and planning studies. These
studies will describe the viability of processing the
organic component of the solid waste stream. As this
component often comprises 60% or more of the solid waste
stream, this alternative for waste processing will be
very attractive to many communities.

o While the Master Plan is under development, DEP is not
issuing operating permits to solid waste combustion
facilities. During this time the Department is assessing 
the need for, and characteristics of, the many current 
waste combustion proposals. If the Department resumes 
permitting of combustion facilities, it will permit only 
those facilities where there is a need for new capacity 
and whose proposals represent the maximum possible 
recycling and reduction of waste. 
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o DEP is committing staff and financial resources to those
communities forming regional disposal strategies.
Regional efforts are already underway in such communities
and regions as Sturbridge, Shirley, Lancaster, The
Merrimack Valiey, Millis, Northern Middlesex County,
Martha's Vineyard, New Bedford/Dartmouth, Berkshire
County, Franklin County, and Hampshire County. Regional
en�ities whose solid waste plans reflect the objectives
of this document will receive preference in financial
assistance available through Ch. 584 of the Acts of 1987.

o DEP, with the assistance of its advisory committees and
the commitment of extensive technical and financial
resources, has drafted new facility regulations for
landfills, waste-to-energy facilities, and transfer
stations. These will be promulgated before the completion
of this plan in December, 1989e

o DEP will reduce illegal dumping of waste through the use
of the newly created Environmental Crime Strike Force,

··and through cooperative initiatives with the Attorney
General, local authorities, and district attorneys.

o A comprehensive assessment program is identifying
contamination problems at the Commonwealth's active and
inactive landfills. Within five years, remediation will
be underway or complete at all facilities posing high
risk to actual and potential public drinking water
supplies. To date, the Department has performed a
preliminary assessment of approximately 40 landfills
across the Commonwealth, has begun extensive assessment
work at 6 landfill sites, and have initiated closure of 2
other landfills which are known to threaten groundwater
or public health.

Summary of the Plan 

Chapter 2 summarizes current waste handling across the 
state and projects trends to the year 2000. Municipal solid 
waste (MSW) is composed of residential (48%) and commercial 
(52%) waste streams. It generally contains large amounts of 
paper (almost 40%) and leaf and yard waste (almost 18%). It 
also contains metals, glass, food wastes and plastics. 

Massachusetts citizens currently generate 6.6 million 
tons of municipal solid waste each year. Without waste 
reduction measures, this is expected to grow to 7.2 million tons 
by the year 2000. 

DEP's projections suggest that, even with the recycling 
described below, a reduction in waste generation by 10%, and 
aggressive construction of recycling and composting facilities, 
Massachusetts will experience a capacity shortfall of 
approximately 350,000 tons per year by the year 2000. In order 
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to meet these projected solid waste capacity needs the. 
Commonwealth must exceed the waste diversion goals established 
in this plan or revert to construction of the more traditional 
waste handling methods of combustion and landfill. Further 
progress toward an integrated system in the next few years will 
determine the ultimate profile of technologies in use at the end 
of this century. 

Today 7% of the municipal solid waste stream is recycled 
through the Bottle Bill and local recycling programs. One 
hundred twenty-nine Bay State communities are recycling, 
approximately 70 have composting programs, and over 80 have 
passed mandatory ordinances in anticipation of developing 
materials recovery facilities (MRFs) in their areas. By the 
year 2000, it is projected that all Massachusetts communities 
will be recycling and composting, and that these technologies 
will handle nearly 40% of the municipal solid waste stream. 

Nearly 31% of the MSW stream was combusted in 1988 at 
existing facilities in the Bay State. Capital costs for 
waste-to-energy facilities average more than $150 million for a 
1,500 ton-per-day regional facility, resulting in tipping fees 
averaging $45 per ton for communities with a long-term contract, 
and $75 per ton for disposal on the spot market. In 1989, two 
additional facilities will come on line, bringing the total 
permitted level for waste combustion to nearly 50%. All of 
these facilities are expected to be operating at full efficiency 
in the year 2000. 

It is expected that due to capacity and water 
contamination problems, most of today's municipal landfills will 
be forced to close by 1996. It is a goal of the plan to replace 
the number of Massachusetts local landfills with fewer, regional 
facilities, and to transform use of the disposal option by the 
year 2000. 

Municipal solid waste is the largest single component of 
the solid waste stream. In addition, there are 
difficult-to-dispose-of (or problem) wastes which are best 
handled separately from MSW. They include sludge, demolition 
and construction debris, infectious wastes, white goods, tires, 
waste-oil, household hazardous waste, and asbestos. 

Chapter 3 describes the roles and responsibilities of 
municipalities, the private sector and state government in 
shaping environmental policy. The successful implementation of 
an integrated solid waste management system relies upon the 
commitment and participation of all three segments of the 
population. 

This plan recommends that municipal responsibilities be 
exercised through a series of regional entities. It describes 
methods for solid waste planners to evaluate their communities' 
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solid waste disposal needs and options and it describes programs 
of state financial and technical assistance to help communities 
attain their goals. 

This chapter of the plan describes recommended changes in 
the MEPA process and actual changes in solid waste regulations 
which engage the private sector in the state's integrated solid 
waste management strategy. 

And, finally, the state, through the administrative, 
executive and judicial branches, sets public policy through 
regulation, legislation and arbitration, and financing. This 
section of the plan describes all three activities. 

Chapter 4 describes trends, problems and programs across 
the state. 

The Central Region is comprised of 80 communities and 
relies primarily on landfilling for MSW disposal. Recently 
though, more and more communities have signed contracts with 
waste combustion facilities. Of the proposals to construct new 
combustion facilities in the region, two have been site-assigned 
and are in the MEPA process. There has also been an upsurge in 
composting and recycling initiatives. Composting efforts have 
doubled since 1987. And, many groups of communities are working 
to site large recycling centers in their areas. 

The Northeast Region is comprised of 95 communities and 
sent nearly 1.5 million tons of MSW to out-of-region processing 
and disposal facilities in 1988. In region, 36% of the total 
MSW generated is combusted and 13% is landfilled. Even though 
many communities have relatively long�term contracts for MSW 
processing and disposal, recycling and composting are gaining in 
popularity. The state's second MRF will service the Cambridge 
area communities. In addition, the City of Boston has completed 
a comprehensive assessment of its waste management options. It 
plans to construct a recycling center and implementation plans 
are currently being developed. Over 25 communities in the 
region are composting their leaves and yard wastes. There are 
several private agricultural composting projects in the region 
as well. 

The Southeast Region comprises 75 communities. It 
relies primarily on landfilling and it is today a net importer 
of solid waste. The waste processing and disposal facility at 
Rochester, SEMASS, will change this profile dramatically when it 
begins full operations. Of particular significance is the 
impact it will have on municipal landfills: once SEMASS is fully 
operational, reliance on municipal landfills will decrease by 
26%. The SEMASS proposal to construct a large recycling 
facility puts the region well on its way to achieving high 
levels of recycling. In addition, there are many composting 
programs underway. ·Finally, in 1990 Nantucket will construct a 
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'----- MSW composting facility, the first of its kind in the state. 

The Western Region comprises 101 communities and is host 
to the first state MRF, in Springfield. Communities in this 
region show strong support for recycling and composting. 
Currently 89 communities rely on landfills, the majority of 
which are expected to close within the next three years. The 
pressure to find alternative capacity has resulted in a pooling 
of resources. For instance, 12 existing landfills currently 
accept waste from at least one other community. Also nearly all 
of the region's communities are involved in regional solid waste 
management planning. 

Chapter 5 presents a discussion of solid waste-related 
regulations and Department policies, and characterizes the 
status o� each component of integrated solid waste management. 

In order to achieve 10% reduction in waste generation by 
the year 2000, the plan calls for reallocation of resources, 
changes in manufacturing, and packaging designs and changes in 
consumer behavior. Packaging Tax programs and deposits for such 
items as tires and.automobile batteries are legislative waste 
reduction options currently under consideration. Passage of 
these and related initiatives are critical to the state meeting 
desired source reduction levels. 

This chapter describes these steps which DEP is taking to 
develop recycling and composting in the Commonwealth: 

o Establishment of a network of public and private
regional recycling facilities;

0 Market development;

o An aggressive plastics recycling program; and

o Appropriate regulation of recycling and compost
facilities.

· Today there are eight solid waste combustion facilities
on-line in Massachusetts. These facilities, along with two 
nearing completion, have increased disposal capacity 
dramatically. Collectively, these facilities provide 
approximately 140 of Massachusetts cities and towns with the 
comfort of a long term disposal option. Unfortunately, this 
arrangement also works as a disincentive to shift into the more 
benign waste management practices (separate collection of 
problem wastes, recycling and composting). They effectivP-ly 
discouraging development of reuse and recycling programs. 
Because of this the DEP is reviewing its options for ensuring 
the proper role solid waste combustion will play in the years 
ahead. 
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DEP is driving the transition from landfilling of 
municipal solid waste to other forms of solid waste process�ng 
in order .to protect the Commonwealth's water supply. Two 
programs are critical to this objective: 

0 

0 .

The DEP has identified the half-mile radius 
surrounding a public well, or "zone II" - if 
defined, as the area through which must be 
protected from contaminants. It is DEP's intention 
·to prohibit the siting of new landfills, phase out
existing landfills, and restrict the siting of
other solid waste processing facilities such as
recycling facilities, transfer stations and/or
combustion facilities, in this zone.

DEP has identified 38 landfills that already may be 
threatening the quality of public water supplies; 
these 38 will receive priority consideration for 
assessment and clean-up/closure grants. The agency 
will conduct environmental assessments at all 700 
remaining landfills, and will award grants and 
loans to municipalities whose facilities require 
further assessment or remediation. 

Chapter 6 discusses the state program for management of 
difficult-to-dispose-of wastes. These include: asbestos, 
construction and demolition debris, household hazardous waste, 
infectious waste, sludge, street sweepings, tires, white goods, 
automobiles, and wood waste. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the key elements of the plan and 
identifies the questions the Commonwealth faces in preparing a 
plan for solid waste management in the 21st century. 
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Chapter 2. SOLID WASTE GENERATION, PROCESSING, 
AND DISPOSAL CAPACITY: DIRECTIONS AND TRENDS 

Integrated Solid Waste Management 

An integrated solid waste management system processes and 
disposes the various components of ·the waste stream in the most 
environmentally sound manner. It is based on a priority of 
practices endorsed by the Massachusetts Legislature and 
environmentally concerned citizens across the Commonwealth. It 
prescribes waste management based upon the following hierarchy: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

reduce the amount of waste produced (particularly 
that which is toxic either in production or 
disposal); 

recycle and/or compost appropriate components of the 
waste stream; 

combust the balance of the waste stream which cannot 
be reduced or recycled, but which can be safely 
incinerated; and 

landfill only those wastes which cannot reasonably 
be reduced, recycled, or burned. 

One objective in adopting this system is to phase out 
landfill disposal to the maximum possible extent. For munic..i.pal 
solid waste, this means building processing facilities _which 
ultimately can accommodate the full ·t:onnage generated. ..DEP . 
estimates this can be accomplished by the year 2000. At that 
time, landfills will accept only bypass and residue from MSW 
processing facilities and those difficult-to-dispose-of wastes 
which cannot be recycled or safely combusted. 

Integrated solid waste management benefits both the 
environment and the economy. Waste reduction and recycling 
practices limit the variety and volume of materials requiring 
combustion and/or disposal. Thus, the entire cycle of resource 
use--from extraction of raw materials and energy, to materials 
processing, manufacturing, and transportation--is altered to 
lessen adverse environmental impact. In addition, the disposal 
of fewer, less toxic wastes reduces the potential for surface 
and groundwater contamination and diminishes the rate at which 
land is consumed for disposal. 
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Secondly, integrated management is cost effective. When 
life-cycle costs of solid waste processing and disposal 
facilities are calculated, it becomes evident that an 
integrated system is preferable. Recycling (at $0-$351 per 
ton) and leaf and yard waste composting (at $10-$20 per ton), 
even with today's uneven market for their products, are less 
costly per ton of MSW processed than combustion ($25-$70 per 
ton) or landfilling ($25-$65 per ton). Additionally, landfill 
disposal costs for inert materials, such as th·e residue from 
waste processing facilities, are less than those for disposal of 
standard MSW. Finally, diversification of waste handling is an 
appealing investment strategy. Should one component be found 
faulty, its repair or replacement will have minimal impact on 
the management capacity of the whole system. 

The History of Solid Waste Management in Massachusetts 

From the 1700's until the mid-1950's, the Commonwealth 
relied on open burning and/or dumping for solid waste disposal. 
Until ·1910, open burning was considered by many to be a simple 
and effective method for reducing the amount of waste buried. 
However, the Massachusetts Air Pollution Control Regulations of 
1970 recognized the environmental threat related to uncontrolled 
burning of solid waste and prohibited it in most forms. 
Relatively crude incinerators were constructed to replace open 
burning, but they were soon found to be polluting as well. 
Consequently, Massachusetts communities reverted to their 
reliance on landfills. 

Even as the shift back to nearly total landfill dependence 
for MSW disposal was taking place, the engineering profession 
and environmental community understood the fault of this 
transition. Landfill regulations issued in 1971 distinguished 
between sanitary landfills and dumps. Dumps were forced to 
close or radically improve their operations. Once again, 
landfill disposal faced considerable criticism. With this wave 
of concern about landfilling came a willingness to invest in new 
technologies. Thus, in 1975, Saugus became host to the first 
resource recovery facility in the nation. 

Even today the full extent of surface and ground water 
contamination due to landfills is unknown. Technical and 
financial resources for adequate assessment are only recently 
available. According to the best current data, at least 80, or 
approximately 40%, of the state's active landfills threaten to 
pollute, or are polluting, surface and ground waters. 

------------------------

1 All prices are 1988 figures from Massachusetts 
facilities and are exclusive of collection costs. 
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This frightening statistic, first revealed in the Bureau 
of Solid Waste's 1984 Active Landfill Report, was a catalyst in 
changing the direction of solid waste management in the state. 
The report, along with research and policy initiatives, was 
reviewed by representatives from the waste disposal industry, 
recycling community, municipal officials, and environmental 
groups. They came to one conclusion which influenced all 
subsequent recommendations: total reliance on _either 
single-community landfills or planned resource recovery 
facilities was rejected. Instead, favor was given to integrated 
solid waste management. This became the central philosophy of 
Governor Dukakis's 1985 Solid Waste Plan. The Plan had three 
objectives: 

o recycle and reduce the municipal solid waste stream
by up to one-third;

o enhanc�. resource recovery capacity (projections
indicated that resource recovery could account for
the disposal of one half of the Commonwealth's waste
by 1995); and

o dispose the rest of the waste stream at
environmentally sound, regional landfills.

Profile of Massachusetts Solid Waste Generation 

This year, the Commqnwealth will generate approximately 10 
million tons of solid waste, more than 6.6 million tons of which 
is municipai solid waste (MSW), largely comprised of paper, leaf 
and yard wastes, metals, glass, food_wastes, and plastics. MSW 
includes residential and commercial waste streams. The 
residential waste stream accounts for 51% of MSW while the 
commercial waste stream (generated by institutions and business) 
accounts for 49% 2 The remaining 3.4 million tons of solid 
waste include industrial wast�s, sludge, demolition and 
construction debris, used appliances or white goods, tires, 
waste oil, asbestos, and other solid wastes which require 
special handling in collection and processing or disposal at 
special facilities. 

------------------------

2 For more information on the specifics of these 
calculations, please refer to Appendix 2. 
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Today, waste processing and disposal costs in 
Massachusetts are comparable to those in other industrialized 
states. Three factors drive this. First, greater technical and 
scientific understanding of the problems associated with 
improper solid waste management has necessitated more pollution 
controls. Landfills are now constructed and operated to 
minimize the threat to groundwater. They are built with a base 
of multiple liners and are equipped with leachate collection and 
treatment systems, methane collection systems, and groundwater 
monitoring systems. Today's estimated construction cost of a 
20-acre landfill system is $2,500,000, and the cost of waste
disposal at such landfills can be expected to average $45 per
ton. Second, land costs in Massachusetts are extremely high 
relative to other -states. Third, the distribution of solid 
waste facilities is irregular. Communities in the Northeast and 
Central regions are likely to pay higher disposal costs because· 
they haye less available disposal capacity. Thus their 
disposal costs include higher transportation costs. 

Table 2 - a 
Municipal Solid Waste Composition 

Rubber/Leather 8.1% Food Waste 7.9% 
__ ....,._

Yard Waste 17.9% 

Metals 8.7% 

Miscellaneous 1.6% 
Glass 8.2% 

Paper/Paperboard 41% 

Source: 1986 EPA Report on Solid Waste 

Many Massachusetts communities have started one or more of 
the component programs which make up an integrated solid waste 
management system. Currently, 7% of the MSW stream is recycled 
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through the Bottle Bill, other recycling and composting 
programs. One hundred twenty-one Bay State communities are 
recycling, nearly 61 have composting programs, and over 80 have 
passed mandatory recycling ordinances in anticipation of 
developing materials recycling facilities (MRFs). 

Solid waste combustion•is a popular option. There are now 
6 waste-to-energy facilities and 2 municipal incinerators 
serving 152 communities. Capital costs for waste-to-energy 
facilities average more than $150 million for a 1,500 
ton-per-day regional facility, resulting in tipping fees 
averaging $45 per ton for communities with long-term contracts, 
and $75 per ton for disposal on the spot market. 

Table 2 - b
Average Disposal Cost/Ton Index-

Region 1986 1987 1988 

Northeastern $42.50 $69.00 $60.00 
Southeastern $44.00 $64.00 $58.00 
Central $48.00 $73.00 $59.00 
Western $38.00 $58.00 $53.00 

Massachusetts relies largely on landfills to dispose 
residential and commercial solid waste. It is only in the last 
fifteen years that the alternative of processing solid waste has 
become practicable. Over the same period large-scale regional 
landfills have replaced many local landfills. As Figure 2 - c 
indicates, the Commonwealth is experiencing a sharp decline ·in 
both the numbers of active landfills and the proportion of MSW 
they are permitted to dispose. 

# of Landfills 

MSW Dispos.ed 

* Projected

Table 2 - c 
Landfill Disposal Rate 

1985 1988 

203 194 

67% 63% 

1992* 

43 

22% 

Today, many existing municipal landfills are reaching 
their permitted capacity. Of the 194 active landfills in 
Massachusetts, only 28 are constructed with liners. The 
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remaining 166 are older, unprotected facilities nearing 
capacity. One hundred fifty-one of these older sites are 
expected to close by 1992. 

Difficult-to-Dispose-Of Wastes 

Based on current understanding of toxic components of the 
waste stream, and given the fact that safe processing and 
disposal today is less expensive than clean-up of improper sites 
tomorrow, the state is acting aggressively to improve handling 
of certain wastes, such as tires, sludge, asbestos, household 
hazardous waste, infectious wastes, household appliances (known 
as white goods), and construction and demolition debris. 
Problem wastes typically require special handling before 
disposal:and designated disposal facilities. More problem 
wastes are generated in Massachusetts than are currently 
disposed within the state. For example, a large proportion of 
the state's asbestos is transported to out-of-state landfills at 
high transportation and disposal fees. The costs associated 
with special handling and a shortage of such facilities have 
precipitated illegal dumping. 

Collection, processing, and disposal of such problem 
wastes will be greatly improved in the next decade. Today we 
observe the emergence of new, improved technologies to handle 
these wastes, some of which are being proposed in 
Massachusetts. In addition, DEP recently initiated an improved 
construction and demolition debris management system, including 
criminal penalties and increased fines for illegal dumping, as 
well as creation of a tracking system for generation and 
disposal. These types of actions, i� conjunction with improved 
regulatory standards and new, promising research will transform 
the current situation of limited safe disposal capacity. DEP 
will make every possible effort to facilitate safe processing 
rather than disposal of these wastes. 

An Outlook on the Future 

Today, in laying out a detailed plan for the 
Commonwealth's future system of integrated solid waste 
management, DEP describes not only how the short-term recycling 
goals will be reached by_ 1992, but where management practices 
will lead beyond that. As integrated waste management becomes 
established nationally, those processing technologies which are 
relatively new to the United States today will be more easily 
incorporated in sound, solid waste management practices in the 
future. By the year 2000, the state aims to reduce the 
municipal solid waste stream by as much as 10% through source 
reduction, and to recycle and compost nearly half of that which 
is generated. 

But even when these goals are met, more MSW will be 
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produced than can be processed. Current projections indicate 
that nearly 7.2 million tons of MSW will be generated in 
Massachusetts in 2000. If the source reduction and recycling 
goals described above are met and current levels of solid waste 
combustion remain the same, approximately 350,000 �ans of solid 
waste capacity will be needed in 2000. 

DEP will, along with cities, towns, and the private waste 
management industry, establish this integrated system. This 
formidable challenge is achievable in large part because of the 
Solid Waste Act of 1987, which provides more than one quarter of 
a billion dollars in public funds, enhanced regulatory 
authority, and a clearly articulated commitment to integrated 
waste management. 

Original DEP plans ambitiously called for obligating all 
of the Solid Waste Act funds by 1993. Today, this scheme is no 
longer viable. Changed fiscal conditions in the state have 
forced the Department to revise its spending plans, cutting the 
initia� years' financial projections by more than two-thirds. 

Still, the other components of the Solid Waste Act remain 
intact. And in spite of fiscal hardship, DEP has not wavered 
from its integrated solid waste management goal. The necessary 
response is to increase efforts to stimulate private sector 
movement toward the integrated system. DEP will accomplish this 
in three ways: 

First, updated solid waste regulations to be promulgated 
in 1989 (described in Chapter 5) will improve facility planning, 
construction and operations. In complement to updating 
standards for protection, these regulations will leverage 
recycling and composting by requirinef each project proponent to 
establish that their proposal is part of an integrated solid 
waste management system in the facility service area. In 
addition, certain recycling and composting operations are now 
exempt from the standard solid waste siting process. 

·Second, available Ch. 584 funds are used differently than
originally envisioned. The prime example is the Regional 
Recycling Program. The Department remains committed to making 
best possible use of public financing advantages, but has 
broadened its range to significantly induce and influence the 
shaping of the counter-part, privately-owned facilities. Staff 
time and development funds are now also allocated to serve 
cities and towns working together to attract private vendors of 
recycling services. Thus DEP is aiding these groups to form and 
to act effectively, as informed consumers, selecting from a 
variety of available private services. 

Third, the DEP is fully using its planning tools. In 
December of 1988, DEP initiated its assessment of combustion 
facilities. This assessment includes a halt on the issuance of 
DEP permits for new combustion facilities. Between the date of 
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the announcement of the assessment and the issuance of th� 
Master Plan in December 1989, DEP will analyze the justification 
for increased burn capacity and explore additional policy, 
planning, and regulatory improvements for the Commonwealth's 
integrated solid waste management program. The goal of this 
work is to ensure that the development of future combustion 
facilities does not preclude coherent solid waste planning and 
does not act as a disincentive to the development of an 
integrated solid waste management system. 

In addition to changing the DEP approach to solid waste 
management, these activities are also engaging other state 
entities. For example, MIFA (Massachusetts Industrial Finance 
Authority) and the Executive Office for Administration and 
Finance cannot allocate state-subsidized bonds without evidence 
of compl�ance with Department regulations. Changes in the new 
general facility regulations therefore ensure that state 
subsidies are only awarded to those projects which are in 
compliance with the Master Plan. 

There are other ways DEP is actively promoting the 
development of waste disposal facilities which are 
environmentally sound and consistent with the Master Plan. Key 
among them is the service provided by the DEP regulatory staff 
to monitor all solid waste facilities to ensure compliance with 
the state's solid waste regulations and policies. 

DEP staff members work with companies promoting innovative 
solid waste disposal proposals to inform them of the market 
basket of financial assistance programs available to them such 
as the Community Development Finance Program, the Economic 
Development Set-Aside �rogram, and the Massachusetts Business 
Development Corporation. The Department is also working to 
attract solid waste processing operations and industries, such 
as papermills and bottle manufacturing facilities, which use 
recycled materials . 

The following section describes the DEP facility analysis 
anticipating specific capacity growth in areas of the state (see 
tables 2 - d through 2 - g). This analysis is based on the best 
available information about emerging municipal and private 
initiatives and the DEP's plan for allocating Ch. 584 financial 
resources. It provides practical application of the integrated 
solid waste management of the hierarchy described in the Master 
Plan. 

The Outlook for 1989 - 1992 

The current level of recycling will be greatly enhanced 
because four materials recovery facilities (MRFs) will be 
constructed. The state-owned Springfield facility will process 
60,000 tons of recyclables per year. SEMASS Corp. is currently 
planning the design of its facility which is being designed to 
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process 70,000 tons per year (TPY). In addition, it is expected 
that ongoing planning by DEP in partnership with communities 
will result in construction of a facility to service the 
Cambridge area at 120,000 TPY and the City of Boston at 170,000 
TPY (both of these estimates are scaled to 17%-25% of the volume 
of the MSW stream for the areas served). 

Both Nantucket and a private firm, Partyka Resource 
Management, are currently planning facilities to compost or 
process MSW. Together, they are expected to process 171,600 
TPY. In addition, leaf composting and yard waste processing 
will re-direct 13% of the MSW stream by 1992. 

It is assumed that all existing combustion facilities will 
operate at 85% efficiency. MSW landfills will operate to 
dispose qf that shortfall waste for which processing capacity 
does not·exist. 

The Outlook for 1993 - 1996 

At present, several groupings of communities are working 
to attract the development of private MRFs to their areas. 
Largely this has been initiated by municipalities who have a 
history of working as a region on solid waste issues and are 
motivated to stay within the volume ceiling on their existing 
contracts with combustion facilities. Thus, it is expected that 
the years 1993-1996 will see a trend toward construction of 
recycling capacity in association with and sized at 25% of the 
capacity of related combustion facilities. This will result in 
construction in the Northeast to process 300,000 TPY, 60,000 TPY 
in the Millis area, and 125,000 TPY in the Worcester area . 
Duri�g this time, and through_ at leasri:r2000, DEP anticipates 
that local recycling programs will augment the MRFs. In this 
way they will account for the same percentage of material over 
time, but they will handle different recyclables as supplie� 
change 

. Shrinking landfill options and increased availability of 
Ch.584 capacity-development grant and loan funds are expected to 
determine the location of MSW processing facilities (compost 
and/or co-compost) to be constructed by 1996 in Western 
Massachusetts and the North Central region. Together with a 
large-scale facility to service Metropolitan Boston, it is 
anticipated that an additional 264,000 TPY of processing 
capacity will be on-line. In addition, DEP projects full 
compliance on its ban of leaves from solid waste facilities and 
additional yard waste processing operations will yield 15% 
diversion of these organics from the waste stream. 

This facility plan calls for all existing combustion 
facilities to operate at 85% capacity and MSW landfills to 
service the processing capacity shortfall. 



FACILITIES PLAN 
1988 

COM BUSTI ON 48% 

RECYCLE, MRF 6% 

��---- COMPOST, L&YW 2$ 

1992 . 

. 

RECYCLE, OTHER 5% 

COMPOST, L& YW 131, 

RECYCLE, OTHER 7% 

• MSW PROCESSED 3$

LANDFILL 22$ 
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• 
. 

MSW Processing: TPY 
Southern Area •••. 23,100 
Westem Region •••• 148,500 

MRF: 

cambridge Area .••. 120,000 
Boston ••••••••••.• 170,000 
Rochester Area •••• 70,000 
Springfield Area •. 60,000 

Please note, this is a conceptual presentation of the facilities plan. 
The carmunities and areas listed on this p:ige are subject to change 
during irnplernen_tation of this plan.
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FACILITIES PLAN 
1996 

COMBUSTION 49$ 

RECYCLE, MRF 14$ 

2000 

COM BUSTI ON 49$ 

RECYCLE, MRF 18$ 

RECYCLE, OTHER 7$ 

SW PROCESSED 5$ 

LANDFILL 10$ 

MSW Processing TPY 
Norfolk Co . ..•• 100,000 
North Central ••• 33,000 
Northampton Area.33,000 

MRF: 

Merrimac Valley .• 150,000 
North Shore ••.... 150,000 
Millis ••••••.•••. 60,000 
w:)rcester .•••.•.. 125,000 

M.SW Processing: TPY 
COMPOST, L& Y W  15% South Shore .... 23,100 

N. Berkshires .. 23,100

CAPACITY NEEDED 6% 

RECYCLE, OTHER 7% 

MSW PROCESSED 6$ 

MRF: 
Fall River •••••. 60,000 
cape eoa. ........ 70,000 
N. Plyrrouth ••••• 60,000
Berkshires •••••• 60,000

Please note, this is a conceptual presentation of the facilities developrent 
plan. '!he ccmrn.mities and areas listed on this page are subject to change 
during implarentation of this plan. 
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REGIONAL SOLID WASTE FACILITY SY�TEM FuR THE YEAR 2000 

Pittsfield 
87,600 TPY 

Berkshire Co. 
60,000 TPY 

Franklin County 
23,100 TPY 

Northampton Area 
33,000 TPY 

North Central Area 
33,000 TPY 

Worcester Area 
125,000 TPY 

ringfield 
00 TPY 

Springfield 
___________ _:l:..:_31, 400 TPY

r---....J------�---
Springfield Area 

148,500 TPY 
Millbury 
547,500 TPY 

KEY 

- Operating by 1988

® - Operating by 1992

® - Operating by 1996

0 - Operating by 2000

� - Major Roadway 

o - Solid Waste Combustion 

- Recycling

- MSW Processing

PLEASE NOTE: this is a conceptual representation of the facilities plan. It does not 
indicate or imply actual community locations for projected facilities. 



Millis 
60,000 

Fall River 
60_, 000 TPY 

Fall River 
87,600 TPY 

Haverhill 
602,250 TPY 

North Shore 
150,000 TPY 

,__ ______ Saugus
547,500 TPY 

Cambridge Area 

Area 
,000 TP 

;�� 

120,000 TPY 

.,__-.iouth Shore 
23,100 TPY 

Boston 
170,000 TPY 

N. Plymouth
60,000 TPY

Nantucket 
23,100 TPY 

(21) 

Cape Cod 
70,000 TPY 



The Outlook for 1997 - 2000 
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DEP expects additional recycling capacity to be 
constructed to service demand in the Southeast (190,000 TPY) and 
the West (60,000 TPY). Whether through·expansion of on-line 
MRF's, such as Rochester, Mill�s, and Springfield, or as new 
construction, additional large scale recycling capacity will be 
developed. 

The phasing-out of MSW landfills will stimulate localized 
demand for processing capacity in rural sections of Western and 
Southeastern Massachusetts which will likely be met by MSW 
compost facilities. Even with these expansive changes in solid 
waste management called for in this facility plan, significant 
capacity shortfall will exist in the Southeast Region. 

Figure 2 - d 
CENTRAL REGION MSW PROCESSING AND DISPOSAL. 

Generation 
Gen. w/ SR 
Compost, L&YW 
MSW processing 
Recycle, MRF 
Recycle, other 
Combustion 
MSW needing 
disposal 
MSW disposed 
(permitted LF) 
Zone II closures 

1988 
actual 

867,510 
867,510 

17,350 
0 

0 

43,376 
448,950 

357,834 

314,400 
0 

Capacity + or (-) (43,434) 

1992 
proj. 

875,592 
849,324 
110,412 

0 

0 

59,453 
476,325 

203,134 

132,340 
0 

(70,794) 

1996 
proj. 

885,436 
841,164 
126,175 

33,000 
185,000 

58,881 
476,325 

(38,217) 

0 

0 

38,217 

2000 
proj. 

926,974 
834,277 
125,141 

33,000 
185,000 

58,399 
476,325 

(43,589) 

0 -

0 

43,589 
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Figure 2 - e

NORTHEAST REGION MSW PROCESSING AND DISPOSAL 

1988 1992 1996 2000 
actual proj. 

. 

proj. proJ. 

Generation 3,502,360 .J,489,630 3,474,176 3,637,039 
Gen.w/S.R. 3,502,360 3,384,941 3,300,467 3,273,335 
Compost, L&YW 70,047 440,042 495,070 491,000 
MSW processing 0 0 100,000 100,000 
Recycle, MRF 0 290,000 590,000 
590,000 
Recycle, other 175 ,.118 236,946 231,033 229,133 
Combustion 1,244,176 1,863,763 1,863,763 1,863,763 
MSW needing 
disposal 2,013,019 554,190 20,601 (562) 
MSW disposed 
(permitted LF) 873,221 179,100 14,000 0 
Zone II closures 0 0 10,700 0 

Capacity +or(-) (1,139,798) (375,090) (6,601) (562) 

Figure 2 - f 
SOUTHEAST REGION MSW PROCESSING AND DISPOSAL 

Ge.neration 
Gen. w/ SR 
Compost, L&YW 
MSW .processing 
Recycle, MRF 
Recycle, other 
Combustion 
MSW needing 
disposal 
MSW disposed 
(permitted LF) 
Zone II closures 

Capacity +or(-) 

1988 
actual 

1,396,612 
1,396,612 

27,932 
0 

0 

69,831 
140,160 

1,158,689 

2,193,870 
0 

1992 --� .-
proJ. 

1,476,618 
1,432,319 

186,202 
23,100 
70,000 

100,262 
600,060 

452,696 

1,110,637 
0 

1,035,181 "1,703,484 

1996 
proJ. 

1,555,472 
1,477,698 

221,655 
23,100 
70,000 

103,439 
600,060 

459,445 

624,414 
20,000 

823,235 

2000 
proj. 

1,730,776 
1,557,698 

233,655 
46,200 

260,000 
109,039 
600,060 

308,745 

0 

0 

(308,745) 
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Figure 2 - g 
WESTERN REGION MSW PROCESSING AND DISPOSAL 

1988 1992 1996 2000 
actual proj. proj. proj. 

Generation 852,561 852,876 852,403 885,142 
Gen. w/ SR 852,561 827,290 809,783 796,628 
Compost, L&YW 17,051 107,548 121,467 119,494 
MSW processing 0 148,500 181,500 204,600 
Recycle, MRF 0 60,000 60,000 120,000 
Recycle, other 42,628 63,205 67,131 71,191 
Combustion 137,970 197,100 197,100 197,100 
MSW needing 
disposal: 654,912 250,937 182,584 84,243 
MSW disposed 
(permitted LF) 802,963 38,880 0 0 
Zone II closures 0 0 0 0 

Capacfty +or(-) 177,568 (212,057) (182,584) (84,243) 

This facility plan calls for the rational siting of 
processing facilities so that each region of the state will be 
served by a balance of types of facilities. It will be used to 
guide Department allocation of Ch. 584 funds and staff 
resources. Successful realization of the plan depends on 
continued provision of state financial resources and commitment 
by municipalities and the private sector to share this vision. 

While DEP dedicates its planning and f inancia_l resources 
tq this scheme as a long te_rm stratec,yr, it also holds 
responsibility for planning for the short term. In order to do 
this, the Department will issue annual reports on solid waste 
generation and disposal/processing. These reports will reveal 
the best available data and report on the status of facilities 
in the development phase at the time of the report's writing. 
Through this rnechani?m, the public will be able to measure the 
success of the Department's long term plan. As necessary, the 
Department will use this analysis to update this report and to 
modify application of its planning,' financial resources, and 
regulatory tools in order to best protect the environment by 
providing for adequate, safe processing and disposal capacity. 

.. 
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Chapter 3. SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 

Solid waste management in the Commonwealth is a 
responsibility shared by the public and private sector, with 
increasing private ownership of the facilities. Unlike 
neighboring Rhode Island, this state does not have the authority 
to direct the flow of trash; therefore, rational planning for 
the siting, variety of technologies, and price of disposal is a 
function of the dynamic between public policy and the market 
place. This chapter describes the roles and responsibilities of 
the various public and private sector parties in developing 
solid waste management systems in Massachusetts. 

Communities 

Better understanding of the negative impacts of 
inappropriate solid waste disposal on the environment have 
yielded improved protective standards and as a consequence, 
higher costs. Ironically, although today's technology better 
protects the environment, local officials and citizens have 
become even more reluctant to site new facilities and assume 
responsibility for potential problems. These forces have made 
the solid waste options facing municipal decision-makers today 
very complex. Massachusetts municipalities bear three solid 
waste responsibilities. 

o Plan for solid waste management through informed
decisions based on citizens' preferences;

� � 

o Arrange for, or directly manage, solid waste
collection, processing and disposal; and

o Through the municipal board of health, protect the
public health and safety by appropriate siting and
facility monitoring.

Increasingly, communities are recognizing the importance 
of improving solid waste disposal and processing practices to 
protect the public health. And, many communities in the 
Commonwealth face the challenge of finding new disposal 
capacity. Communities may attempt to develop capacity to 
service only its own waste stream or join with other communities 
to develop regional solutions. DEP advocates the formation of 
regional coalitions, because they have more power 



to ensure rational development of facilities that are 
environmentally sound and there is economy in the scale of 
regional facilitiese 
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DEP's solid waste management planning grant program 
provides $2.5 million in state matching grant funds to eligible 
public bodies for the development of comprehensive regional 
solid waste plans. Through this program cities and towns can 
act together in defining and addressing their common solid waste 
management problems. 

In choosing to manage solid waste communities analyze 
their solid waste management options as thoroughly and prudently 
as time and finances allow. The type of analysis a municipality 
uses can vary. The crudest, and least expensive method, is a 
simple analysis in which the risks and benefits of each option 
are described and discussed, but not quantified. Alternately, a 
municipality can undertake a comprehensive cost/benefit 
analys�s. Here again, various courses of action are 
considered. Life-cycle costing is a component of cost/benefit 
analysis in which costs are estimated over the estimated life of 
the disposal facility. Associated environmental risks are 
costed out by estimating the clean-up or restitution costs, but 
this is not a simple process. Estimating the costs associated 
with public health risks, such as polluted water, or aesthetic 
damage, such as a blighted landscape, is even more difficult. 
Done properly, a cost/benefit analysis can be expensive and 
time-consuming, and many municipalities may not have the 
expertise, time, or financial resources to carry one out. 

� r 

The following two depictions present different models of 
assessment and planning. In the first, the town of Amherst 
acted on its own to develop a solid waste management system in 
the face of a disposal crisis. In the second, the communities 
on Martha's Vineyard joined together tu form a regional waste 
management system. 

The Amherst Model 

In 1982, the Town of Amherst (population 36,000) 
discovered that leachate from its landfill was contaminating 
nearby drinking water wells. Amherst was short on time and on 
funding for a consultant. Although Amherst did not have the 
time or money to undertake a rigorous cost/benefit analysis, 
they managed to develop crude cost estimates of the options 
before them. With this information, they were able to develop a 
sound solid waste management plan. 

Amherst officials concluded that the town had to close the 
old landfill, to prevent further groundwater contamination, and, 
at the same time, construct a new, better one that would not 
leak. Plans were drawn to cap the old landfill and this work 
was virtually completed by 1985. A new landfill was sited and 

•



the first phase was constructed with a clay liner to prevent 
leakage. Amherst's analysis did not stop there. Realizing that 
space in the new landfill was extremely expensive, the town 
embarked on an ambitious recycling program to reduce the volume 
of material going into the new facility. 

The Martha's Vineyard District Model 

Unlike the Town of Amherst, the Martha's Vineyard 
communities chose to hire a consultant to perform a 
comprehensive coat/benefit analysis and options assessment for 
the region. In the early 19S0's the six Martha's Vineyard 
communities joined together in an effort to prevent an impending 
solid waste crisis. Formed as the the Martha's Vineyard Refuse 
Disposal and Resource Recovery District, Island towns contracted 
with consulting firm to analyze the size and nature of the 
disposal problem and then to evaluate long-term alternatives. 
The consulting firm completed the analysis and solicited public 
input on.the various alternatives._ The resulting report, 
completed in 1987, formed the basis of the Martha's Vineyard 
solid waste management system being constructed today. 

Today each of the six Martha's Vineyard District towns has 
a contract with the SEMASS combustion facility. Through the 
efforts of the district, plans for a central transfer station to 
deliver waste to the Rochester facility have been proposed for 
the Town of Edgartown. The District has arranged for depot 
recycling throughout the Island and plans for a leaf and yard 
waste composting facility and is looking into feasibility and 
siting issues. And finally, the island has established a 
permanent household hazardous waste collection facility. 

The Private Sector 
� ' 

An estimated 68% of the MSW generated in Massachusetts in 
1988 was processed or disposed at the state's 72 privately-owned 
solid waste combustion and landfill facilities. An additional 
3% was accepted at publicly-owned, privately-operated solid 
waste facilities. Two hundred thirty-two Massachusetts 
commu�ities are served exclusively by privately-owned 
facilities; 163 of these enjoy the certainty of long-term 
disposal contracts. 

In the last ten years, the solid waste combustion industry 
has benefited considerably from directions taken by the state. 
Industrial development bonds {!DB's) totaling nearly $600 
million have been used by the industry. Established public 
policy to coordinate technical assistance and enforcement 
efforts have worked to shift solid waste management practices 
away from a network of inferior landfills and incinerators to a

system of regional facilities {landfills and combustion 
facilities) serv�d by transfer stations. Today, 72 of the 

' 
I • 



state's 82 regional facilities are privately owned and/or 
operated. 

Figure 3 - a 
Massachusetts Industrial Finance Authority 
Cumulative Listing of Funding Expenditures 

through 5/89 
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Facility Process Date Bond AMT <xSl000) 

Vicon, Pittsfield Waste-Energy 09/79 6,200 
Ogden, Lawrence Waste-Energy 05/82 -58,200
NESWC, Andover Waste-Energy 02/83 160,000
SEMASS, Rochester Waste-Energy 12/84 110,000
SEMASS, Rochester Waste-Energy 09/85 40,000 
Flour, -.Agawam Waste-Energy 11/85 31,000 
Ogden, Haverhill Waste-Energy 12/86 184,800 
Wheel ab., Millbury Waste-Energy 09/87 325 

589,725 

The next decade will see continued provision of IDBs, 
whose allocation will be linked to clearly articulated policy 
for an integrated solid waste management system. This report 
calls upon the private sector to work with DEP and communities 
to: 

o develop non-burn processing facilities which meet the
standards established in the solid waste facilities
regulations and which respond to the needs identified
in this report;

o assess emerging technologies, especially those for
recycling; and

o develop recycling markets and incorporate
manufacturing processes that contribute to source
reduction and/or employ recycled materials.

The State 

The Executive, Legislative, and Judicial branches of 
government all set directions for solid waste management 
practices in the Commonwealth. DEP is the Commonwealth's lead 
agency for solid waste management. Its powers are derived from 
legislation, and its specific directions are articulated through 
policy and regulation. Working with other offices within the 
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs and through its 
Division of Solid Waste Management, DEP: 

o Establishes standards for the siting, construction

.. 
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and operation of Solid Waste Facilities that protect 
the public health and environment; 

o Issues permits and regulates existing facilities to
ensure they comply with these standards;

o Provides technical and financial assistance to
municipalities in their efforts to plan for improved
solid waste management, develop new capacity, close
old facilities, and assess potential environmental
threats from existing or former facilities;

o Researches available and emerging processing and
disposal technologies;

o Develops new solid waste management facilities where
there is a specific capacity need is identified; and,

o Regularly updates this Master Plan and, as of 1990,
will produce annual status reports on solid waste
generation, processing and disposal. In it, the
Department will report on solid waste generation
rates, processing and disposal. It will also include
projected changes in capacity for the subsequent 24
months (closures, anticipated shut-downs, and
facilities whose development or expansion is in the
permit process and/or under construction). This
report will play a significant role in shaping future
solid waste management systems. DEP will use it as a
force to drive the application of Ch. 584 funds.

o Offers programs of public �ducation geared both to
the general public and to solid waste
technicians.

As a function of DEP's revised solid waste regulations, 
solid waste facilities cannot obtain a permit for their facility 
without first addressing integrated solid waste management 
planning issues. In addition to these revisions, DEP 
recommended that MEPA adopt specific review criteria which 
establish parallel goals in the MEPA review process. One effect 
of this change will be a shift in the profile of facility types 
requesting MIFA financing. 

MIFA is an independent public agency established in 1978 
to stimulate private investment and job creation in 
Massachusetts by offering a variety of financial incentives, 
such as tax-exempt and taxable industrial development bonds 
(IDBs). Its IDB allocations reflect state priorities. During 
the 1970's and early 1980's the Bureau of Solid Waste Disposal 
(now the Division of Solid Waste Management) actively promoted 
mass-burn energy rec�very facilities. The Bureau extensively 
researched potential uses of incinerator ash, and it took a 
prominent role in development of the North East Solid Waste 
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Committee (NESWC) combustion facility by organizing the member 
communities, acquiring the site, arranging financing, and 
developing the EIR. MIFA offered financial incentives to that 
industry which today total nearly $600 million. 

Effects of the proposed regulatory revisions, the pending 
DEP assessment of the role for combustion in the state's solid 
waste management and changes in market conditions, are reflected 
in MIFA's pending financial requests. (See Figure 4-b) 

Figure 3-b 
Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency 

outstanding tax-exempt IDB allocation requests 
May, 1989 

Facility 

Legeis. Development, Shirley 
SEMASS, Rochester 

Resource Control, Springfield 
Resource Control, Nantucket 

Partyka, Chicopee 
RRS, Springfield 
SEMASS, Rochester 

Facility 
Type 

Combust 
Combust 

Sludge Compost 
Sl/MSW Compost 

MSW Recycle 
MSW Recycle 
MSW Recycle 

Request 
(THSNDS) 

$18,000 
$70,000 
$88,000 

$10,000 
$10,000 

$20,000 

$42,000 
$2,750 
$8,500 

$53,250 

The Executive Branch sets direction through legislative 
mandates and citizen referendums. In the last three years 
critically important initiatives have occupied this arena. One 
recent example of a legislative mandate was the Solid Waste 
Bill, which passed as Ch. 584 of the Acts of 1987. Key 
components of this $260.5 million legislation direct DEP to: 

o Subsidize Construction of an Integrated Waste
Management System - The Solid Waste Act of 1987
provides over a quarter of a billion dollars to
develop the Commonwealth's integrated solid waste
management system. DEP will administer these funds,
employing the reduce, recycle, combust, landfill
hierarchy.

o Research and Develop Improved Technologies - The Act
directs DEP to continue to research and develop new
solid waste management technologies and to help
communities develop innovative comprehensive solid
waste management plans.
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o Encourage Regionalism - In the past, most cities and
towns met their solid waste disposal needs
independently. Since regional facilities are more
cost-effective than those serving a single community,
the Act encourages regional development. The Act
therefore mandates financial assistance programs in
the Act give preference to regional projects.

o Establish an Air Emissions Testing Protocol - Using
approved DEP methodologies, solid waste combustion
facility operators must conduct air emissions tests
every nine months. The tests cover dioxins, furans,
heavy metals, and other chemicals. Results must be
made available to the public. These facilities must
be fitted with state-of-the-art technologies to
control emissions. All existing facilities must add
acid gas scrubbers to their air quality equipment
unless they have already done so. To finance
continued upgrading, each resource recovery facility
operator shall set aside 3% of all tipping fee
revenues in a dedicated fund, which will be used to
meet DEP pollution control requirements.

o Assess Existing Solid Waste Facilities - Many
communities have ignored the environmental threats
posed by active and inactive solid waste facilities.
DEP will take the lead in identifying existing
problems through preliminary assessments of every
landfill site. Following discovery of environmental
problems at particular landfills, DEP will provide
grants for additional study to identify the exact
nature and extent of the fh�eat.

o Create a Solid Waste Superfund - The Act sets up a
solid waste clean-up fund similar to that already in
place far hazardous waste under Chapter 21E of the
Massachusetts General Laws. If a public health
threat is discovered at a solid waste facility, DEP
will notify the owner of what remedial steps are
necessary. In cases where private landfills have
caused groundwater contamination problems, the
landfill owner is responsible for the clean-up.
Should the owner refuse to carry out the specified
remedial work, DEP has the power to carry out the
necessary work and to charge the owner of private
facilities for up to three times the cost of that
work. Municipal owners of solid waste facilities must
pay DEP for the cost of remedial work, if they do not
do the work themselves.

o Improve the Regulatory System - The Solid Waste Act
restructured the site assignment process and directed
DEP to develop regulations to govern the site
assignment process. These regulations were
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promulgated on September 9, 1988. The purpose is to 
ensure that facilities will be sited where they will 
not threaten public health and safety or the 
environment, and to ensure a rational siting process 
to facilitate development of needed solid waste 
disposal capacity. These siting regulations were 
promulgated in September, 1988, thereby achieving a 
key goal of the Act. 

o Increase Penalties for Illegal Dumping - The Act
expands DEP authority to impose penalties for
improper solid waste management in the Commonwealth.
DEP can levy heavier fines and illegal dumping is now
punishable by up to two years imprisonment.

currently two bills, one sponsored by Representative 
Roosevelt (D-Boston), and one by Representative Rosenberg 
(D-Amherst) are before the Legislature. The Roosevelt bill 
calls for a fee of 3 cents per package sold within the 
Commonwealth that is not made from recycled material or that is 
made from a material recycled at a rate less than 30%. Funds 
from this fee will support recycling programs throughout 
Massachusetts. The Rosenberg bill tackles the problem of 
developing markets for recyclables by granting a 50% investment 
tax credit (to be taken in 10% increments over 5 years) to 
manufacturing companies investing in equipment that uses 
recycled materials as a feedstock. The bill further provides a 
use credit equal to 10% of the value of recycled feedstocks 
purchased within a year. 

Public referendums also set directions. For example, in 
1986 Massachusetts citizens voted, through public referendum, to 
expedite clean-up of hazardous waste sites in Massachusetts. 
The referendum, known popularly as Question 4, directed DEP to 
assess and clean-up hazardous waste sites in Massachusetts 
within de�ined time frames. It also required the discovery and 
listing of a specified number of new sites every year. The 
effect of the regulation was an increased level of effort 
devoted to assessment and cleanup activities by DEP and a 
heightened public awareness of the existence of these sites. 

This referendum has had an impact on the Solid Waste 
Landfill Assessment and Cleanup (LAC) Program. Citizens with 
concerns about landfills in their cities and towns have been 
encouraged by the public interest groups which campaigned for 
passage of the referendum to request that these landfills be 
placed on Question 4's list o� potential sites. A number of 
landfills which are being addressed by the LAC program have now 
been placed on this list of sites. This action has served to 
increase the complexity of the landfill assessment and cleanup 
process. 

Currently, the question of who bears the financial burden 
for improvement to and management of solid waste facilities 
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rests in the Judicial system. One view holds that solid waste 
management is a municipal resp·onsibility. In another view, 
however, solid waste management is part of the state's 
responsibility to protect public health. 

The view ·that any costs incurred by a municipality in 
meeting post-1981 state-mandated standards s·hould be borne by 
the state was supported by the dec.ision of the Superior court in 
the case of the Town of Norfolk vs. the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. The case involves the state's requiring Norfolk 
to install a liner in its municipal landfill to meet compliance 
standards. Norfolk sought to shift the liability for the 
construction of the liner to the state, under M.G.L. Chapter 29, 
Section 27c (Proposition 2 1/2). But in the Norfolk case, the 
Commonw�lth argued, DEP was acting under regulations 
promulgated in 1971, and was regulating an activity that 
communities opt to undertake in the first place. Both the 
Division of Local Mandates and, on appeal, the Superior Court 
found .in favor of the Town. The case is currently under appeal. 

The effects of this decision are potentially far reaching 
and could hinder development of more environmentally sound solid 
waste management. DEP would not be able to establish standards 
for safe systems, unless the state would be prepared to bear the 
financial burden, or unless DEP could document that the policy 
was established before 1981 (the year Proposition 2 1/2 was 
adopted). The courts cannot order the state to pay 
municipalities for the cost of compliance, but can release the 
municipalities from an obligation of compliance if the state 
does not pay within a year. Municipalities could, therefore, 
expand or develop a waste management��ystem without sufficient 
environmental safeguards. This would.pose a substantial barrier 
to both the development of environmentally sound solid waste 
management in Massachusetts and the imposition of increased 
liability to their citizens upon municipalities. 

Final court decision of this case is expected within the 
next year. At that time DEP, local decision-makers, and 
environmental advocates will have clear direction on the 
question of who pays to close today's and construct tomorrow's 
solid waste system. 
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Chapter 4. THE COMMONWEALTH'S INTEGRATED SOLID WASTE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: CURRENT STATUS 

A closer look at present conditions, activities, and 
programs within the Commonwealth is presented in this section. 
current disposal capacity conditions, efforts by communities to 
form solid waste management regions, and programs to integrate 
recycling and composting with existing solid waste management 
practices are highlighted. 

These reports were compiled by DEP staff in the four 
regional offices. These offices, located in Worcester, Woburn, 
Lakevill� and Springfield, service the regions in which they are 
located; It is important to point out that the regions 
described in this report were established at about the same time 
that the Department was started. They are convenient to use 
because the DEP database is organized by region, but they are 
not meant to imply boundaries for planning or any other solid 
waste management activity. Today there are several cross-region 
proposals or planning entities at various stages of development, 
and the Department anticiaptes that there will be several more 
in the years to come. 
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The Central Region 

The Central Region relies predominantly on landfilling and 
incineration. There are currently 35 active landfills; 33 are 
municipally-owned facilities and 2 are privately-owned. There 
is a 1,500 tons/day waste-to-energy facility serving the Region 
in Millbury. 

Figure 4-a 
Key Statistics 

Counties in Region: 

Number of Cities and Towns: 

1988 Estimated Population: 

· .

MSW Generated:

MSW Recycled and Composted:

Worcester, Middlesex 
(partial), and Norfolk 
(partial) 

80 

871,000 

868,000 tons in 1988 

43,000 tons in 1988 

Presently, 37 of the region's 80 communities utilize 
landfills within the region, and 4 communities haul to 
out-of-region landfills. Berlin and Howard use a regional 
commercial landfill in Plainville, Douglas hauls to a landfill 
in Fall River, and Marlboro uses several different landfills and 
waste combustion facilities. Residepts of Uxbridge and New 
Braintree independently contract with ·private solid waste 
haulers. 

DEP anticipates that 16 of the 35 municipal landfills in 
the Central Region will reach capacity before 1990. Two of the 
communities relying on these landfills have signed contracts 
with solid waste combustion facilities. However, the remaining 
14 communities (comprising nearly 10% of the Central Region 
population) will seek new disposal capacity within the next two 
years. 

Thirty-seven communities in the region have signed waste 
disposal agreements with resource recovery facilities. Of 
these, 27 communities are currently delivering their municipal 
solid waste to the Wheelabrator facility in Millbury, 7 deliver 
to Ogden-Martin in Haverhill, and the remaining 3 use the NESWC 
facility in North Andover. 
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Figure 4-b 
1988 Solid Waste Processing and Disposal Methods 

in the Central Region (Estimated Volumes) 

MSW Processed or Disposed Percent of Total 
(in thousands tons/year) Regional Generation 

Recycle/Compost 61 7 

Combust 449 ·52

Landfill 314 36 

Total 800 95 

Figure 4-c is a graphic presentation of municipal solid 
waste·-processing and disposal within the region. Please note 
that this graph accounts for only the initial method of 
treatment, therefore, ash landfills are not accounted for. MSW 
is transported out of this region for processing and disposal as 
there is only the capacity to process and dispose 95% of the MSW 
generated within the region. 

• 

Figure 4-c 
MSW Processed or Disposed 
within the Central Region 

COMPOST 2% 

: MSW EXPORTED 5% 

· LAND Fl LL 36%

1988 GENERATION: 868,000 TONS 
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Municipal Trends and Activities: 

o Although only a small amount of the waste stream is
presently being recycled, this is expected to change
dramatically in the next few years. Five regional
recycling projects being planned in Central Massachusetts,
involving 33 of the SO.communities, shouid start operation
within three years and recycle 70,000 tons per year.

• 

The Central Massachusetts Resource Recovery Committee 
(CMRRC) is comprised of Auburn, Grafton, Holden, Millbury, 
Northborough, Oxford, Rutland, Shrewsbury, Southborough, 
Leicester, Westborough, and Worcester. DEP funded a 
feqsibility study for the construction of a state-funded 
la:rge scale, recycling project for the Cammi ttee. The 
study clearly affirmed that such a project would be 
beneficial. The Committee is now analyzing its options to 
�ttract a private vendor or to pursue public funding for 
the project. In the Spring of 1989, the Committee was 
awarded an additional $40,000 by DEP to hire a consultant 
to assist in siting a materials recovery facility (MRF) 
within the CMRRC region. 

In February, 1989 the towns of Harvard, Bolton, Berlin, 
Lancaster, Clinton, and Sterling organized a regional 
solid waste disposal committee. The Committee is 
dedicated to maximize the potential of recycling, and to 
implement a program for the composting of leaf and yard 
wastes. The Committee has expressed interest in expanding 
its membership by as many as five more communities. The 
Committee has prepared three requests for proposals. 
Through one RFP, the Committee is seeking a vendor to 
collect (either at curbside or at ce�tral repositories) 
all recyclable materials, provide for the disposal of 
non-recyclable materials, and define and implement both 
the public education component of the program and any 
compliance measures that are deemed necessary. 

The Town of Littleton recycles approximately 600 tons per 
year. This rate of recycling accounts for 17%, by weight, 
of the Town's total MSW generation. Between 30% and 40% 
of the residents volunteer their efforts to recycle some 
200 tons of paper, 50 tons of glass, and 150 tons of 
metals and a·ppliances. An effort to recycle plastic 
beverage containers was·recently instituted in the spring 
of 1989. Early signs are that the idea is well supported 
by the townspeople. The Town also composts approximately 
200 tons of leaves per year in a program that was begun in 
the fall of 1988. 

In the winter of 1989, the Montachusetts Regional Planning 
Agency began to organize a recycling committee with 
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representatives from area communities including Fitchburg, 
Lancaster, Hubbardston, Phillipston, Templeton, Athol, 
Townsend, Sterling, Lunenburg, Leominster, Shirley, 
Gardner, and Harvard. The committee is presently 
reviewing different recycling systems and will be studying 
composting and resource recovery opt_ions. 

The Town of Shirley is organizing a regional recycling 
program with a number of towns interested in participating 
including Pepperell, Lunenburg, and Townsend. The 
participating towns will jointly purchase and share a 
compartmentalized recycling vehicle. This vehicle will be 
used for curbside collection and as a drop-off center at 
the landfills of the participating communities. 

The Town of Northbridge is coordinating an effort with 
Upton and Uxbridge to research and analyze disposal 
solutions for wastes which are difficult to dispose such 
as white goods, household hazardous wastes, waste oil, and 
tires. The three-town committee is reviewing the option 
of siting a recycling center in Northbridge. 

In 1988 the Town of Sturbridge, in an effort to increase 
utilization of recycling and composting, formed an adhoc 
committee of interested citizens to examine different 
recycling programs, and to help the town design and 
implement the program of choice. The complete recycling 
center opened in May, 1989. It is modeled on the 
Wellesley facility and has an areas for exchange of 
reusable items, such as furniture and books and for the 
collection of clothing, white -goods, scrap metals,�auto 
batteries, plastics, motor oil,· glass, paper, and tires. 
The town has contracted with a licensed hazardous waste 
hauler to establish a household hazardous waste collection 
facility. 

o In the past two years, Central Region municipalities have
shown increased interest in composting leaves. In 1986,
there were 6 composting projects, the number rose to 10 in
1987, and to 17 in 1988. The amount of leaves composted·
has doubled between 1987 and 1988, from approximately
4,000 tons to 7,925 tons of leaves.

In 1987, the Town of Holden established a dropoff leaf and
yard waste compost operation at the closed town landfill.
Town employees chip the brush and pile the leaves in
windrows. Approximately 183 tons of leaves.and grass
clippings were composted on this small site (three
quarters of an acre) in this past year.

Laughton's Nursery in Westford is a commercial regional
program for the towns of Westford and Chelmsford. The
towns are responsible for collection and delivery to the
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nursery, while the composting operation is performed by 
nursery personnel. The final compost is used by the 
nursery. 

Westminster Farms, located in Westminster, received a site 
assignment and DEP plan approval for a compost operation 
in 1987. Approximately 8,364 tons of chicken manure, 
17,843 tons of cranberry wastes, and animal bedding are 
composted annually by the program. The final product is 
bagged and sold as fertilizer. 

In 1987, the City of Worcester initiated a leaf compost 
program aided by a technical assistance grant from DSWM. 
Leaves are picked up at curbside and transported to one of 
three composting sites in the city. At one site, the city 
composted approximately 870 tons of leaves in 1988. After 
the compost has been tested for contaminants, it is used 
for landscaping purposes on parks and other public 
grounds. Next year Worcester plans to compost nearly 
.. 2,700 tons at three different sites. 

o The Lancaster Regional Solid Waste Disposal Committee is
seeking a vendor who would locate a combustion facility no
larger than 150 tons per day within the region. Under the
terms of the RFP the facility would be responsible for the
collection of solid waste either at the curbside or at
central repositories. Further, the facility would be
required to provide for recycling, the disposal of
non-recyclable solid wastes and the disposal of ash from

.the combustion facility. The final RFP the Committee 
released seeks proposals from owners of existing and 
planned incinerators and recycling operations for prices 
of long-term contracts .. 

� · 

The Legeis Corporation proposes to build a 200 tons/day · 
facility in Shirley. This project is.currently undergoing 
environmental review. A draft Environmental Impact Report 
is expected to be released in the first half of 1989. 

o The Towns of Barre and Townsend are treating the leachate
collected from their town landfills by means of a batch
flow, mechanically aerated treatment process in a series
of lagoons. The State is currently evaluating the
treatment efficiency of the lagoons. The required
discharge permits have not as yet been issued by the
Department and are pending review of these facilities.

Seaman Paper Company has been granted an approval from DEP
to use its paper sludge as a daily cover material at the
Gardner Landfill. The application of the paper sludge as
a daily cover material is seen as a beneficial use of a
discarded material. At the end of one year, an evaluation
of the potential for long-term use of sludge as a cover
material will be made.
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Commercial Trends and Activities 

o Foster Forbes, located in Milford, purchases amber and
clear recycled glass from private recycling companies and_
community programs. The company purchased over 2100 tons
of glass from recycling facilities in Massachusetts last
year.

o The Gen-Pak Corporation is building a polystyrene
recycling facility in Leominster. The facility will
recycle used polystyrene containers and food trays from
educational facilities, state and federal facilities,
restaurants, and industrial post-consumer packaging. The 
corporation has designed a process to pelletize and sell 
t�e resin from these products. The facility is designed 
to recycle approximately 5 million pounds per year. 
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The Northeast Region 

MSW is transported out of this region for processing and 
disposal. Approximately 1.5 million tons per year are shipped to 
facilities out of the region, including several in New 
Hampshire. The region recycles and composts 7%, incinerates 
36%, and landfills 25% of the MSW that is· generated within the 
region. 

Figure 4-d 
Key Statistics 

Counties in Region: 

Number of Cities and Towns: 

1987 Population Estimate: 

MSW Generated: 

Waste Recycled and 
Composted: 

Essex, Middlesex, Suffolk, 
Norfolk (partial) 

95 

3,000,000 

3,500,000 tons in 1988 

245,000 tons in 1988 

Almost two-thirds of the municipalities contract with 
incinerator vendors or haulers who have contracts with 
incinerators. The length of those contracts varies from � to 20 
years. Because many communities have relatively long-term 
contracts, regional planning efforts in this region are not as 
strong as in others. However, those communities with only 2 to 
5 years remaining on existing contracts are now forming regional 
entities to identify shared problems.and plan for future 
management of their solid waste. 

Figure 4-e

1988 Solid Waste Processing and Disposal Methods 
in the Northeast Region (Estimated Volumes) 

MSW Processed or Disposed Percent of Total 
Method (in thousands tonsLy:ear) Regional 
Generation 

Recycle/Compost 245 7 

Combust 1,300 36 

Landfill 873 25 

Total 2,418 68 
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There are several disposal capacity concerns in the 
Region. By 1990, approximately 15% of the landfill space will 
reach permitted capacity. In addition, the Northeast Region's 
use of out-of-state facilities could pose a major capacity 
problem as other states, including New Hampshire, may soon shut 
their doors to out-of-state solid waste. 

Figure 4-f is a graphic presentation of municipal solid 
waste processing and disposal within the region. Note this 
graph accounts for only the initial method of treatment; ash 
landfills are not reported on the graphs. The Northeast Region, 
a net exporter of MSW, only has capacity to process or dispose 
56% of the MSW generated within its boundaries. 

LANDFILL 25% 

Figure 4-f 
MSW Processing and Disposal 

within the Region 

NORTHEAST REGION 
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COMPOST 2% 

MSW EXPORTED 32% 

1988 GENERATION: 3,600,000 TONS 

Municipal Trends and Activities 

o The Department through staff and consultant resources is
assisting Boston to formulate a comprehensive integrated
waste management plan.

The Northern Middlesex Area Commission (NMAC) is 
conducting a regional solid waste planning process on 
behalf of eight of its communities including Billerica, 
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Chelmsford, Dracut, Dunstable, Lowell, Tewksbury, 
Tyngsboro, and Westford. The Commission has submitted an 
application to DEP for a local solid waste planning 
grant. Currently more than half of the communities have 
no long-term arrangements for solid waste management. The 
plan, as proposed in the application, would profile 
existing solid waste management practices and conditions 
in the region, estimate long-term needs and available 
capacity, evaluate short-term regional strategies to 
expand and strengthen waste recycling, composting, and 
household hazardous waste management efforts, and assess 
the feasibility and advantages of new regional processing 
and disposal facilities. 

o The Commonwealth's second regional recycling facility
(MRF) is in the planning stages and will serve six core
communities: Cambridge, Brookline, Newton, Watertown,
Belmont, and Waltham. These communities have a population
base of 350,000. The number of communities will
�ventually be expanded to include enough surrounding
communities to make up a population base of at least
500,000. This program will divert nearly 15% of the MSW
generated by the member communities.

The communities expected to participate in the Cambridge
MRF program have strong citizen support for recycling. An
advisory committee for the region comprised of municipal
officials, DPW Directors, and DEP staff works to develop
interim solutions. The committee is exploring group
marketing contracts for recycling services and other joint
strategies for recycling. In the interim, the cities of
Somerville, Watertown, Cambridge, and Belmont have
established recycling drop-off centers. Newton and
Brookline have begun curbside collection of newspaper.

In 1988, with DEP assistance, the City of Boston
established a drop-off program for newspaper and glass in
Jamaica Plain. To date the program has recycled more than
115 tons of paper and 27 tons of glass and so far has
saved Boston $18,898 in avoided disposal costs while
generating $27,671 in income. Several other drop-off
sites have been established around Boston including the
Boston Food Coop in Boston. A pilot curbside collection
program in Jamaica Plain is planned for Spring 1989, but
fiscal constraints may delay the program for another
year.

The "Commercial Waste Recycling Feasibility Study",
co-sponsored by DEP, the City of Boston, and the Greater
Boston Chamber of Commerce, was released in the Spring of
1989. It characterizes the potential for recycling
commercial wastes in Boston, identifies existing barriers
to successful recycling, and recommends the following plan
of action for the next two years: 1) form a commercial
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recycling task force, 2) expand intermediate processing 
capacity in the Boston area and markets for recyclables, 
and 3) implement several pilot demonstration projects in 
each segment of the business community, and call upon 
employers to develop waste reduction and recycling plans. 

Many communities in the Northeast region including 
Wakefield, Melrose, and Saugus have volunteer drop-off 
recycling programs. Other communities have implemented 
curbside collection of newspaper, including Peabody, 
Methuen, Quincy, Brookline, Framingham, Somerville, and 
Chelmsford. Lexington and Bedford pick up glass at the 
curbside and Newton plans to do so in the fall of 1989. 
Lexington and Peabody recently passed ordinances making 
curbside collection of recyclables mandatory. 

The North Shore communities which utilize the Saugus RESCO 
waste-to-energy facility have approached DSWM for 
information and assistance in setting up recycling 
programs. Wheelabrator Technologies, the owner of the 
waste to energy facility, is considering building a MRF. 

The New England Solid Waste Committee (NESWC) communities 
act as a region, although they are geographically somewhat 
spread out. The Committee last year issued an RFP for a 
MRF vendor. WtE, a Bedford based firm, won the right to 
negotiate with NESWC. WtE is one of the firms which plans 
to build a MRF in the Merrimack Valley. 

The Millis Consortium including Ashland, Dedham, Dover, 
Framingham, Holliston, Hopedale, Hopkinton, Mansfield, 
Medfield, Medway, Milford, Millis, Natick, Needham, 
Norfolk, Norwood, Sherborn, Sudbury, Walpole, Wayland, 
Westwood, and Wrentham have been meeting as a group to 
develop a regional recycling program and to bring a MRF 
into that region. DEP has been attending meetings and 
providing technical assistance, and has just awarded a 
contract to Alternative Resources, Inc. of Concord, MA, to 
provide recycling planning assistance to the consortium. 

o More than 25 communities in the Northeast region are now
composting leaves, collected by their Public Works crews
or by residents bringing the leaves to a drop-off site.
Communities such as Wellesley and Rockport, which do not
have municipal collection, have operated drop-off sites
for leaves and yard waste for more than five years. Other
communities such as Braintree, Hingham and Cohasset
initiated drop-off leaf composting programs more recently.

There are several on-going agricultural composting
projects, including projects at Geiger Farm in Ipswich and
Peter Brittan's farm in Hamilton, which compost fish
wastes and manures, and food wastes from large scale food
manufacturing(such as Ocean Spray) with manures. Laughton
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Nurseries, in Westford, has set up a composting operation 
which accepts leaves from Chelmsford and Westford. The 
material produced is used by the nursery. Weston 
Nurseries, in Hopkinton, has a similar operation and 
accepts leaves from Framingham, Needham, and Medfield. 
A regional coordinating committee, consisting of 
representatives from each of the eight communities, will 
work with the NMAC to set goals for and approve the 
results of the phase 1 planning process. 

The Merrimack Valley Regional Planning Council (MVRPC) is 
assisting communities in its region-- including Newbury, 
Newburyport, West Newbury, Georgetown, Groveland, Rowley, 
Amesbury, Merrimack, Salisbury, Haverhill, Methuen, North 
Andover, and Andover--in developing composting programs 
and disseminating information through forums and 
meetings. 
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The Southeast Region 

A net importer of solid waste, the Southeast Region 
relies primarily on landfilling. There are currently 54 active 
landfills, of which 48 are municipally-owned and/or operated and 
6 are privately-owned and/or operated. Together, these 6 
commercial landfills take in nearly 20% of the state's municipal 
solid waste stream. There is one incinerator in the City of 
Fall River. There are seven privately-operated wood waste 
facilities, one privately-operated ash facility, three sludge 
facilities, and one demolition debris facility. 

Figure 4-g 
Key Statistics 

Counties in Region: 

Number of Cities and Towns: 

1988 Population Estimate: 

MSW Generated: 

MSW Recycled and Composted: 

Barnstable, Bristol, Dukes, 
Nantucket, Plymouth, and 
Norfolk (Partial) 

75 

1,300,000 

1,400,000 tons in 1988 

98,000 tons in 1988 

At this time, 71 of the 75 communities comprising the 
Southeast Region dispose of their solid waste at landfills. 
Three communities utilize the Fall River incinerator, and one 
community transports its waste to a resource recovery facility 
outside the Region. 

Of the 71 communities presently disposing at landfills, 49 
utilize municipal landfills. Twenty-two communities contract 
among the Region's 6 commercial landfills which, together, take 
in nearly 60% of the Region's total municipal solid waste 
stream. 
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Figure 4-h 
1988 Solid Waste Processing and Disposal Methods 

in the Southeast Region (Estimated Volumes) 

MSW Processed or Disposed Percent of 
Method (in thousands tonsLyear) Regional 
Generation 

Recycle/Compost 98 7 

Combust 120 86 

MSW Landfill 2,200 157 

Total 2,418 250 

Total 

This disposal pattern will change dramatically when the 
SEMASS waste-to-energy facility begins full operation. At that 
time 32 communities (30 from the Southeast Region) will begin 
delivering their municipal solid waste to the 1,800 ton-per-day 
(TPD) combustion facility in Rochester. Of the 30 contracted 
communities in the Region, 22 are presently disposing at 
municipal landfills; 7 have contracts at commercial landfills in 
the region; and 1 utilizes the Fall River incinerator. 

The SEMASS waste-to-energy facility is the first resource 
recovery facility located in the Southeast Region. At full 
operation, it will process 31% of the"Region's municipal solid 
waste. Once the facility is fully operational, it will process 
nearly 657,000 tons per year. 

Of particular significance is the impact SEMASS will have 
on disposal at municipal landfills. Prior to SEMASS, almost 40% 
of the Region's waste was disposed at municipal landfills. When 
SEMASS begins full operation, only 14% of disposal within the 
Region will be at municipal landfills. 

Figure 4-i is a graphic presentation of municipal solid 
waste processing and disposal within the region. Note this 
graph represents only the initial method of waste treatment. 
Ash landfill capacity is not reported on this graph. The 
Southeast region is a net importer of solid waste. 
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Figure 4-i 
MSW Generated vs MSW Processed/Disposed within the Region 

SOUTHEAST REGION 

COMBUST 10% 

COMPOST 2$ 

1988 GENERATION: 1,400,000 TONS 

Municipal Trends and Activities 

o A number of solid waste facilities have recently been .
proposed for the Southeast Region. Together, the
following proposed facilitfes represent nearly 1.6 million
tons per year of new capacity:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Figure 4-j 
Proposed Solid Waste Facilities for SE 

Crapo Hill Regional Landfill(Dartmouth) 
SEMASS(expansion) WtE(Expansion) 
O'Donnell Landfill/Recycling(Kingston) 
Demo/Recycling(Norton) 
SEEDCO(N. Attelboro) 
Resource Recovery (Taunton) 
MSW Composting(Nantucket) 
Wood Energy Facility(Brockton) 

171,600 TPY 
234,000 TPY 
727,740 TPY 
130,000 TPY 
117,000 TPY 

- ·125,000 TPY
22,100 TPY 

200,000 TPY 
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o There are three Solid Waste Districts within the Region,
representing 11 communities collectively. They are:

1. Carver/Wareham/Marion Regional Refuse District

2. New Bedford/Dartmouth Regional Refuse District

3. Martha's Vineyard Regional Refuse District.

Each of the three districts have pursued regional 
solutions to their solld waste disposal needs. Carver, 
Wareham, and Marion presently dispose at the District's 
regional landfill in Carver but have signed long-term 
disposal contracts with SEMASS waste-to-energy facility. 
Once SEMASS begins accepting waste from the 3 
c9mmunities, the Carver landfill will serve as the ash 
repository/waste bypass landfill for SEMASS. 

New Bedford and Dartmouth presently dispose at their own 
.municipal landfills, and the District has approved plans 
for the construction of a 150 acre landfill in Dartmouth 
to serve the two communities. The District is currently 
pursuing financing of the facility and anticipates 
construction during the next few years. In the interim 
period, the District has started to explore 
implementation of volume reduction measures, including a 
leaf composting program and a landfill ban on bulky 
wastes, in an effort to conserve critical remaining 
capacity at both landfillso 

Each of the six Martha's Vineyard District towns has 
signed a contract with SEMASS6 These long term contracts 
will commence if the third-phase boiler is permitted and 
becomes operational. Until that time, the Martha's 
Vineyard District Committee has worked out an agreement 
with SEMASS to accept waste on a spot market basis. 
Through the efforj:s of the district, plans for a central 
transfer station to deliver waste to the Rochester 
facility have been proposed for the Town of Edgartown. 
To augment these management strategies, Martha's Vineyard 
decided to impose a fee schedule on waste disposal which 
is standardized throughout the island. Accordingly, 
there will be a charge for each 32 gallon container, or 
its equivalent, brought to the transfer station. There 
will be no charge for recyclables brought to local 
collection centers. The District has plans for a leaf 
and yard waste composting facility. And, finally, the 
island has established a permanent household hazardous 
waste collection center. 

Solid waste management and planning strategies are being 
implemented in many other communities in the region 
through the efforts of regional planning entities, 
including Cape Cod Planning and Economic Development 
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Commission ·(CCPEDC) and the Southeastern Regional 
Planning and Economic Development District (SRPEDD). 
Together CCPEDC and the Barnstable County Solid Waste 
Task Force are in the process of evaluating regional 
recycling alternatives for the Cape's 15 municipalities. 
And, many local officials are actively seeking to develop 
a mandatory recycling program for co-mingled 
recyclables. Toward this end, the Cape Cod Planning 
Agency, with financial assistance from DEP, is directing 
a comprehensive regional recycling study to assess 
collection and processing options for the Cape's 15 
communities. The study will evaluate and determine which 
recycling alternatives available to the Cape Cod area 
have the lowest life-cycle cost, greatest waste diversion 
potential, and lowest degree of financial risk • 
. 

SRPEDD has also worked closely with DEP to promote sound 
solid waste management. Most recently DEP and SRPEDD 
have been actively involved in the formation of a new 

.. regional group, which combines several small existing 
solid waste committees from Attelboro, Norton, Mansfield, 
Seekonk, Berkley, and Foxboro. They are presently 
identifying and evaluating short- and long-range goals 
and objectives including: formation of a solid waste 
district, increased source reduction, local recycling 
programs, and leaf and yard waste composting. This group 
is interested in attracting a private regional recycling 
facility. 

The South Shore Coalition is a group of ten south shore 
communities working together to develop a regional 
solution to their shared solid waste problems: Hingham, 
Hull, Cohasset, Weymouth, Scituate, Marshfield, Duxbury, 
Hanover, Pembroke, and Norwell. The coalition has been 
awarded $150,000 from DEP, through the 1987 Solid Waste 
Act, to develop a model integrated solid waste management 
plan addressing the long term needs and alternatives of 
its ten member municipalities. This plan will identify 
types of preferred disposal options, choose sites and 
recommend funding alternatives for construction of a 
regional facility to serve member towns. A request for 
proposals was recently completed and is being circulated 
for responses. Estimates call for the plan to be 
completed within the next year. DEP anticipates that·the 
accomplishments of the South Shore Coalition under this 
grant will provide valuable information to other 
municipal coalitions attempting to solve their solid 
waste management problems on a cooperative level. 

Another group which has been particularly active in solid 
waste management is the Bristol County Selectmen's 
Association. Primarily through the efforts of 
Representative Phillip Travis, the group has provided 
support to several local solid waste committees and has 
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been especially involved in promoting mandatory recycling 
ordinances. Indeed, 4 communities in the Southeast 
Region have passed mandatory· recycling ordinances 
conditional upon a state-constructed MRF in the region. 

Most recently, the five communities of New Bedford, Fall 
River, Taunton, Brockton, and Attelboro, representing the 
Southeastern Massachusetts Partnership, have each 
appointed representatives to address common solid waste 
management problems, goals, and regional solutions. 

o Several Southeast Region communities are now operating
local recycling programs, particularly for glass and
paper. None of these existing programs, however,
provides curbside pickup of separated recyclables; all
are dependent upon resident drop-off at recycling
centers, landfills, or transfer stations. These local
recycling programs have had varying rates of success
corresponding to fluctuations in markets for resale of

-.recyclables. Aluminum and paper have consistently 
remained the most stable in price and, therefore, the 
most widely collected recyclables. While vendors are 
paying communities for aluminum, most communities are 
paying approximately $10-15/ton for removal of paper and 
glass. 

SEMASS has introduced a proposal for large-scale 
recycling. They propose use of "recycle bags" rather than 
standard household set-out containers to eliminate the 
need for costly separate collection of recyclable 
materials. Presently SEMASS is preestablishing its 
markets for recycled glass, metals, paper, and plastics. 
It anticipates a 10 to 30% redu·ction in the incoming 
municipal solid waste stream, depending upon the level of 
community participation. 

The facility intends to accept recyclables from both 
SEMASS and non-SEMASS communities in one of three 
delivery schemes: (1) in recycle bags as a mixed load 
with the solid waste stream; (2) in recycle bags only; 
and (3) as semi-processed, separated recyclables. In the 
first delivery scheme, pickers at the facility will 
remove the recycle bags from the conveyor belt before 
they reach the tipping floor. The operators·will employ 
an incremental tip-fee scale to further encourage 
recycling. The highest fee would be charged for 
non-separated solid waste. The fees decrease 
significantly for waste containing recyclables in the 
recycle bag. Revenues from the sale of the recyclables 
will be shared with the participating communities. A 
direct payment method will be used for semi-processed 
direct delivery. SEMASS is drafting mandatory recycling 
ordinances for consideration by communities and is 
soliciting expressions of commitment from communities 
without SEMASS contracts. 
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Other r�cycling facilities are being proposed for diverse 
components of the waste stream. They are being designed 
to process difficult-to-dispose-of wastes such as wood 
waste, concrete, asphalt, and stumps. 

o More than three years ago, faced with a municipal
landfill near capacity, the Nantucket Long Range Solid
Waste Disposal Committee was appointed to evaluate and
recommend a solution to on-island solid waste disposal.
After rejecting several proposals for incinerators and
one for a new landfill, the Committee voted to sponsor a
comprehensive feasibility study for solid waste
composting. That study, completed in 1986, was the basis 
for an RFP for the construction and operation of an MSW 
composting facility. Seventeen bidders were narrowed to 
fpur, each representing four different technologies. In 
1987, the Committee travelled to Europe to see each of 
the processes in operation. In February, 1988, the 
Committee received final proposals and from them, 

-.selected Resource Control, Inc. to design, construct, 
finance, and operate the compost facility for a 20-year 
period. Construction is expected within the next two 
years. 

The Town of Nantucket has been awarded a $97,350 grant by 
DEP for various components of this project and for a 
yard/wood waste composting facility to be located at the 
town landfill. The grant funded activities include 
technical assistance in developing suitable performance 
guarantees and contract conditions, environmental review 
in the siting process, facility design and construction 
overview, and compost analysis and utilization
demonstration. 

� · 

In 1988 several communities in the Southeast Region 
initiated leaf and yard waste composting in an effort to 
divert significant amounts of solid waste from their 
landfills and to realize avoided disposal costs. At 
present, 9 communities are actively composting, while 
another 14 have plans to begin programs within the next 
year. 

One of the more significant composting projects in the 
Region is the state-sponsored pilot project at the 
Yarmouth municipal landfill. This operation, developed 
with State financial and technical assistance through 
DEP, is in its second year of operation. A major 
objective o� this pilot project is to analyze the 
composted material and provide data on applicable 
utilization of that material. Likewise, this project 
will provide the basis for establishing testing and 
operational guidelines for subsequent compost facility 
siting, operations and application of composted material. 
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Acushnet, Fairhaven, Mattapoisett, and New Bedford are 
developing a regional leaf composting programo The site 
is in Acushnet, and each of the participating towns will 
collect leaves in a curbside collection program in 
biodegradable bags. It is estimated that as much as 
3,700 tons of leaves will be collected from the four 
communities. 

The Crapo Hill Landfill, proposed for construction on a 
150-acre parcel in Dartmouth, would serve Dartmouth and
New Bedford. Final plans for the facility have been
approved by DEP and construction is expected to begin
within the next two years. Recently, the District
awarded the design contract for the leachate
pre-treatment facility, an integral component of the
landfill, and is expected to secure financing for
construction of the landfill itself within the next few
months. When completed, the landfill will receive
approximately 450 tons per day from the two communities.

·-The estimated life of the landfill ranges from 25 to 34
years, depending on such factors as whether or not
municipal sludge is accepted for disposal. In an effort 
to extend the life of the landfill, the District explored 
waste reduction measures including source reduction, 
composting and recycling. It intends to allow for 
implementation of these measures in the design of the 
landfill. 

Commercial Trends 

o The BFI landfill in Fall River has negotiated with six
communities to pick up separated leaf and yard waste at
reduced tipping fees for composting at their Fall River
facility.

One community that was particularly successful in this
joint venture with BFI was the Town of Weymouth. In
cooperation with the Weymouth Solid Waste Task Force and
the League of Women Voters, the local Department of
Public Works purchased 250,000 paper, biodegradable bags
at a cost of $71,792. Through an ambitious education
program, brochures were printed and circulated describing
the pilot project and the benefits of leaf composting.
During the fall of 1988, 242,000 bags were distributed
free of charge to Weymouth residents. Approximately
12� 1 000 bags were collected, representing over 1,300 tons
of leaves. This amounted to a solid waste disposal cost
savings of $34,256.

o The SEMASS solid waste combustion facility, presently
permitted at 1,800 TPD, is awaiting DEP approval of a
third phase boiler which would add 900 tons per day to
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the current capacity. The permit application £or this 
project was submitted to DEP prior to the commencement of 
the combustion assessment and it will be evaluated 
independently. Approval of the additional 900 TPD would 
provide disposal for several more communities who have 
already signed contracts, including the six Martha's 
Vineyard communities. 

o A proposal by O'Donnell Sand and Gravel to develop an
integrated solid waste management facility on a 150-acre
site in Kingston anticipates a number of solid waste
processing activities, including recycling, composting,
and reprocessing of asphalt and concrete. The proposed
recycling and composting operation would handle 700 TPD;
the reprocessing operation, 99 TPD; and, the landfill
.facility, 2,000 TPD. An Environmental Impact Report is
now being prepared to address questions raised in the
MEPA process. This project has not received site
assignment from the Board of Health or any permits from
DEP.

o Proponents of a proposal to develop a demolition debris
recycling �acility and landfill on a 97-acre site in
Norton have been required to prepare an Environmental
Impact Report. No permits, including site assignment from
the local Board of Health, have been issued for this
project.

o SEEDCO (South-Eastern Energy Development Corporation) has
responded to an i�vitation from the North Attleboro Solid
Waste Committee to develop a proposal for a
waste-to-energy facility. The proposal calls for a
450-TPD massburn facility, designed to handle the entire
residential and commercial waste stream of North
Attleboro and up to eight surrounding communities. The
facility would be an integrated solid waste management
facility comprised of the following components: 1·)
�aste-to-energy plant; 2) recycling facility; 3) stump
and brush grinding operation; 4) composting operation; 5)
demolition debris processing plant; and, 6) a tire
processing operation. This proposal has not received any
permits including site assignment from the local Board of
Health.

o The Taunton Resource Recovery Faqility project, proposed
by Legeis Development Corporation, calls for development
of a 500 TPD facility on a 4 acre site in Taunton. An
Environmental Impact Report is also being prepared for
this project. No permits, including site assignment from
the local Board of Health, have been issued.

o The Brockton Wood Energy Facility, a proposal by Energy
Initiatives Inc., calls for the development of a 200,000
tpy·power production facility in Brockton. The facility
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will combust wood-based fuels--both urban waste wood 
(construction and demolition debris, pallets etc.) and 
green wood (chips from land clearing and forest 
management operations)--to produce approximately 23 
megawatts of power to be sold to the Eastern Edison 
Company. Plans call for the facility to be operational 
in the first quarter of 1992. No site assignment or 
permits have yet been issued for the proposed facility • 

• 
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The Western Region 

The Western Region now relies primarily on landfills. 
Eighty-nine of the Region's 101 communities dispose of their 
municipal solid waste in landfills. The remaining 12 use 
resource recovery facilities in Pittsfi�ld and Springfield. The 
ash from these facilities is disposed of at the Pittsfield and 
Springfield landfills. 

Figure 4-k 
Key Statistics 

Counties in Region: 

Number of Cities and Towns: 

1988 Population Estimate: 

MSW Generated: 

Waste Recycled and Composted: 

Berkshire, Franklin, 
Hampshire, and H�mpden 

101 

800,000 

853,000 tons in 1988 

60,000 tons in 1988 

DEP anticipates that, within three years, more than 
one-half of the Region's 39 existing landfills will close due to 
lack of space, new regulatory requirements, or other reasons. 
Many communities already have placed restrictions on commercial 
waste, demolition debris, and other Btilky or problem wastes to 
conserve capacity. As capacity dwindles at other facilities and 
costs of disposal are experienced, recycling and composting have 
grown very appealing. Today, the first state-owned recycling 
facility is under construction in Springfield. There is an 
increasing tendency among communities to pool disposal 
resources. Of the 39 active landfills, 12 are regional because 
they accept MSW from more than one community. 
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Figure 4-1 
1988 Solid Waste Processing and Disposal Methods 

in the Western Region (Estimated Volumes) 

MSW Processed or Disposed Percent of Total 
Method (in thousands tons/year) Regional Generation 

Recycle/Compost 60 7 

Combust 138 16 

Landfill 803 94 

Total 1,001 117 

Figure._4-m is a graphic presentation of municipal solid waste 
processing and disposal within the region. Note this graph 
accounts for only the initial method of treatment. Ash 
landfills are not described on the graph. A net importer of 
MSW, the Western Region accepts approximately 4% more waste than 
it produces. 

Figure 4-m 
MSW Generated vs MSW Processed/Disposed within the Region 

WESTERN REGION 

COMBUST 16% 

COMPOST 2% 

1988 GENERATION: 853,000 TONS 
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Municipal Trends and Activities 

o There are strong efforts underway throughout the region to
form multi-community entities for regional solid waste
managemente

Thirteen communities joined together in the fall of 1988
to form the Northern Berkshire Solid Waste District.
Initially, the District concentrated on organizational and
planning needs. A District director and recycling
coordinator will be hired this summer. The director will
lead an eight month effort, funded by DEP, to develop an
integrated solid waste management plan. This plan will
evaluate the regional use of remaining local landfill
capacity as well as integrate long-term processing and
disposal capacity needs and alternatives. The recycling
coordinator will develop a collection and transfer plan
for the delivery of district recyclables to the
Springfield MRF. In addition, the coordinator will assist
district members with implementation of leaf and yard
waste composting programs, recycling of materials not
handled by the Springfield MRF, and household hazardous
waste collection programs.

In June, 1989 the South Berkshire County District
including 14 towns was formally established. By September
the district agreement is slated to be complete. The
District intends to explore long-term regional waste
management solutions.

Fifteen Franklin County communities voted this spring to
participate in the Franklin County District and another 5
communities are considering district memberships at
special town meetings this summer. A solid waste plan
will be completed in the fall of 1989. This plan,
supported by a DEP planning grant to the Franklin County
Commissioner's Office, will determine the long-term solid
waste capacity shortfall of the District and identify
viable sites for a regional landfill. The District is
also developing plans for collection and transport of some
or all of its recyclables to the Springfield MRF.

Since 1986, 18 of Hampshire County's 20 communities have
been involved in regional solid waste planning efforts.
This activity focuses around two groups which both employ
an integrated solid waste management approach. Both
groups are anticipating construction/expansion of
landfills together with source reduction, composting,
recycling, and co-composting components. In addition to
regional activities, the mayors of the five cities in
Hampshire and Hampden counties, through their designees,
met for more than a year to discuss problems and possible
remedies. This Solid Waste Action Team (SWAT) released
its final report in December, 1988. Recommendations from
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the SWAT report are currently being implemented. With the 
exception of two communities, all of Hampshire County is 
expected to participate in the Springfield MRF. 

o To ·date, ·91 of the 101 communities in this region have
expressed interest in participating in the Springfield
Materials Recycling Facility (MRF) Program. In �ddition,
the Town of Athol, part of the DEP Central Region, has
also expressed interest in joining the program. Of the 92
communities interested in the program, Beckett,
Greenfield, Leyden, Montague, Sandisfield, Tryingham, and
Wilbraham are on a waiting list pending availability of
additional capacity at the Springfield MRF.

Eighty-five communities are currently committed to
bringing their recyclables to the Springfield MRF, and the
majority of those have passed mandatory recycling
ordinances. All communities must pass a mandatory
recycling ordinance as a condition for participation in
·the MRF program. The MRF, scheduled to open in January
1990, will divert 60,000 tons per year of paper, glass and
metal containers from the region's disposal facilities.
currently, small, local programs are recycling
approximately two percent of the region's waste.

o There are now 10 leaf composting projects in the region.
The majority of these projects were first implemented in
1987 with DEP assistance. These facilities are diverting
over 5,000 tons of material from area landfills and
resource recovery facilities.

Springfield developed a 10 act'e,compost site adja�ent to
their waste water treatment plant. Both Springfield and 
Agawam are using the site for composting. In 1988 Agawam 
delivered 368 tons of leaves to the site and Springfield 
delivered 3,700 tons. Due to the large amount of material 
at the composting facility, a dedicated windrow turner has 
_been employed. 

Franklin County has been awarded a $54,000 grant by DEP to 
evaluate the feasibility of a regional MSW composting or 
co-composting facility as part of an integrated solid 
waste management system that could serve at least 20 of 
the 26 communities in the county. The feasibility study 
will include; wasteshed analysis; review of existing 
technologies, including their reliability, costs, and 
comparative suitability; evaluation of potential sites; 
integration of recycling and leaf and yard waste 
composting; environmental and public health impacts; 
economic and compost marketing and utilization analysis; 
and procurement strategies. The following communities 
with a combined population of over 58,000 will be included 
in the study: Bernardston, Buckland, Charlemont, 
Deerfield, Irving, Gill, Greenfield, Hawley, Leverett, 
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Leyden, Montague, New Salem, Northfield, orange, Rowe, 
Shelburne, Sunderland, Warwick, Wendell, and Whately. 

The City of Northampton has been awarded a $51,570 grant 
.by DEP to evaluate the feasibility of a regional MSW 
composting or co-composting facility for a 12 town region 
in western Hampshire County. The proposed site is 
adjacent to the proposed Northampton landfill. The 
feasibility study will include analysis of similar issues 
as were mentioned in the Franklin County write-up. The 
following communities, with a combined population of over 
58,000, will be included in the feasibility study: 
Chesterfield, Cummington, Easthampton, Goshen, Hatfield, 
and Northampton. 

o The following three regional facilities are now under or
near construction:

1. Springfield Materials Recovery Facility (MRF):

2. 

This 240\TPD facility will process and market
residentially generated recyclables from as many as
700,000 people. It will begin operation in late
Fall of 1989.

Northampton Landfill: The facility will be
expanded to accept waste from Easthampton, and up
to ten Hampshire County Hilltowns. These
communities have also applied for funding of a
feasibility study of siting a co-composting
facility at the landfill.

3. Partyka Chicopee Landfill: Approvals have been
given for additienal expansion of this facility.
These add significant.capacity for the Region's
municipal solid waste.
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Chapter 5. CONSTRUCTING THE MASSACHUSETTS 
INTEGRATED SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

This section is divided into two parts. The first 
describes the substance and purview of the federal and state 
regulations governing solid waste management. The second 
describes Massachusetts' programs of technical and financial 
assistance for the establishment of an environmentally sound 
integrated solid waste management system. 

FEDERAL AND STATE SOLID WASTE REGULATIONS 

Federal Regulations: 

Current solid waste regulations evolved from water 
pollution control laws first enacted around the turn of the 
century and from air pollution control laws of the late 1950's. 
In 1976, responding to the growing concern about the effects of 
improper solid waste management, Congress passed the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act {RCRA). Subtitle D of this Act 
requires that states develop comprehensive plans for solid waste 
management. It also requires EPA to set criteria and standards 
for the construction and operation of sanitary landfills. To 
date, EPA has not promulgated final subtitle D standards. 

Massachusetts Permit Process: 

Solid waste facilities are subject to a three-part permit 
process: the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act {MEPA), 
administered by the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs; 
the Site Assignment process, administered jointly by the 
relevant local boards of health, DEP and DPH; and, finally, the 
Solid Waste Management Facility Permit review process 
administered by DEP. 

The purpose of the MEPA process is to ensure that all 
environmental issues associated with the proposed project are 
reviewed, alternatives to the proposed project are considered 
and mitigation measures are developed, where necessary. In the 
MEPA process, proponents must submit an Environmental 
Notification Form. If the proposed project meets certain daily 



tonnage thresholds as laid out in 301 CMR 11, or as determined 
by the Secretary of Environmental Affairs to pose a significant 
threat to the environment, the proponent must submit an 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Public input is encouraged 
during the development of the scope and the comment period for 
the draft and final EIRs. The MEPA process requires the 
proponent to respond to all comments recei�ed on the draft in 
the development of the final EIR. The Secretary of 
Environmental Affairs evaluates the final EIR and issues a 
determination as to whether it adequately addresses all 
environmental concerns associated with the project. When a 
positive determination has been made, the proponent proceeds 
with the site assignment and permit application process. 

The Solid Waste Act of 1987 mandated changes in solid 
waste facility siting process and standards so as to establish a 
uniform and comprehensive process. In the new process DEP and 
the.Department of Public Health review proposals for technical 
merit and impact to public health. The local board of health 
then considers DEP and DPH determinations in making its own 
decision. Localities retain the ultimate responsibility for 
siting decisions, but DEP and DPH do have the authority to 
reject any application that does not meet state standards. 
Pursuant to this mandate, DEP promulgated regulations, 310 CMR 
16.00, governing the site assignment process in 1988. Major 
changes from the previous process include: 

o requirement that the MEPA process be completed
before any application is reviewed;

o requirement that DEP issue a technical report for
each.site assignment application, stating whether or
not the site meets the sft� suitability criteria;

o requirement that DPH review, comment on, and issue a
report on the potential public health impacts
associated with the facility;

o requirement that the Board of Health issue a site
assignment unless it finds that the site presents a
danger to public health;

o requirement that the applicant pay an application
fee, if the Board of Health so requests, to offset
costs to the municipality of reviewing and
evaluating the application;

o establishment of a rigid time frame for each step of
the review process;

o provision allowing parties adversely affected by the
decision of a Board of Health to appeal the decision
directly to the courts,
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o requirement that landfills and waste combustion
facilities incorporate recycling and composting into
the overall design; and

o requirement that siting, size, and design of the
facility be consistent with the Master Plan.

A proponent may apply for an exemption from the site 
assignment process based on the following pre�ises: 1) the 
proposed facility will only accept pre-sorted recyclable or 
compostable_materials; 2) the operation is capable of protecting 
the public health and the environment; 3) the operation will 
result in a beneficial product and 4) the operation is not a 
solid waste management facility. When an exemption is granted, 
DEP, in consultation with the local board of health, will add 
any conditions to the proponent's operating plan deemed 
necessary to ensure that public health and the environment will 
not be endangered. 

-Through the amendment of existing regulations the
Department is creating the regulatory structure which protects 
public health and the environment and will promote the creation 
of an integrated solid waste management system in Massachusetts. 
The proposed regulations utilize a new framework intended to 
expand and clarify existing regulations, codify existing 
policies and practices, and incorporate new regulatory 
provisions in accordance with legislative mandate. 

The first part of the regulations applies to all solid 
waste management facilities. It contains the permit approval 
process and criteria as well as other requirements common to all 
facilities. The other parts of the regulations represent the 
design criteria and operational standards for each type of solid 
waste management facility: sanitary landfills, transfer stations 
and solid waste combustion facilities. Still to be drafted are 
the design and operational requirements for recycling and 
composting facilities. 

Massachusetts Solid Waste Facility Regulations 

The proposed regulations establish a carefully prescribed 
application process and clearly delineate the criteria by which 
DEP will make a decision to grant or deny the permit 
application. The review process for new facility permits 
involves a completeness review (60 days); an initial permit 
review and draft permit decision (120 days), comment period (30 
days) and final review and issuance or denial of the permit. One 
of the objectives of this endeavor is to link the permit 
approval process to the Master Plan. Accordingly, one permit 
approval criterion requires the proponent of the facility to 
either recycle or to provide other means by which a minimum of 
25% of the waste in the proposed facility's service area will be 
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recycled. As part of calculating the percentage that is to be 
recycled the proponent must identify the proposed facility's 
service area and submit an analysis of the waste stream that is 
anticipated to be accepted by the facility, including the 
percent of recyclables in the waste stream and the extent of 
current recycling efforts. 

The Department may also require that a specific facility 
or class of facilities prohibit or limit the disposal of 
particular types of solid waste material in order to reduce the 
potential adverse environmental impact of a facility or to 
extend the useful life of a facility. According to the proposed 
regulations the following types of solid waste materials will be 
banned from disposal facilities except under certain clearly 
delineated circumstances; leaves and yard wastes, automobile 
batteries, discarded tires, and white goods. DEP is developing 
the impLementation plan for these bans. 

The Department is currently developing compost and organic 
materials reuse regulations, expanding upon 310 CMR 32.00 (the 
Sludge Land Application Regulations) and the federal sludge 
regulations. In 1988, DSWM staff completed research to guide 
revision of regulations for siting and operating compost 
facilities. DEP determined that two types of composting 
operations, if conducted properly, do not threaten the public 
health and safety of the environment: 

o all composting units located on farms that handle
only approved materials; and

o leaf and yard waste composting operations.
� 

These two types of facilities have been granted an 
exemption from the site assignment process and from the DEP 
General Solid Waste Facility regulations. These exemptions 
encourage the rapid development of these types of composting 
operations. 

Farm composting operations are under the general oversight 
of the Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA). In conjunction 
with DEP, DFA has developed a registration program and is 
offering a $3 million grants and technical assistance program 
for farm composting operations. 

Proponents of leaf and yard waste composting operations 
must register with DEP. This simple process allows DEP to 
monitor the operation. DEP retains the authority to require 
modifications or close leaf and yard waste composting operations 
that create a nuisance and present a threat to the public health 
or safety or the environment. 

Current landfill regulations, 310 CMR 19.00, were 

... j 
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promulgated in 1971. While the regulations do contain a 
performance standard prohibiting landfills from polluting the 
groundwater, they reflect a limited understanding of the 
potential environmental impact of landfill leachate and contain 
no facility design criteria. Over the last decade, the 
Department has moved to require that all new landfills be 
equipped with liners, leachate collection systems, and 
groundwater monitoring systems. Because the regulations are 
antiquated, DEP has used policy to clarify and modify the 
regulations to reflect improved environmental protection 
standards. 

I 
During 1988, DEP committed these policies to regulatory 

format, establishing design standards for landfills which 
incorporate technology to prevent the discharge of leachate into 
the groundwater, and which modify and expand operation and 
maintenarice procedures and practices to ensure efficient use of 
the landfill space and overall environmental protection. 
Operators of these facilities must submit documentation that 
they are in compliance with the requirements of the 
regulations. Failure to submit the required documentation will 
result in the facility being considered out of compliance. 
Operators of landfills located within a Zone of Contribution 
(Zone II) to a public water supply well must submit their 
filings within one (1) year of the effective date of the 
proposed regulations and all other facilities must submit their 
filings within two (2) years. All landfills that are located 
within a Zone II must close within five (5) years of the 
effective date of the regulations. 

DEP recognizes that landfills may also create air quality 
problems. However, since only limited data exists, DEP has not 
yet written landfill-specific air regulations. Instead, a 
section of the facility regulations has been reserved for future 
articulations of air quality control standards. 

Currently there are no solid waste regulations which 
govern the design or operation of solid waste combustion 
facilities. The Division of Air Quality Control regulates such 
areas as boiler design, air quality control equipment, air 
modeling, and emissions standards, while the Division of Water 
Pollution Control regulates any discharge of pollutants to 
surface or groundwater. One of the purposes in drafting these 
solid waste regulations is to codify existing operation and 
maintenance requirements which are currently in the form of 
Division policies, replacing the Division's Ash Disposal Policy 
and the Ash Sampling and Analysis Policy. The regulations will 
also prescribe ash testing and handling protocols and 
requirements. Under the new regulations, DSWM will also 
regulate these facilities with respect to solid waste planning, 
including the mandatory recycling requirement, waste bans,·ash 
management plans, and operational issues such as storage of 
solid waste or recyclable material, dust, fires and facility 
shut-downs. 
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TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

Public Education 

DEP is developing public education programs on regional. 
recycling, environmental enforcement and other solid waste 
management issues. These programs to inform and engage the 
public are critical to the successful construction and 
management of the integrated waste management system described 
in this plan. 

DEP's Division of Solid Waste Management and the Center 
for Rural Massachusetts (CRM), at the University of 
Massachusetts in Amherst, have joined efforts to develop an 
extensive recycling public education campaign. In the first 
year these efforts focus on the Springfield MRF. The ambitious 
plan includes producing educational brochures, guidebooks and 
audio-visual presentations which will describe how the recycling 
center operates and how communities participate. This outreach 
will include local training conferences for community recycling 
coordinators. By September, 1989 DEP will provide a solid waste 
school curriculum to Western Massachusetts schools for grades 
K-12.

DEP will link issuance of new solid waste regulations and 
policies to an extensive public awareness effort. Release of 
each part of the regulations will be paired with informational 
meetings and public hearings. Public hearings on regulations 
and policy and technical reports are intended to establish 
sophisticated interaction with the public on scientific concerns 
relative to solid waste managemento 

Source Reduction 

A primary objective of the Commonwealth's integrated solid 
waste management system is to limit the amount and toxicity of 
waste generated in the future through source reduction 
initiatives to change manufacturing and packaging design and 
adjustments in consumer behavior. The state has established a 
goal of reducing the waste stream by 10% in the year 2000. By 
reducing the pace at which waste is produced and reducing the 
toxicity of the remaining waste stream the Commonwealth can 
relieve the pressure on all other elements of the solid waste 
management system. 

Reducing the amount and toxicity of material that is 
discarded requires cooperation at many levels. DEP calls on 
citizens of the Commonwealth to assume responsibility to learn 
about the products and packaging they buy and the waste they 
create. Consumers should avoid products that contain or are 
packaged in material containing hazardous constituents and they 
should try to buy products which are or are packaged in 
materials that are recyclable. For their part business should 
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conduct source reduction audits to find ways in which operations 
could be altered to generate less waste or, if possible, reuse 
waste by-products that would otherwise enter the solid waste 
stream. The Department's current role is one of education and 
technical assistance, while economic incentives for source 
reduction are being entertained by the Legislature. 

An obvious focus of solid waste source reduction efforts 
is containers and packaging materials. While one dollar of 
every ten spent on food pays for packaging, approximately 90% of 
all packaging material is discarded, much of that before the 
product is ever used. The discarded packaging accounts for 
almost one-third of the solid waste stream. In Massachusetts 
this accounts for approximately 2,000,000 tons per year. Many 
view this as excessive, particularly when examining the disposal 
problems associated with the materials used for packaging. 

Equally important in addressing the issue of excess 
packaging is the need to educate the public about the impact of 
the use of disposable products. Consumers have grown used to 
the convenience of a range of products described as disposable, 
such as diapers, paper towels, razors, cameras, and eating 
utensils. Now that we are faced with a shortage of solid waste 
management capacity consumers are responding to a new 
manufacturing trend by purchasing biodegradable products. 
However, these products are not a panacea. Biodegradable 
products do not relieve the burden on the solid waste management 
system. The amount of waste that must still be handled and 
landfilled or burned does not decrease with the use of these 
products. Secondly, biodegradable products offer no advantage 
if the waste is incinerated and when placed in landfills even 
biodegradable products do not readily degrade. 

Minimizing the amount of toxic constituents that enter the 
waste stream is important in making the other elements of the 
waste management system safer. The Department recognizes the 
importance of a strong household hazardous waste management 
program that stresses consumer education and source reduction, 
as well as, collection and proper disposal. 

Currently a bill is pending, H-1783, entitled "An Act to 
Protect the Environment by Encouraging Reduction and Recycling 
of Packaging in the Commonwealth". The Department strongly 
supports this bill, sponsored by Representative Mark Roosevelt, 
which assesses a three cent fee on packaging on products sold 
within the Commonwealth unless such packaging is made of 50% 
recycled materials or unless the predominant material in the 
packaging is being recycled at a rate greater than 30% up to 
1993 and 50% thereafter. This Bill provides for deposits on 
motor vehicle tires and batteries, and establishes special 

,qonditions on the collection of used oil and the disposal of 
wbite goods. It also prohibits sale of foamed polystyrene 
products manuffctured with chlorofluorocarbons.

�
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Executive Order #279 which was signed by Governor Dukakis 
on May 18, 1988 complements this bill. The Executive Order'� 
purpose is to ensure that the Commonwealth does not purchase 
products whose manufacture has been shown to cause significant 
harm to the environment, and to use the purchasing power of the 
Commonwealth to promofe recycling technologies. It requires the 
State Purchasing Agent, to the extent practicable, to purchase 
recycled products, including paper, aluminum, plastic products, 
and soil supplements. The Order restricts the qse of disposable 
polystyrene foam products and requires procurement regulations 
to be developed that promote the use of recovered and recycled 
materials. Moreover, regulations ban state'agencies from 
purchasing disposable polystyrene foam products which are 
manufactured using chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). CFCs have been 
linked to the deterioration of the atmospheric ozone layer. 

State government's favored procurement of recycled 
materials will have the two-fold effect of increasing both the 
demand for recycled products, and their quality and 
availability. The state procurement plan focuses on paper in 
the spring of 1989, aluminum and composted materials in 1990, 
and plastics in 1991. This will, in turn, create a climate 
where local governments as well as industry will have greater 
incentive to purchase recycled products. 
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Waste Diversion 

Waste diversion describes reuse of the valuable components 
of the solid waste stream through recycling and composting. DEP 
will spend at least $60.5 million of Ch. 584 funds to generate 
efficient collection, processing, and marketing of waste 
diversion products. It will do so through sponsorship of the 
Regional Recycling Program, Capacity Development Program, local 
recycling grant program and Compost Program. The following table 
describes the minimum funding allocated to solid waste diversion 
programs. 

Figure 5 - a 
Recycling and composting Initiatives in Massachusetts 

Program 
Regional Recycling Program . . . . . . .  . 

(facility development and equipment grants) 

Capacity Development Grant/Loan Program 
(30% of program funds earmarked for 
recycling and composting facilities) 

• • • 

Funding 
$ 30.00 M 

$ 21.00 M 

Local recycling grant program 

Compost Program 

TOTAL 

• • • . . . . 

• • • • • • 

. . 

• • $

. $ . . . . . 

2.50 M 

7.00 M 

$ 60.50 M 

In addition, DSWM is actively promoting recycling through 
use of economic development and regulatory tools, by support of 
significant legislative initiatives, and through the development 
of educational materials. The Massachusetts Industrial Finance 
Agency (MIFA) is also effective at promoting the DEP's waste 
diversion initiatives. In 1989 it made its first financial 
commitments for tax exempt bonding to proponents of waste 
diversion facilities. DEP will continue to work with MIFA to 
make such funding available both to attract industries using 
recycled feedstocks, and to finance development of recycling, 
composting and MSW processing facilities. 

For recycling to be economically viable, steady flows of 
large quantities of recyclable materials of a consistent quality 
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from the producer (municipalities) to the industrial consumer 
(manufacturing facility) are required. States with the most 
successful recycling programs have addressed this· need by 
mandating state-wide recycling. In Massachusetts, the strong 
home-rule tradition combined with the constraints of Proposition 
2 1/2--which prohibits state mandates without full state funding 
of all associated costs--have effectively stalled the use of 
this strong legislative tool. 

Before 1983, recycling as an alternative to disposal was 
very limited in scope because of a frustrating closed-loop set 
of circumstances. Citizen participation was spotty. The 
relatively few local recycling programs relied upon the 
volunteer efforts of a few committed people. This generated 
small volumes of materials of variable quality. As a result, 
markets.for recycled materials were weak. It did not pay for 
material end-users or brokers to purchase small amounts of 
materials that might be contaminated or poorly sorted. This 
meant very little return to the programs. 

Regional Recycling Program (RRP) 

Nearly four years have passed since the announcement of 
the Massachusetts Regional Recycling Program{RRP). The RRP aims 
to provide the end-user with large quantities of recyclables of 
consistent quality. To this end, the program calls for the 
development of large recycling centers for the collection and 
processing of recyclable materials. These centers, called 
materials recovery facilities (MRFs), were to be sited in twelve 
areas across the Commonwealth. The original plan called for 
state development of at least five MRFs by 1993. These 
facilities were to be state-financed�ahd owned, and privately 
operated. While the general concept of regional MRFs is a sound 
one, development of these facilities has proven to be a 
complicated matter. 

Although interest in the RRP grew quickly, the program 
experienced severe delays and cost over-runs. For example, the 
first facility to be built under this plan, the Springfield MRF, 
will not begin operations until 1990. Initially the Springfield 
MRF was delayed by the lengthy battle to secure state-funding 
and passage of the 1987 Solid Waste Act. Then, it was more 
seriously delayed by the legal constraints imposed by the public 
bidding and procurement requirements. Subsequently it has 
become obvious that there is not enough funding to develop the 
original five - let alone the 12 planned - MRFs in the same way 
that the Springfield MRF was developed. 

In this report, DEP presents a modified vision of the 
state's role in promoting the development of recycling that is 
intended to provide a leadership framework within which our 
public officials can achieve an effective partnership with DEP 
and the private sector. DEP's new strategy incorporates the 
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lessons learned in implementing the original RRP plan and 
responds to a rapidly changing environment for recycling. 

The problems for MRF development caused by the 
inflexibility of the public bidding and procurement requirements 
forced DEP to revise its RRP development model. This revision 
has been greatly aided by the growing support, from both 
municipalities and the private sector, for recycling as a waste 
management method. For example, WTE and North Shore Fiber have 
just announced a joint venture for a recycling facility, 
intended to serve some or all of the NESWC communities. North 
Shore Fiber supplies several paperboard manufacturing mills in 
Massachusetts and its position in the paper industry puts them 
in a good position to handle newspaper, which has been a 
difficult commodity to market in recent months and will continue 
to be so in the near future. 

DEP's new model envisions municipalities electing to 
enter into a service contract for regional scale recycling 
services. The contracts result from a public entity issuing-a 
request for services. Proposers respond by submitting written 
and sealed proposals demonstrating their technical ability to 
provide the requested services and the terms under which they 
would be willing to deliver such services. 

DEP intends for this full service contract model to 
become the primary MRF development tool in the Commonwealth. It 
permits flexibility in selecting the MRF technology and 
operator, thereby promoting a competitive environment in the 
growing recycling industry, and it improves accountability 
between communities and the service �r9vider. 

This new policy accelerates development in regions 
already considering or evaluating private MRF proposals and, 
with the changes discussed below, will also enable development 
of state-owned facilities. 

-The revised Regional Recycling Program promotes five
objectives: 

o .the formation of regional entities;
o procurement of service providers;
o design and implementation of recyclables collection

programs;
o facility siting; and
o equipment grants.

Formation of Regional Entity 

Regional approaches·are clearly the proper approach to 
issues such as solid waste management, and the Legislature has 
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deliberately structured the grants and loans provisions of the 
Solid Waste Act to encourage regional solutions. Yet, with 
certain exceptions, Massachusetts lacks a tradition and a 
political or legal structure to which municipalities can readily 
turn that will provide the political and economic infrastructure 
for regional solutions. 

DEP works with communities in this and other of its solid 
waste management programs to help them identify their mutual 
solid waste management interests and put in place the necessary 
infrastructure to act regionally. In some cases, this structure 
may be filled by an existing regional entity such as county 
government or by the formation of a new one such as a solid 
waste district or a recycling consortium. 

�s one example, the Millis Consortium developed under the 
leadership of a Selectman from the Town of Millis. After 
several months of persistent attempts to interest surrounding 
towns in approaching recycling as a group, the Consortium 
contacted DSWM for assistance and direction. DSWM has recently 
retained a consultant to recommend an approach to fulfilling 
those municipalities' recycling needs. Following the study, it 
is anticipated that a number of those towns will establish an 
Intermunicipal Agreement and issue an RFP in the manner 
discussed above. 

DSWM is providing similar assistance to the Central Mass 
Resource Recovery Committee and to -the Cape Cod communities. 
Regional Planning Grants to the South Shore Coalition, Franklin 
County and the Northern Berkshire Disposal District will 
likewise provide a structure oy which municipalities can 
identify mutual needs and coordinate activity on a regional 
basis. DSWM will recommend substantive provisions and model 
agreements to accomplish the following goals. 

Procurement of Service Provider 

Where significant commitment to a regionalized approach 
is demonstrated, DSWM will assist interested communities and 
regions in the coordination and development of requests for 
proposals (RFPs) and their related documents. This will include 
advising the communities on its contents, selection criteria, 
contract terms and alternatives, and other documentation as 
appropriate. 

Design/Implementation of Recyclables Collection Program 

There is no one solution to collection issues. Six 
contiguous communities may each have different waste hauling, 
disposal methods, and contractual arrangements. Once a regional 
approach is in place, DSWM will assist and advise municipalities 
on alternative approaches to collection issues. Such assistance 
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could include determination of equipment needs, route layout and 
implementation for those municipalities interested in performing 
pickup services or advice on contract provisions and selection 
criteria for those municipalities wishing to contract for those 
services. For communities which do not intend to provide 
curbside service for recyclables, DSWM will assist in the design 
and layout of an effective dropoff program. Model recycling 
ordinances and recommended enforcement options will also be 
available. 

Facility Siting 

Siting is one of the most critical issues in regional 
development. Since hauling costs are such a large component of 
the overall cost of recycling, facility location will have a 
significant impact on the relative overall costs to the 

.. participating communities. In addition, the scarcity of viable 
sites, especially in urban areas, is one of the greatest 
obstacles to large-sca�e recycling in high population density 
regions. 

Where no viable sites are readily available, DEP, using 
its authority under Massachusetts General Laws, can search for 
and obtain strategically located and environmentally suitable 
sites to be made available to a vendor selected by the 
participating communities. This achieves several desirable 
objectives. First, services can be steered to a desirable 
location for service to the region. Second, a leasing 
arrangement between the public land owner and the operator 
provides a means to maintain significant controls over the 
facility. Third, if DEP provides a site already assigned for 
solid waste use, it will both expedite the development process 
and reduce the risk to the operator. Fourth, state assistance 
in this manner se+9Ves as a subsidy to the participating 
communities. Where land purchase and permitting costs that . 
would otherwise be underwritten by the vendor are borne by the 
state or a host municipality, the lower costs to the vendor are 
realized as savings to the communities in the form of a more 
favorable service fee agreement. Finally, providing a publicly 
owned site as a component of an RFP opens competition for 
recycling services to vendors which might not otherwise be able 
to locate a viable site in the area within the timeframe 
required by the RFP. 

Equipment Grants 

DSWM will continue to provide funding to communities 
participating in regional facilities to offset the costs of 
collection equipment, subject to the availability of funding. 
To complement this effort, private businesses, wishing to 
demonstrate their support for the state's recycling initiative 
have expressed their interest and willingness to make donations 
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to cities and towns for the purchase of equipment. Every 
regional initiative should include solicitations from industry 
for sponsorship of recycling equipment. 

Program Flexibility 

While the service contract model will respond to the need 
for efficient program development in areas of the state already 
considering large-scale recycling, it is possible that there 
will be areas slow to marshall the level of commitment and 
cooperation needed to trigger this model. Therefore, to 
preserve the Commonwealth's ability to meet the needs of these 
situations, DSWM will pursue legislative exceptions to the state 
bidding laws to facilitate more efficient and competitive public 
construc�ion of MRFs, if necessary. In addition to the initial 
funding of $30 million for MRF development under the Solid Waste 
Act, DSWM will make additional grant and loan funds in the Solid 
Waste Act available for facility development. It is anticipated 
that the capacity development grant funds will be allocated to 
the regions of the state where the private sector interest is 
minimal or offered at relatively high cost to the public. 

The prime advantage of this model is that it allows 
regions to make their own decisions about vendors and solutions, 
and thus ensures direct relationships between waste generators 
and those firms providing processing and/or disposal. Second, 
the private sector has flexibility, the ability to incur risks, 
and the ability to respond to changing circumstances that cannot 
be duplicated under a public ownership scenario. Third, it 
limits the state development role to what it can do best (i.e. 
provide siting assistance, make grants, and provide technical 
assistance), and will, therefore, expedite the development 
process. 
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Plastics Recycling 

DEP's waste minimization initiatives focus on components 
of the municipal solid waste stream which are traditionally 
difficult to safely dispose of or recycle. For example, for 
reasons outlined below, it is important to remove plastics from 
the waste stream but recycling of this material has become 
technically viable only in the last few years. 

o Although a small percentage of the waste stream by
weight, plastics can be as much as 25% of the waste
stream by volume, and it is volume, not weight, that
depletes landfills.

o Plastics are manufactured from gas and oil,
non-renewable resources which can be conserved
through recycling.

o Improper disposal of plastic waste in our oceans and
waterways is estimated to have killed 100,000 marine
mammals last year, in addition to polluting our
beaches.

o Plastics do not biodegrade, but remain intact in
landfills indefinitely.

To. address the problem of plastics recycling, the 
Commonwealth, in cooperation with Rhode Islar1d, developed the 
Plastics Recycling Action Plan (PRAP). Published in July, 1988, 
the PRAP is already seen as a national model. Calling for the 
collection, processing and marketing of 45% of discarded rigid 
plastics, the plan lays out four specific steps adopted by the 
DEP for the incorporation of plastic� into the MRF. 

First, since collection of plastics is difficult because 
of the material's high volume-to-weight ratio, the Commonwealth 
will develop two collection pilot programs. One will target 
rigid containers, the other will collect both rigid, and film 
products. Both programs will evaluate collection vehicles, 
densification methods and equipment capacity. Second, to ensure 
continuing research and development, the Commonwealth has helped 
establish the Plastics Recycling Applied_ Research Institute 
(PRARI), a public/private consortium at Lowell University. 
PRARI's first project was funding the development of N.E. 
CRinc's ET/1 mixed plastic extrusion process. The Institute 
will soon evaluate the markets for the plastic lumber produced 
by the ET/1 process. Third, the Department is integrating 
plastics into the regional MRF model as collection and 
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separation technologies are proven. Fourth, market develop�ent 
efforts to attract the Commonwealth's industries which process 
and remanufacture plastics into the Commonwealth are already 
underway. The Commonwealth has been active in promoting the 
location of plastic recycling facilities in the state. 
High-value markets appear to be ready for polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) and high-density polyethylene (HOPE). The 
Regional Recycling Program is putting the necessary programs in 
place--collection, processing, research and development, and 
marketing--to make large-scale plastics recycling a reality 

Recycled Material Market Development 
� 

The three arrow recycling symbol stands for the three 
phases of recycling: collection, processing and reuse. The 
Regional Recycling Program's MRF development initiatives address 
collection and processing. DEP's Market Development efforts 
anticipate and respond to the needs of reuse. 

In order for recycled materials to be reused, they must be 
re-manufactured into desirable products and resold to 
consumers. This process invariably calls for industrial firms 
to accept recycled materials as raw materials. The discussion 
of market development, therefore, requires an analysis of the 
quantity and quality of recycled waste as a raw material and of 
industrial capacity to accept recycled material into their 
factories. 

As figure 5-b shows, by th� year 2000 the Commonwealth 
will generate 1.6 million tons per year of recycled material. 
Roughly 53 per cent of this will be paper (including mixed 
paper, newspaper, and corrugated cardboard), 23 per cent will be 
glass, 14 per cent will be metals including aluminum, and 10 per 
cent will be plastics. 
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These quantities of supply represent enough feedstock for 
a total of at least 5 different factories requiring capital 
investment of over $1 billion �nd the potential to create 1000 
jobs. As the chart further shows, these supplies of material 
will come on line in a stepped fashion, thus permitting orderly 
development of markets. However, it ·is critical that market 
development efforts begin now in order to prevent huge market 
problems in the future. 

The potential for market dislocations is already real. In 
March, 1988, a community collecting used newsprint could expect 
to sell that commodity for about $35 per ton. Due to increases 
in recycling activity and their corresponding increase in supply 
of used newsprint as well as export difficulties and a strike at 
de-inking mills in the western United States, that price had 
dropped to zero by November and, in some cases, communities were 
required to pay to have their recycled newsprint moved. 

Paper is, and will be, the most problematic recycled 
commodity from a marketing standpoint. The reasons for this are 
several. First, it has the lowest value; second, because there 
are 50 different.grades of waste paper traded in the commodity 
markets, it is the most difficult to sort; and third, unlike 
glass and aluminum, it is not immediately attractive to 
manufacturers as a feedstock. Moreover, paper making is an 
expensive business. A newsprint recycling mill will cost 
between $300 and $400 million to construct and, because of the 
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high break-even points in the industry will need to operate at 
85% of capacity in order to profit. 

The value of recycled paper is related to several factors: 
the quality of the pulp in the paper, the level of contamination 
in the recycled paper, the ability to re-manufacture the paper 
into new products, and the availability of mills to accept the 
recycled paper. As an example, a piece of computer printout, 
made from bleached chemical pulp, can be remade into a number of 
different grades from high-quality paper down to paperboard. On 
the other hand, a piece of used newspaper, made from unbleached 
groundwood pulp, can only be used to make new newsprint, 
paperboard or cellulose insulation. The more limited markets 
for newsprint decrease its value and saleability. 

Figure 5 - c 
Massachusetts supply of recycled paper in the year 2000 

Type of Paper 
Newsprint 
Mixed Paper (composed of a variety 

of household paper including mail 
and magazines) 

Corrugated Cardboard 

Quantity 
663,800 tons 

147,500 tons 
73,700 tons 

Corrugated cardboard represents the least problematic of 
these three commodities because manufacturing technology readily 
accepts it as a feedstock due to its high fiber quality and the 
relatively small amount of printing typically found on these 
containers. 

Mixed paper presents marketing�problems due to the 
variety of different pulp types and printing levels contained in 
the materials. While mixed paper could be separated into 
different grades, given the volumes present at a MRF, it is not 
economically feasible to do so. Therefore, mixed paper grades 
will generally be marketed to the paperboard industry and 
exported overseas where cheaper labor enables greater 
separation. 

Newsprint represents the largest volume of any recycled 
commodity and the greatest marketing problems. Its uses are 
limited and the quantities are great. The best use of recycled 
newsprint is to re-manufacture the material into new newsprint. 
This requires the construction of a de-inking mill and the 
development of acceptance among newspaper publishers for the end 
product of these mills. 

An alternative for used newsprint is to utilize it for the 
manufacture of paperboard. While substantial paperboard 
manufacturing exists in Massachusetts--3 mills with 185,000 tons 
per year capacity--supplies of newsprint will exceed demand at 
these mills. 
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As a result of the lack of re-manufacturing capacity for 
used newspapers in the Northeast, most of the incremental 
volumes being collected are exported to overseas markets. These 
markets exist primarily in the Pacific Rim and secondarily in 
South America and Europe. Waste paper was the single largest 
export from the United States in 1987, totalling over 4 million 
tons. For materials generated in Massachusetts, however, the 
lack of direct shipments from Boston to the Far East creates the 
need for recycled exports to be transferred to the port of New 
York for transshipment to overseas carriers. This generates 
further downward pressure on prices. 

Glass will represent approximately 25% of the recycling 
stream in Massachusetts or about 300,000 tons per year. 
Recycled glass that has been crushed ("cullet") is readily 
accepteQ into commercial glass furnaces as a feedstock. If the 
cullet is free of contaminants, it is considered an acceptable, 
even desirable, alternative to sand, soda ash and limestone (the 
basic raw materials of glass making). 

Quality is the touchstone upon which glass recycling must 
rest. Glass furnaces are highly intolerant of contaminants such 
as metals, ceramics and plastic. In addition, for recycled 
glass to be fully useful to manufacturers, it must be separated 
by color. While clear, or .flint, glass may be used to 
manufacture any other color of glass, brown (amber) and green 
cullet are suitable in large quantities only for new brown or 
green glass. 

Massachusetts currently has one glass plant manufacturing 
approximately 150,000 tons per year of product. Its current use 
of cullet is estimated at 20% (30,000 tons per year). 
Conversations with the plant manager�indicate that increasing 
cullet usage to 50% could be done today and that usage in excess 
of 75% is possible with relatively small amounts of capital 
investment. In addition, markets for recycled glass are 
emerging in the areas of fiberglass manufacturing and in the use 
of the material as a substitute for aggregate in road building. 

Glass plants, to increase their intake of cullet over 50% 
of raw materials, need to install front-end beneficiating 
equipment to clean the glass and remove impurities. The 
Department will work with both the management of glass plants 
and the Executive Office of Economic Affairs to facilitate the 
investment in this equipment. 

Metals to be collected in the regional recycling facility 
are primarily tin-plated ferrous (tin cans) and aluminum. These 
are radically different commodities and must be dealt with 
differently. 

Aluminum will represent approximately 0.5% of the 
recycling stream in Massachusetts or about 70,000 tons per 
year. -This number is. an estimate and could vary greatly as most 
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of the household aluminum comes in the form of beverage cans 
which are covered by the beverage container law (bottle bill). 
Therefore projections of aluminum capture will vary depending on 
the amount of can scrap that is recycled from households as 
opposed to being redeemed for deposits. 

The primary driver of aluminum recycling over the past 
twenty years has been the aluminum can industry. Using recycled 
cans as an alternative to smelting new aluminum from bauxite 
creates both operational efficiencies and cost savings. 
Therefore the'use of recycled aluminum will continue to be a 
preferred alternative to virgin material in the production of 
new can stock. While there are no aluminum smelters in 
Massachusetts, there exists enough capacity in the New England 
region to accept all of the quantities generated through the 
RRP. 

Tin cans will represent approximately 15% of the recycling 
stream in Massachusetts or 180,000 tons per year. Tin cans are 
compos�d of roughly 1% tin (used as a coating) and 99% steel. 
Tin currently has a value of around $10,000 per ton, steel is 
around $100 per ton. Therefore, to capture the value of the tin 
in a can the primary market for the material is a detinner. 

Detinning is the chemical separation of tin from steel. 
After being separated, the two materials are marketed to 
different manufacturers. The closest detinning capacity to 
Massachusetts is_ in Pennsylvania and Maryland. The key issue 
with tin plate scrap is therefore market availability but the 
cost of transportation to that market. Discussions with the 
management of AMG Resources, the primary detinner in the 
Northeast, indicate that they will be willing to locate a plant 
in the Northeast when supplies are in�excess of 25,000 tons per 
year. This will occur in Massachusetts around 1992. 

Based upon the above analysis of supply and demand, paper 
emerges �s the most pressing market development need. The 
current price dislocations, especially in the area of newsprint, 
are threatening the viability of local programs and could 
present real problems as the MRF program comes on line. 

Therefore an immediate focus of the Commonwealth's market 
development program is on easing the current pressure on 
recycled paper markets. The Department's approach to this is 
twofold. First, as the readiest market for waste paper is 
overseas, DEP is working to facilitate the export process and to 
identify new markets abroad for Massachusetts waste paper. 

The DSWM is meeting with both MASSPORT and the waste paper 
industry to develop programs to facilitate exports. Possible 
solutions being explored are: export coordination, rail 
transhipment, alternatives to forty-foot containers, and direct 
negotiation with shippers regarding stable contracts for 
container availability. In addition, DSWM staff are meeting 
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with representatives of the People's Republic of China regarding 
expanding that country's use of waste paper. This program has 
the potential to both consume large quantities of waste paper 
and to increase the total level of direct shipping out of the 
port of Boston. 

The second component of developing markets for recycled 
paper is the development of de-inking mills in the 
Commonwealth. The DSWM is currently meeting and negotiating 
with three companies regarding the possibility of their 
constructing a new mill in Massachusetts. Ranging in size from 
50,000 tons per year to 300,000 tons per year, all ·of the 
companies are interested in taking advantage of the large 
volume, high quality supply of recycled paper that will be 
generated through the MRF program. 

Siting and building a de-inking mill will not occur 
overnight. Capital costs are high, construction schedules are 
long and resource needs are great. The realistic time between 
agreement for construction and the opening of a recycled 
newsprint mill is three years. Given the scope and complexity 
of these projects, DSWM market development staff are working 
closely with other state agencies with expertise in various 
aspects of such a deal. These agencies include The 
Massachusetts Office of Business Development, the Massachusetts 
Industrial Finance Agency and the Massachusetts Centers of 
Excellence Corporation. 

In addition to these two means of addressing the paper 
glut, DSWM has worked extensively with the Purchasing Agent's 
Division and the Executive Office of Economic Affairs to 
implement Executive Order No. 279 which provides for state 
procurement preferences to recycled products. This effort will 
focus on recycled paper and paper products for 1990. 

While ongoing efforts in the paper area are focussed on 
exports and recycling mills, there are other uses for recycled 
newsprint. These include cellulose insulation, animal bedding, 
and,· possibly, packaging material. DSWM staff are investigating 
these alternative uses with an eye toward implementing these 
uses in state programs. As an example, use of cellulose 
insulation in state-constructed housing projects is a means of 
increasing the demand for that product and the consequent demand 
for used newsprint. 

The procurement program will be expanded to large scale 
purchases of recycled aluminum and compost products in 1991 and 
to large scale purchases of recycled plastic products in 1992. 
In addition, DSWM is evaluating the potential to include 
recycled demolition debris in the procurement program as a means 
of increasing its recycling rate. 
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Composting 

Composting is- a vital part of the Commonwealth's waste 
minimization strategy. It offers significant environmental and 
economic benefits and enables communities to make more effective 
use of already available incinerator and landfill capacity. 
Composting is a process of biological decomposition of organic 
matter under controlled conditions. Micro-organisms decompose 
to a humus substance that can be used to stabilize and enrich 
soil. It is a versatile process that can be conducted at sites 
of various size, utilizing varying degrees of technology. The 
technology used depends on the type and volume of waste to be 
composted, economic constraints of the project, availability of 
land, and intended reuse/resale options for the finished 
product. 

Compostable materials represent a large part of the solid 
waste stream. An EPA study estimates that the quantity of 
compostable waste available may be as much as 2/3 of the solid 
waste _stream: 

Figure 5 - d 
Breakdown of Compostable Fraction of Waste Stream 

Material Percent of Total Waste Stream 

Paper* 
Yard waste 

(leaves, grass, 
wood waste) 

Food waste 

TOTAL 

* Also recyclable

shrubs, 

34.8 
17.6 

15.4 

67.8 

The ease with which material can be composted, however, 
varies with its composition. Leaf and yard waste composting is 
quite simple; composting food wastes, sewage sludge, or 
agricultural wastes requires a higher level of technology and 
skill. Heterogeneous waste streams· require more elaborate and 
expensive equipment to produce a quality product. 

The DSWM encourages the development of municipal solid 
waste composting facilities and will support this and other 
composting activities by administering a range of programs 
authorized in Chapter 584, Section 7. DEP activities to promote 
composting include: 

o research and pilot projects;

o public education;
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o preparation of guidance documents and policies;

o technical assistance;

o coordination with the Department of Food and
Agriculture on agricultural composting; and

o grants to municipalities and regional entities under
Chapter 584 ranging from $5, 000 to ·s3 00, 000,
depending upon the scale of the project.

DEP has embarked on a four-year strategy to develop leaf 
composting projects. Twenty-five percent of the communities in 
Massachusetts participated in 1988. DEP has set goals of 50% 
and 75% _for 1989 and 1990 respectively. DEP's primary goal is 
to divert the majority of leaves and yard waste collected from 
disposal facilities to compost operations. 

The first step in DEP's strategy to encourage composting 
was to begin pilot programs and research projects. Programs 
underway in Northampton, Holden, Worcester, Pittsfield, 
Yarmouth, and Newton, for example, prove that municipalities can 
successfully compost leaves with minimal technical assistance. 
The Department conducted a study of collection systems in Newton 
which analyzes several leaf and yard waste pick-up methods such 
as vacuum trucks and curbside pick-up in compostable paper 
bags. Results of the study will be used to provide further 
guidance to municipal officials in establishing a viable 
collection systems for leaves. Most communities which have 
started leaf composting are now interested in expanding their 
programs to include other kinds of yard waste. 

Public education is also a critical component of a 
successful composting program. The DSWM published a Compost 
Guidance Document, which sets out basic principles for 
composting including siting, design, project management 
considerations, and information on dealing with potential 
environmental problems and nuisances. Additionally, the DEP 
regularly sponsors workshops and assists municipal officials and 
private operators with planning, siting, constructing, and 
operating compost facilities. 

Grants are available to support such programs. In 1989 
the Department awarded its first grants for leaf composting 
projects in 20 communities and $300,000 for feasibility studies 
or planning activities for MSW composting facilities in 5 
regions of the Commonwealth serving 42 communities. Leaf 
composting funds can be applied to the costs of designing, 
siting, constructing, and monitoring composting facilities. For 
regional yard waste processing facilities, there will be funds 
for siting and purchase of processing equipment. Feasibility 
studies and other planning activities for MSW composting will 
also be funded by state grants, which finance up to 90% of 
eligible project costs. 

•
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As with leaf composting, DEP efforts to encourage local 
consideration of MSW composting predates the Ch. 584 sponsored 
compost grant program. Starting in 1986 DEP funded feasibility 
studies for MSW composting at two facilities located in the 
southern Berkshires and in Belchertown. A Southern Berkshire 
compost facility would provide up to 14 towns with capacity to 
co-compost the organic fraction of the waste stream with sludge 
from paper mills and waste water treatment plants� The 
Belchertown study analyzed the feasibility of a small-scale 
co-compost operation where organic wastes from the Belchertown 
State School could be co-composted with sludge form the waste 
water treatment plant. 

� Nantucket officials have recently negotiated a contract 
for

"'---
the'construction and operation of a Buehler-Miag MSW 

composti_ng system. The system involves separating the 
co�postable fraction of the MSW, shredding it in a drum 
mechanism, and setting the material in windrows which are 
aeratkd and mechanically.turned for composting. Construction 
of the _facility is scheduled to begin in 1990. Now, communities 
in Franklin, Hampshire, Hampden and Essex Counties have begun to 
explore the feasibility of regional MSW composting facilities. 

MSW composting (and co-composting) is widely practiced in 
Europe, Asia and the Middle East, with hundreds of facilities in 
operation. MSW composting in the U.S. is growing, but not yet 
widely practiced, with eight facilities currently operating, 
ranging from 8,000 to 80,000 TPY, and over 40 others that are in 
the planning or construction phase. It should be noted that the 
waste stream in the United States is different from that in 
Europe, Asia, and the Middle East, and contains a higher 
proportion of inorganic materials such as glass, plastic, and 
metal. � ·· 

•

The number of companies offering composting systems in the 
U.S. has increased to over 40. Companies offer a range of 
composting systems differing in the labor and capital intensity, 
the amount of residuals produced, and the amount and quality of 
compost produced. MSW composting experts agree: 

o communities should establish a household hazardous
waste management system to remove those toxic
fractions from the waste stream; and

o adequate sampling and evaluation of the compost
product is a must.

All MSW composting systems employ pre-processing, 
composting, and curing. The pre-processing stage generally 
consists of separating non-compostable and recyclable material 
from the organic portion of the waste, reducing the particle 
size of the organic material for improved composting and 
possibly mixing the waste with sludge. The process 
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involves initial removal of large non-compostable material (eg. 
white goods), removing recyclable material (eg. metal, glass, 
aluminum, plastic and corrugated) with picking lines or 
mechanical separators and further mechanical processing for 
particle size reduction, separation and mixing. The particle 
size reduction is achieved by shredding or grinding using 
vertical or horizontal shredders, hammermills and/or drums 
mixers/shredders. Following size reduction, many systems also 
employ equipment to separate the waste by size or weight, using 
trommell/rotary, vibrating or disc screens, air classifiers and 
magnetic separators to remove additional non-compostable and 
recyclable material. Also the waste may be separated into a 
light fraction of paper and plastics to create a 
refuse-derived-fuel (RDF) that can be burned more efficiently 
than mixed MSW, and a heavy compostable fraction. The 
compost�ble fraction is then mixed with sludge and/or water to 
provide for adequate moisture (50%-60%) prior to undergoing 
composting. The pre-processing stage usually accounts for the 
majority of the capital and operating cost for a facility. 

Following the pre-processing stage, the organic material 
is composted. Composting occurs in a highly controlled 
environment to ensure required levels of oxygen, moisture and 
temperature. Temperatures must be high enough for at least 
several days to destroy pathogens and must meet EPA requirements 
for pathogen reduction. A variety of systems are used to 
compost the material. They include open windrows, bins, and 
enclosed digesters, drums, and reactors. The composting process 
itself usually takes 14 to 28 days, depending on the system, 
after which a curing process is required to fully stabilize the 
product. • 

The post-processing stage incltid'es curing, material 
separation and storage of the compost product. Curing of the 
compost provides for further decomposition and stabilization 
The amount of processing required at this stage depends on the 
type of pre-processing and composting utilized and the end-use 
of �he product. Screeners, grinders and glass separators may be 
used to create a higher quality product. Different grades of 
compost product can be generated. The compost product may be 
distributed or marketed in bulk or bagged depending on the 
market. A wide variety of uses of compost product, such as for 
landfill cover, road bank or dune stabilization, landscaping, or 
as a potting material at nurseries have been found to be 
feasible. 
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Solid Waste Combustion 

In the early 1980's, the state's goal was to process 50% 
of the Commonwealth's solid waste at combustion facilities. 
Towards this end, the state played an active role in the North 
East Solid Waste Committee (NESWC) project, which involved the 
construction of a 1,500 ton-per-day energy recovery facility in 
the Town of North Andover. Bureau of solid waste involvement 
included coordination of 22 participating towns, the purchase of 
a facility site, and the purchase of residue, emergency, and 
by-pass landfill space at the City of Peabody landfill. As 
private initiatives to construct solid waste combustion 
facilities increased, the Bureau's promotional role was no 
longer w�rranted. Instead, the Bureau's staff efforts were 
turned toward developing recycling and composting expertise and 
operations. 

Waste-to-energy facilities utilize technologies such as 
mass-burn, refuse derived fuel (RDF), fluidized bed combustion, 
incineration, and pyrolysis (a thermal degradation process that 
works in the absence of oxygen) to reduce waste in volume and to 
recover energy. Three technologies--incineration, mass-burn, 
RDF--are employed by facilities located in Massachusetts. 
Incinerators have been operating within Massachusetts since the 
late 1800's while mass-burn and RDF facilities have been 
operating since 1975. 

Two facilities in Massachusetts are permitted to 
incinerate MSW. This process simply reduces waste by volume for 
efficient landfilling. The state's six mass burn facilities 
burn unprocessed, non-homogeneous garbage. In this technology 
the furnace is lined with a water wall, which is constructed of 
water-filled tubes to reduce furnace temperatures and facilitate 
recapturing energy. Water in t�e waterwall is transformed to 
steam by the heat of combustion, then sent through a turbine 
generator, where steam is converted to electricity. 

Two of the Commonwealth's combustion facilities employ the 
Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) system which involves separating 
certain components of the waste stream prior to incineration. 
Preparation of the fuel consists of separating ferrous metals 
and then shredding the remainder into fairly small, uniform 
pieces. The separated metal is recycled. Further refinement 
can be achieved depending on the range and complexity of the 
processing systems incorporated in the plant design. This 
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pre-screening of materials prior to shredding creates a more 
homogeneous fuel with a higher British Thermal Unit (BTU) 
rating. RDF generally burns at a higher temperature, depending 
upon the front-end processing, and can result in a cleaner ash 
for disposal thereby reducing the possibility of groundwater 
contamination at the ash-landfill. 

Today, six of the state's waste-to-energy facilities 
(mass-bum and RDF) are operational and two are nearing the 
operational phase. One of the municipal incinerators is 
operating while the other is seeking ash-landfill capacity 
before it will be allowed to operate. 

Location 

Fall River 
Framingham 

Lawrence 
Rochester 

Haverhill 
Millbury 
N.Andover
Pittsfield
Saugus
Springfld

Figure 5-e 
Solid Waste Combustion Facilities 

Type of Process 

Mass-Burn 
Mass-Burn 

RDF 

RDF 

Mass-Burn 
Mass-Burn 
Mass-Burn 
Mass-Burn 
Mass-Burn 
Mass-Burn 

Status 

Operating 
Not Operating 

Operating 
Test Phase 

Under Constr. 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 
Operating 

Facility Type 

Incinerator 
Incinerator 

WTE 
WTE 

WTE 
WTE 
WTE 
WTE 
WTE 
WTE 

Combustion facility permits limit facilities to processing 
up to the amount of solid waste they are designed to burn per 
year of full operation. In 1987, Massachusetts waste-to-energy 
facilities combusted 1.6 million tons, or 27% of the volume of 
residential and commercial (municipal) solid waste generated in 
the.state. The maximum on-line burn capacity permitted for 1988 
was 1.97 million tons per year, or 31% of the state's solid 
waste stream by volume. In 1989, that percentage will rise to 
48%, or 3.13 tons per year. 

These permit levels are not expected to represent the 
tonnage burned at waste-to-energy facilities. Actual numbers 
depend on factors such as shut down periods caused by 
enforcement activities, regular maintenance, scheduled 
construction, or by a facility taking in less waste than its 
design maximum. These factors characterize on-line availability 
which is the percentage of tonnage combusted compared to the 
permitted level. 
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Figure 5-f 
On-Line Availability of MSW Combus�ion Facilities 

FACILITY 

FALL RIVER (MUNICIPAL) 
FRAMINGHAM (MUNICIPAL) 
HAVERHILL (OGDEN) 
LAWRENCE (OGDEN) 
MILLBURY (WHEELABRATOR) 
NORTH ANDOVER (NESWC) 
PITTSFIELD (VICON) 
ROCHESTER (SEMASS) 
SAUGUS (.WHEELABRATOR) 
SPRINGFIELD (FLUOR) 

TOTAL 

*projected numbers

TPY BURN 
Capacity 

87,600 
91,250 

602,250 
336,530 
547,500 
547,500 

87,600 
657,000 
547,500 

131,400 

3,636,130 

%ON�LINE �VAILABILITY 
1988 2000* 

85 
0 

0 
85 
82 
90 

90 

10 
85 
45 

85 
85 

90 

85 
87 
90 

90 

80 

85 
90 

The solid waste combustion process has two by-products: 
air emissions and residual ash. Air emissions include 
particulates, sulfur dioxides, nitrogen oxides, metals, and 
partially combusted organic chemicals. These emissions are 
controlled by monitoring and regulating the combustion 
conditions in the boiler, and by adding air pollution control 
equipment. Applicable federal air quality regulations include 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), New Source 
Performance Standards (NSPS), and Prevention of Significant Air 
Quality Deterioration (PSD). 

Air quality control devices are designed to remove 
particulates and gases. Electrostatic precipitators are the 
most commonly used method to remove particulates. In this 
process, particles in the emission gases are electrically 
charged and drawn to a plate carrying the opposite charge. The 
collected particles comprise the majority of fly ash. Fabric 
filter baghouses are also commonly used to control particulate. 
Wet and dry acid gas scrubbers can control gaseous contaminants. 

Acid Gas Scrubbers and Other Environmental Control Techniques 

Aside from the removal of certain components of the waste 
stream prior to incineration, the resource recovery industry 
uses two predominant emissions control techniques. The first is 
monitoring and controlling the combustion efficiency in the 
boiler so as to maximize the amount of organic material that is 
converted to carbon dioxide and water vapor in the incineration 
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process. The second is operation and maintenance of emissions 
control devices such as electrostatic precipitators, fabric 
filters, and acid gas scrubbers. 

In the mid-1980's DEP first required new solid waste 
combustion facilities to be built with acid gas control 
devices. In 1987, recognizing the benefits of acid gas control 
devices, the Legislature required all facilities to operate with 
acid scrubbers or other such technology providing equal or 
greater protection to the public health and the environment. 
Ch. 584 requires that those facilities that were operating prior 
to January 1, 1977 operate with acid gas control devices by July 
1, 1989. Facilities operating after January 1, 1977 will be 
required to install acid gas control devices at a time to be 
determined by the Department on a case by case basis. 

Four of the Commonwealth's ten solid waste combustion 
facilities Millbury (Wheelabrator), Rochester (SEMASS), 
Springfield (Flour) and Haverhill (Ogden Martin) -- operate with 
acid gas control systems that satisfy DEP. Of the remaining 
facilities, three were operating before January 1, 1977. 

o Saugus (RES�O) will continue operations while it
retrofits the facility one boiler at a time. Construction 
of the acid gas control device is slated to begin summer 
of 1989 and continue over an eighteen month period. House 
Bill 2081, recently passed by the Massachusetts 
Legislature, will allow for this by extending the 
compliance date for installation of acid gas control 
measures to 1990. 

o. Fall River (Municipal Incinerator) has an ionizing wet
scrubber, but the system has marginal efficiency and does
not satisfy DEP requirements. Ch. 233 of the Acts of 1988 
extends the compliance date for installation of acid gas 
control measures until 1991. The project is estimated to 
cost approximately $28 million and require one year to 
complete. 

o Framingham (Municipal Incinerator) has a dry scrubber
system. Currently the facility is shut down because it
has no ash disposal site. Other problems which must be
addressed before operation resumes include run-off from
parking areas where incinerator ash has settled and excess
noise from the facility.

The three facilities operating without acid gas control 
operating after 1977 are allowed a more generous timeframe for 
compliance. 

o North Andover (NESWC) was originally designed to
accommodate an acid gas control system. Construction time 
and cost of the project will be lower than most other 
·retrofits because of this planning. To date no acid gas 
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control installation schedule has been established for the 
facility. 

o Lawrence (Ogden Martin) is considering the installation
of a lime injection system to control acid gases. Such
systems typically achieve a 40% - 60% reduction of acid
gases and may not meet DAQC standards for compliance with
the provisions of Ch. 584. Major modifications to the
facility will be necessary. No acid gas control
installation schedule has been established for the
facility.

o Pittsfield (Vicon) will be off-line for approximately
one month this summer for retrofitting. The time for
retrofitting is short because the facility is a small
(�ated at 360 tons per day) and no major renovations to
the facility will be necessary to install the acid gas
control equipment.

Combustion Facility Ash Characterization 

Two st�eams of ash result from the combustion of municipal 
solid waste; fly ash and bottom ash from the grate. Each 
component has varying amounts of contaminants, a different 
consistency, and other factors which could impact reuse and 
hazardous classification. The Department, based upon its 
authority under Chapter 111, section 150A, requires proper ash 
disposal. New ash landfill designs must meet the following 
minimum requirements: 1) landfill liners shall utilize composite 
liner technology consisting of, as a minimum, two feet of soil 
with a permeability of lxl0-7 cm/sec overlain by a sixty mil 
synthetic membrane, 2) facility shall

0

provide for proper 
leachate collection, treatment (if required), and disposal, 3) 
facility shall provide for an approved groundwater monitoring 
program, and 4) facility shall be designed as an ash monofill. 
The Department requires �11 proposed waste-to-energy facilities 
to have 1) ash disposal monofill capacity (landfills designed 
solely for the disposal of ash) •of 20 years for the plant's 
projected ash volume, 2) space available for bypass waste 
(refuse or noncombustible solid waste resulting from a plant's 
downtime), and 3) space for a minimum of six months bypass 
disposal based on the maximum waste volume reasonably 
anticipated due to a temporary shutdown. 

Trace organic concentrations of dioxin in combustion 
facility ash provide cause for concern. Recent readings from 
incinerators operating in Massa�husetts have shown the levels of 
total dioxins and furans to range from non-detectable to 
approximately 12 parts per billion (ppb). The level for the 
highly toxic 2378 dioxin isomer in a combined fly ash and bottom 
stream varies between non-detectable and .1 ppb. Preliminary 
indications are that dioxin levels can be controlled by 
modifying plant operating conditions such as lowering or raising 
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the boiler or kiln temperature, or by external thermal 
treatment. This treatment may also improve the reuse potential 
of the bottom ash residue. 

The Division of Solid Waste Management estimates that the 
state's combustion facilities generated 461,156 tons of ash in 
1988. With increased utility, they will likely produce 711,263 
tons per year. (A weight reduction factor of 75% is assumed for 
mass-burn and 84% for RDF technologies.) 

Facility: 
Fall River (Inc.) 
Framingham (Inc.) 
Haverhill*(Ogden) 
Lawrence*(Ogden) 

Figure s-g 
Projected Ash Production 

(TPY) 

1988 1992-2000 

18,615 18,615 

0 19,391 

0 135,506 

45,768 45,768 

Millbury*(Wheelabrator) 112,238 119,081 

North Andover*(NESWC) 123,188 123,188 
Pittsfield(VICON) 19,710 19,710 
Rochester*(SEMASS) 10,512 84,096 
Saugus*(Wheelabrator) 116,344 116,344 
Springfield(Flour) 14.783 29.565 

TOTAL: 461,156 711,263 

Annually 

* Facilities with back-end ferrous metal separation presently
recycle 1 to 10% of the total ash generated per year.

Ash Re-use 

DEP has determined that ash from solid waste combustion 
facilities is a solid waste which has the potential to be reused 
or recycled. Presently, industry is researching potential uses 
for ash, including using it as an amendment to concrete products 
for construction applications, embankments, road paving material, 
and pre-cast blocks and as landfill cover. Before state 
regulators accept such·product uses in the regulatory process, 
these products must undergo further field testing. 

The Department welcomes alternative proposals for use of 
ash providing they are demonstrated to adequately protect public 
health, safety and the environment because reuse of ash conserves 
landfill space. But encapsulation problems need to be resolved. 
The scientific community must establish performance standards for 
compression strength, bulk density and resistance to leaching. 
Once this is decided, each product must meet established 
construction criteria and answer outstanding questions of 
solidification, stabilization and chemical fixation for highway 
use. 
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Presently, industrial research and development focused on 
promoting opportunities for reuse and recycling bottom ash. With 
most states increasing their regulatory demand for removal of HCL 
and S02, the technology for removal of potentially harmful 
substances from combustion gases improves yearly. The end result 
may be higher concentrations of heavy metals, dioxins, and other 
pollutants in fly ash, rendering it less useful in recycling 
applications. 

The Future Role of Solid Waste Combustion in MA 

In December, 1988, DEP announced its assessment of 
combustion facilities. This temporary delay in the issuance of 
DEP permits for new solid waste combustion facilities affects 
municip�l solid waste combustion facilities. Between the date of 
the announcement and the issuance of the final draft of the 
Master Plan in December, 1989, DEP is analyzing the justification 
for increased burn capacity, and exploring policy planning, and 
regulatory improvements for the Commonwealth's integrated solid 
waste management system. The goal of this work is to ensure that 
the development of combustion facilities does not preclude 
coherent solid waste planning or act as a disincentive for the 
development of a diversified solid waste management system. 

The following observations form the basis for this: 

o The state has achieved a permit level for combustion
facilities which is presently equal to 31% of the MSW
produced in the state. It has done so in partnership
with local Boards of Health and communities by
helping these entities make decisions about planning
and siting these facilities. In 1989, the permit
level will reach 48% of the solid waste stream in the
state. If left unchecked, proponents may well
construct combustion capacity which exceeds the
tonnage of municipal solid waste generated in the
Commonwealth.

o Solid waste combustion as a primary means of disposal
is a disincentive to the more benign solid waste
management solutions, such as recycling and
composting. Commonly, contracts between
municipalities and combustion facilities include
payment based on minimum tonnage supplied, a
••put-or-pay" contract. Thus, if due to recycling, a
municipality delivers less than its agreed-upon
minimum to the waste-to-energy facility, the
municipality will still be required to pay the
contractually required amount.

o The Commonwealth's use of solid waste combustion may
be inefficient. It allows burning of components of
the waste stream which may have greater dollar value
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if recycled or composted, or may be more safely 
disposed in other ways. 

In 1989 DEP is analyzing facts, figures, and policy options 
regarding solid waste combustion. Specifically, the-agency is: 

o improving the accuracy of its data for MSW generation
and disposal rates;

o analyzing whether there is sufficient justification
for increased burn capacity;

o reviewing existing public financial subsidy programs
available to the solid waste industry. Assessing
whether they provide advantage to the solid waste
combustion industry and if they can be restructured
to better favor recycling and composting;

o completing the process started with the new site
assignment regulations, which is to restructure the
DSWM's solid waste regulations to accomplish
integrated solid waste management goals;

o proposing revisions to the MEPA review process so
that it, too, works to accomplish integrated waste
management goal;

o exploring additional policy, planning, and regulatory
tools which can be created or improved upon or
created to help ensure success in realizing the
Commonwealth's integrated waste management goal; and

o exploring the policy optl6n of extending the
prohibition on granting new operating permits for
solid waste combustion facilities beyond the time of
completion of the Master Plan.
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Landfilling 

In the past ten years, there have been considerable 
advances in landfill technology such as the development of 
synthetic liner systems and monitoring systems which can detect 
minute levels of chemical contaminants in groundwater and 
landfill leachate. These advances have indicted our past 
disposal practices by highlighting their potential to damage the 
environment and public health. As a result, standards for 
construction, operation, and environmental monitoring at 
landfills have been tightened. Even with these advances in 
engineering technology landfilling is not a preferred option for 
solid waste management. DEP's goal for the year 2000 is to 
eliminate direct disposal of solid waste at all landfills • .  This 
means that landfills will be used for disposal of by-pass and 
residue from processing facilities . 

. _Examples of municipal solid waste landfills which pose 
threats to public health and the environment are spread across 
the Commonwealth. Of the approximately 700 active and inactive 
sanitary landfills in Massachusetts only 80 have liners, and 
approximately the same number have leachate collection systems. 
Sixty-four landfills have groundwater monitoring wells, 29 have 
surface water monitoring wells, and 9 have methane gas 
monitoring systems. The map on pages 104-105 shows which 
communities currently rely on unlined landfills. 

Landfill leachate contains inorganic and organic compounds 
which are difficult and costly to remove from contaminated 
ground water. In an effort to control the migration of leachate 
from landfills into groundwater, lan�fills are being designed to 
include liners made of clay or other impermeable materials and 
leachate collection systems. In addition, environmental 
monitoring networks are being installed at new and existing 
landfills to detect the release of landfill-generated leachate. 

Protecting Water Supplies 

DEP's top policy priority is the protection of the 
Commonwealth's water resources. With 34% of Massachusetts' 
residents dependent upon public water supply wells, special 
attention has been given to the protection of these resources. 
Over 13 public water supply wells have been closed due to 
chemical contamination and many more wells are threatened. 
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Ill-managed landfills are identified as the cause of the 
contamination of several municipal water supply wells. 

Recently, the DEP, in conjunction with the EPA and USGS, 
commissioned a study of the Cape Cod aquifer to determine what 
could be done to protect public supply wells from chemical 
contamination. The study, referred to as the Cape Cod Aquifer 
Management Project (CCAMP), resulted in a series of 
recommendations for implementation by the DEP and local 
government agencies. The primary recommendations for solid 
waste facilities called for restriction of the use of Zone IIs 
(the groundwater recharge area for a drinking water well) from 
the siting of solid waste facilities, establishment of standards 
for landfill monitoring, and prioritizing the assessment, phase 
out, and capping of landfills which threaten drinking water 
supplie�. 

DSWM, as part of the DEP's program to protect the ground 
waters of the commonwealth, will: 

o prohibit the siting of new landfills and restrict
the siting of non-disposal facilities within Zone
IIs via the Site Assignment Regulations (310 CMR
16.00) which were promulgated in September 1988;

o establish a priority for assessing the potential
environmental impacts of landfill leachate on
groundwater through the Landfill Assessment Program;
and

o incorporate in the proposed General Solid Waste
Facility Regulations (310 CMR 19.00) the phasing out
of existing landfills located in Zone IIsr the
establishment of standard landfill monitoring
requirements, and the establishment of
state-of-the-art landfill design and operation
standards and requirements.

· The goal of eliminating direct disposal of solid waste in
landfills by 2000 and the threat of pollution from landfills are 
the two forces driving landfill management policy in the 
Commonwealth. Consequently, the vast majority of programs for 
landfill management are geared towards cleanup and closure of 
inferior landfills. These programs are administered by the 
Division of Solid Waste Management in conjunction with the newly 
formed Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup (WSC). Chapter 21E and 
Chapter 21H are administered in coordination to ensure 
application of hazardous waste clean up standards as warranted. 
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The Landfill Assessment and Cleanup Program 

A cornerstone of the Commonwealth's efforts to protect 
groundwater supplies is the Landfill Assessment and Cleanup 
Program. Under this program, DEP will conduct Initial Site ' 
Assessments (ISA) at all 700 landfills in the State to identify 
possible threats to groundwater and other environmental 
receptors. 

The purpose is: 

o to determine the existence, extent, source, and
characteristics of pollution suspected of
originating from a solid waste facility;

o to assess the extent to which such pollution
presents a threat to the public health, safety, or
welfare of the environment; and

o to investigate the need to implement necessary
containment, clean-up, or closure activities in
order to eliminate, minimize, or prevent pollution
from affecting an existing or potential drinking
water supply or the environment.

In this program, DEP will conduct an Initial Site 
Assessment(ISA) at every known landfill in the Commonwealth. 
DEP will analyze data on proximity of the landfill to water 
supplies, wellhead recharge areas, Zone IIs , wetlands, and 
surface water bodies. It will also take into account 
hydrogeological characteristics, such as depth to ground water, 
depth to bedrock, and soil permeability in the vicinity of the 
landfill. DEP will draw the information from existing 
hydrogeologic studies, environmental impact reports, USGS 
studies, municipal and DEP data, and site visits. 

-

If ISA results suggest that there are potential 
environmental problems, the landfill owner will be required to 
conduct a full assessment, or augment an existing study, to 
include a complete hydrogeologic study. This detailed study 
will describe and analyze the extent to which a landfill has or 
threatens to contaminate the environment. 

A component that may be part of a full site assessment is 
a risk assessment estimate the potential for adverse effects on 
human health or the environment that result from exposures to 
specific pollutants or other toxic agents. Specifically, a risk 
assessment attempts to answer two questions: 1.) What adverse 
health effects are associated with exposure to specific 
chemicals? and 2.) How likely is an exposure event to occur? 
Such studies may be extremely complex and difficult to perform 
for a landfill site, however, the results may be valuable in 
determining the method and extent of site clean-up and 
containment which is necessary. 
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All publicly-owned landfill sites needing a full 
assessment will qualify under the Solid Waste Act for funding of 
a complete hydrogeologic study, risk assessment, and remedial 
action feasibility study. Ch. 584 authorizes DEP to expend $100 
million through a program of grants and loans to public bodies 
for the purposes of the program. Funds are available for up to 
100% of the project costs, composed of a 90% grant and a 10% 
no-interest loan. In cases where there is an existing 
hydrogeologic study and/or remedial action study, DEP will 
review the work and, if warranted, make grants·available to 
complete or expand these studies. DEP will soon adopt 
regulations for this funding program. Eligible projects, 
approved by DEP and which commsnced on or after January 1, 1986, 
may receive grant awards for retroactive payment. 

If:the owner of a facility needing remediation fails to 
take action or make an application for grant and loan funds to 
do this work, DSWM can make use of its Solid Waste Superfund 
Program. In addition to the $100 million Landfill Assessment 
fund, DEP is also authorized through Chapter 584 to spend up to 
$12.5 million to perform discovery, assessment, and remediation 
of pollution, or threats of pollution, to drinking water 
supplies or the environment caused by solid waste facilities. 
Cost for remediation are the responsibility of the landfill 
owner or other responsible parties. 

To expedite the assessment and clean-up program for 
landfill sites, DSWM developed a priority list of 38 sites that 
pose a risk of pollution to groundwater. Faced with a shortage 
of available Ch. 584 funds, DSWM staff reviewed the existing 
files on the top 38 sites and further ranked them using a 
broader criteria which included: environmental threat, 
compliance history and the community's willingness to work with 
DEP. The result was a list of the 14 highest priority sites. 
This smaller list provided DEP with a group of target 
communities for model projects and/or dispersal of limited grant 
funds. 

Landfill Closure Programs 

Authorized by St. 1983, c. 723, s. 9H, as amended, this 
program has a bond authorization of $10,000,000. It provides 
grants to municipalities for the purpose of planning, designing, 
and closing publicly-owned landfills in an environmentally-sound 
manner. 

Each application must include a demonstration component to 
monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of closure designs and 
technologies. Examples of demonstration components include 
implementing post-closure monitoring programs for leachate and 
methane, developing models which describe and predict pollutant 
transport in groundwater, studying the effectiveness of new 
varieties of seed and vegetative landfill cover, and an 
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evaluation of a stormwater control system which utilizes a 
retention meadow. The demonstration component will be used by 
the Department to develop innovative designs or technologies 
that provide environmental protection standards which are equal 
to or greater than those required under current policy. 

The Department's grant application period for this program 
yielded 83 applications which were rated on the following 
criteria: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

threat to environment and drinking water supplies; 
the applicant's compliance history; 
long-term solid waste management plan; 
existence of an adequate hydrogeological study; 
technical merits and evaluation potential of the 
demonstration component. 

In December, 1988 the priority list for the program was 
published. There are 24 landfills on the fundable portion of 
the list. Restricted access to capital funds allowed the 
Department to execute grant agreements with Amherst, Cambridge, 
Westford, Sharon, Auburn, and Dartmouth, the top 6 communities 
on the fundable list. The Department will obligate funds to 
these communities and others on the fundable portion of the 
priority list as funding becomes available. 

In addition, Chapter 584 provides two forms of financial 
assistance for landfill closures. 

o Landfill Closures Linked to a Subsequent Regional Solution
for Solid Waste Management: Public owners of such
landfills would be eligible for assistance for up to 90%
of costs, in the form of 20% grant and 80% no-interest
loan. Chapter 584 authorizes up to $40 million for this
purpose.

o Landfill Closures Not Linked to a Subsequent Regional
Solution of Solid Waste Management: Public owners of such
landfills would be eligible for assistance for up to 90%
of costs in the form of 100% interest-bearing loans.
Chapter 584 authorizes $10 million for this category.
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Chapter 6. DIFFICULT-to-DISPOSE-of WASTES 

Difficult-to-dispose-of wastes are those which require 
special handling or disposal facilities because of their 
potential threat to public health and the environment. Because 
the processing and disposal of difficult-to-dispose wastes pose 
such a serious challenge to the Commonwealth, an �nderstanding 
of these materials and disposal practices is essential. 

Asbestos: 

Asbestos is a natural mineral that separates into very 
fine fibers. The fibers are heat resistant and extremely 
durable.: These qualities have made asbestos very useful in 
construction and industry. It has been clearly established that 
asbestos fibers are a hazard to human health. when inhaled. 
Numerous studies of asbestos exposure link the fiber to three 
sometimes fatal diseases: lung cancer, mesothelioma (a cancer of 
the lining of the lung or abdominal cavity), and asbestosis. 

The potential for an asbestos-containing product to 
release fibers which are harmful to human health depends on 
several factors including its state of repair and the product's 
degree of friability, the potential for the product to crumbled 
with hand pressure and emit fibers into the air. The fibrous or 
fluffy, spray-applied asbestos materials found in many buildings 
for fireproofing or insulating are considered friable. Flexible 
vinyl and asphaltic roofing shingles or siding products are 
generally considered t6 be non-friable unless they are subject 
to sanding, drilling, or cutting. 

From a public health standpoint, non-friable asbestos 
which has been properly wetted, bagged, and containerized is 
suitable for disposal in a sanitary landfill. The mineral 
fibers resist degradation and are inert and insoluble in water. 
As such, they do not represent a threat to ground-water 
supplies. Furthermore, in the event that the asbestos 
containers in the landfill fail at some future date, asbestos 
fibers will lodge themselves in the soil and are not likely to 
migrate. 

Any brittle or hard asbestos-containing building material 
such as shingles, siding, and asbestos cement products which 
have the potential to emit asbestos fibers to the air must be 
properly wetted, bagged, and labelled during removal and 
disposal. 
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The Department is revising the ash disposal section of the 
General Solid Waste Facility Regulations giving the Department 
greater authority to determine where the special waste is 
disposed. Under the proposed new system, a disposal facility 
proponent must apply to the Department for a permit to dispose 
of asbestos. If the board of health disagrees with the 
determination of the Department, the burden of proof will be 
placed on the board to prove to the Department that the proposed 
disposal poses a public health threat. This new system promotes 
the development of adequately managed asbestos disposal capacity 
in the Commonwealth. 

If handled at an existing transfer station, 
asbestos-containing waste must be managed independently from 
other solid wastes at that facility. Storage of 
asbestos�containing waste material must comply with 310 CMR 
18.00, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance of Solid Waste 
Transfer Stations and with the Department's Guidelines for 
Storage, Consolidation, and Transfer of Asbestos Waste issued in 
February of 1988. 

According to Department regulations and policy, advance 
notice must be given to the disposal facility operator when an 
asbestos waste shipment is ready for disposal. If the asbestos 
has been properly wetted and containerized, it may be placed in 
a trench or at the active face of a landfill for disposal. The 
asbestos-containing materials must be immediately covered to 
prevent any possible emission of airborne asbestos fibers. 

Under state regulations asbestos is classified as a 
. 

. 
. 

'special waste'; local boards of health have the right to 
prohibit ·disposal of the waste at landfills in their community. 
As a result of the apprehension of many boards of health 
regarding asbestos disposal, in-state disposal capacity is very 
scarce. Generators of asbestos-containing waste have !ew 
disposal options available to them. It has been estimated tnat 
as much as eighty percent of the asbestos generated in the state 
is transported out of state for disposal, approximately fifteen 
percent goes to two commercial landfills in Chicopee, and the 
remainder is handled by municipal landfills. Typically, local 
landfills only accept asbestos-containing waste generated within 
the community. Furthermore, the extremely high cost of 
transport and disposal of asbestos has prompted illegal disposal 
including its deposit in small quantities as if a municipal 
solid waste. 

Construction and Demolition (C & D) Debris: 

C & D debris is discarded building materials and rubble 
from the construction, renovation, repair, or demolition of 
buildings or other structures. C & D debris varies greatly 
depending on the type of building, but typically includes wood, 
steel, concrete, masonry, plaster, aluminum, copper, asphalt, 
and asbestos. 
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The vast majority of all C & D debris is generated in the 
major metropolitan areas during the development of large 
projects. Because of these projects, the disposal capacity must 
accommodate a peak demand of up to 1,000 tons per day. 

currently, the majority of c & D debris is disposed at 
commercial landfills in Massachusetts and neighboring states. 
It is estimated that approximately 60% - 80% is deposited in 
state while the remaining portion is shipped out of state. 
Typically, the debris is deposited into dumpsters at the 
job-site and taken by a hauler either directly to a disposal 
facility or to a transfer station for consolidation before 
transportation to a disposal facility. In some cases large 
amounts of rubble, concrete and brick have been used to fill up 
quarries across the commonwealth5 

There are 7 landfills which accept significant quantities 
of C & D debris. There are also "dump-and-pick" operations 
where is dumped on the tipping floor and sorted into recyclable 
and no�-recyclable material. All of these facilities are listed 
in Appendix 1, "Recyclable Material Markets and Waste Disposal 
Sites". 

C & D debris has enormous potential to be recycled. The 
efficiency of the recycling operations are typically dependent 
upon the ability to separate the recyclable portion of the waste 
stream at the construction or demolition site. There are 
technologies that can accept unsorted c & D debris. There have 
been preliminary discussions with companies that would like to 
develop such facilities in Massachusetts, however, as yet there 
are none operating in the state. 

Separating materials on the site·· of renovations or 
demolition projects has increased dramatically as the price of 
disposal has climbed. Separated materials can be accepted 
directly by processing facilities. These processing 
technologies have significant potential to reduce the amount of 
c & D debris that must be landfilled. Table 5 - i lists the 
majo-r components of C & D debris and the preferred management 
options for each. 
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Table 5 - i 
Preferred Management Options for C & D Debris 

Component 

Wood 

Concrete 

�ubble 

Steel 

Preferred Management Option 

Chip for composting, 
landscaping or incineration. 

Grind and separate steel 
rebar, sell rebar as scrap 
steel, and use concrete as 
aggregrate. 

Grind and use as grading 
material or aggregrate. 

Separate and sell as scrap 
steel. 

Several companies are currently interested in developing c 
& D debris processing facilities in Massachusetts. These 
include: 

o a pyrolysis facility that would accept source
separated wood waste and produce electricity;

o various types of wood-waste and rubble crushing and
processing facilities; and

o wood-waste combustion facilities.

The Department encourages c & D debris recycling. 
Suitable uses for processed concrete and other clean fill will 
be identified. For wood-waste that is not suitable for_ 
recycling or processing DEP promotes development of 
environmentally-sound combustion capacity. While the need for c 
& D debris landfill capacity will be greatly diminished through 
reuse, recycling, and combustion, landfilling c & D debris 
cannot be eliminated all together. 

There are a number of regulatory controls regarding c & D 
debris being considered by the Department. To stem the tide of 
illegal dumping of c & D debris, the Department is developing a 
model tracking and manifest system involving 13 communities. 
The Department will work with MEPA through the Environmental 
Impact Report generation process to require proponen�s of major 
projects to identify where C & D debris will be disposed of or 
handled, and, where possible, to require that C & D debris 
recycling take place. The state Department of Public Works is 
currently studying the ability of recycled C & D debris to meet 
state construction specifications. If recycled C & D debris 
meets these standards, the Purchasing Agent's Division, in order 
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to strengthen the market for these materials, will consider them 
for inclusion in Executive Order #279, the state's preferential 
purchase program for recycled materials. 

Household Hazardous Waste: 

Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) is hazardous waste which 
is generated in the normal course of household activities in 
single or multiple residences, excluding hotels or motels. 
Common household substances, such as drain cleaners, 
disinfectants, pool chemicals, pesticides, hobby supplies, used 
motor oil, and laundry bleach contain toxic chemicals and become 
household hazardous waste when they are discarded. Generally 
the amount of HHW in the municipal solid waste stream is small. 
It has �een estimated that the average household generates 21 
lbs. of.hazardous waste annually. In Massachusetts, this 
accounts for about 0.1% by weight of the total solid waste 
generation or 6,000 tons of hazardous waste discarded each 
year . .. In addition to the annual generation many households may 
store significant quantities of HHW because there is a shortage 
of adequate disposal options. 

Currently the vast majority of all HHW is disposed at 
solid waste landfills or combustion facilities or dumped down 
the drain. Unfortunately, these management methods may pose 
serious threats to public health and the environment. When HHW 
is co-mingled with solid waste, it contributes to the toxicity 
of leachate formed in landfills and increases the toxicity of 
the ash and air emissions from incinerators. 

The primary objective of the state's HHW management . 
program is to limit exposure to homeowners and ensure that 
discarded waste products are managed in a manner that is 
protective of'the environment. The state program relies on an 
aggressive public education campaign to inform consumers of 
alternative products and to inform communities of appropriate 
means for collection and disposal of HHW. 

Education is a critical component of any HHW management 
program because the preferred management option--source 
reduction--requires a change in consumer purchasing habits. In 
fact, there is a variety of non-hazardous products on the market 
which can be substituted for some of the hazardous products 
collected at HHW collection events. 

Since 1984 the Department of Environmental Management 
,(DEM) has issued grants to coalitions that have developed public 
education materials. DEP is incorporating some of these 
materials into a model school curriculum it is developing on 
solid waste management. In addition to the state-sponsored 
public education efforts, there have been several independent 
organizations that have begun outreach and educational programs 
on HHW �anagement. 
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The state has also found that one-day collection events 
provide a beneficial source of education as well as a disposal 
option. Since 1982, when the first one-day (HHW) collection 
event was held in Lexington, there have been over 300 such 
events held in Massachusetts. Through these collection events, 
approximately 1000 tons of waste has been collected and sent to 
licensed facilities. 

In planning for a one-day event for the collection of 
household hazardous waste the sponsor must address several 
issues including: 

o selecting a suitable site;
o appointing a qualified emergency coordinator;
o developing and implementing a public education and

out reach program to the community which will be
served by the collection event;

o ·developing an emergency plan to be implemented in
the case of an accident;

o hiring an appropriately licensed transporter; and
o raising sufficient monies to pay for the transporter

and the public education and outreach program.

With the one-day collection events, the home owner brings 
the waste to the collection site where it is accepted by a 
licensed hazardous waste hauler, who packs the waste into 
shipping containers and removes all the collected materials from 
the site the same day. 310 CMR 30.391 governs one-day municipal 
or regional collection events. These regulations provide 
guidance relating to the selection of the site and the 
development of an emergency preparation plan, and the 
regulations establish that the transporter accepting the waste 
will be considered the generator of that waste for the purposes 
of the Hazardous Waste Regulations (310 CMR 30.000). 

A municipality, group of municipalities, or any other 
person may sponsor a one-day event for the collection of 
household hazardous waste provided they comply with Department 
reg�lations. While the one day collection events have been 
successful at increasing the public awareness of the potential 
problems associated with HHW, they are not sufficient to ensure 
that the majority of HHW will be properly managed. Given that 
the average participation rate in a one day collection event is 
less than 2%, it would take a almost fifty collection events per 
community to clean out the HHW people have stored in their 
homes. 

A permanent collection station, accumulating waste over a 
period of time, greatly reduces the cost of disposal when 
compared to the one day collection events. Because all waste 
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collected at a orie-day event must be transported offsite the 
same day, the sponsor pays full price for the disposal of 55 
galion containers that contains only a limited amount of HHW. 
By accumulating the waste over a period of time with multiple 
collections the containers can be fully packed and the money 
allocated for disposal more efficiently spent. 

Well-managed permanent collection statiop enjoy several 
advantages over the one-day collection events. The advantages 
include greater participation rates, more sustained and better 
education regarding the management of and substitutes for toxic 
household products, and potentially long-term cost savings. 
Expanding the current one-day collection events to a regularly 
available program, such as permanent collection stations, 
entails much planning and effort. 

The Department has permitted a collection station for 
household hazardous waste to be established on Martha's Vineyard 
as a pilot project. In the absence of regulations the 
Department entered into a consent decree with the Martha's 
Vineyard Refuse Disposal and Resource Recovery District which 
specifies the management plan for the collection station. The 
Department has been closely monitoring the pilot project and is 
using the lessons learned from this project in the development 
of regulations that would allow other similar centers to be 
established. 

Although most HHW must be disposed at a hazardous waste 
disposal facility once it has been collected, some HHW, such as 
lead acid batteries and paint, can be recycled if an appropriate 
system of collection and distribution are established. 
Currently, many states recycle lead �cid batteries. �ome states 
have developed paint collection and recycling programs where 
partially used cans of paint from the homeowners are collected 
and combined for future resale. The resulting recycled paint 
product is of lower quality but is adequate for many industrial 
uses. 

Infectious Waste: 

Infectious waste management and regulation has lately been 
making headlines. Due to inadequate regulations, some 
infectious waste is treated as conventional MSW, while some 
conventional MSW is treated as infectious waste, thereby using 
valuable special waste disposal capacity. To solve this problem 
DEP is working with the Department of Public Health (DPH) to 
develop new regulations for the comprehensive managemen� of 
infectious waste at the site of generation where DPH has 
responsibility for regulation. The new regulations will require 
all generators of infectious waste to handle and package the 
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waste in a manner to protect public health. DEP has also 
developed a protocol for responding to spills and improper 
disposal of infectious waste and is working with the Legislature 
to allow the Department to comprehensively regulate its -
transport and disposal. 

Sludge: 

A 1986 survey estimated that 300,000 tons of sludge is 
generated in Massachusetts every year. currently, that material 
is disposed in landfills, incinerated, land applied, dumped in 
the ocean, or stored at publicly owned treatment works (POTWs), 
more commonly referred to as wastewater treatment plants 
(WWTPs). However, such disposal options are rapidly becoming 
obsoleta. Stricter standards at landfills will force many of 
those accepting sludge to close within the next three to five 
years, and local boards of health are also prohibiting disposal 
of sludge in many landfills today. Incineration of sludge is 
costly_ and time-consuming, because of the need to dry sludge 
before burning it, and the need to dispose of the ash 
afterwards. And, ocean disposal is now prohibited. As 
conventional disposal options have closed, DEP has initiated 
short- and long-term remedies for sludge management which call 
for maximal reuse of sludge. 

The first sewer systems were relatively crude: they 
collected waste from both residential and commercial/industrial 
sources and then discharged sewage directly into waterways and 
oceans. By the late 1960's, Boston Harbor, the Farmington, 
Charles, and Connecticut Rivers, and many other waterways were 
severely contaminated by sewage and other industrial 
discharges. Waste water treatment plants were established in 
response to this problem. 

Sludge is the mud-like residue left over from treatment of 
sewage and wastewater. Generally, ther� are two recognized 
types of sludges: those originating from sewage and those 
originating from industrial process discharges� Most sewage 
sludge is generated in WWTPs that receive residential, 
commercial and industrial discharges. Because there are 
different types of discharge, sewage sludge may contain a 
variety of contaminants: human sewage contributes pathogens; 
industrial waste water may contribute volatile organics such as 
solvents, and heavy metals, such as zinc or lead. For these 
reasons, sludge needs special handling and is classified by DEP 
as a special waste. This means that sewage sludge may not be 
disposed at solid waste facilities without approval of both the 
local board and the Department. DEP may require the waste to be 
treated before disposal. 
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In Massachusetts, industrial process sludge is often 
divided into two categories; paper mill sludge, and a 
combination of all other types of industrial process sludges. 
Paper mill sludge contains wood pulp and chemicals. This sludge 
generally has a low nutrient value and, therefore, has minimal 
value as a nutrient source in reuse options. If the resulting 
waste water contains any toxic or hazardous waste material, it 
is not reusable. 

When sludge leaves the POTW it contains many 
contaminants. The most common management practice for sludge is 
landfill disposal. Table 5 - j presents data on the reuse and 
disposal trends of sludge. The data is based on the results of 
a 1986 survey of POTWs conducted by DEP. 

Table 5 - j 
Sludge Disposal and Reuse Trends 

Disposal Method # POTW's TPY 

Landfill 79 161,557 
Incineration 6 26,154 
Ocean Disposal 2 18,500 
To another POTW ... 10 2,848 
Stockpiling 5 59 
Not operating 5 

Sub-Total: 107 210,118 

Reuse Method # POTW..'s TPY 
� 

Land application 7 3,668 
Composting Facilities 4 

Sub-Total: 11 3,668+ 

DEP projects that nearly 170,000 tons of.sludge 
(approximately 75%) will be displaced from the disposal sites 
listed above during the next three years because of landfill 
closures and BOH prohibition. As a short-term solution to the 
capacity crunch, DEP promotes stabilizing the sludge, through 
either chemical or non-chemical processes, for use as daily 
cover at landfills. This type of process has been successful 
and is a short-term solution to Massachusetts needs. 

DEP's goal is to establish sludge composting and reuse on 
a large scale in Massachusetts by 2000. In order to accomplish 
this, DEP will draft new sludge reuse regulations. These 
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regulations will facilitate reuse of sludge by setting standards 
for reuse that take into account the specific soil and other 
environmental factors. Some reuse options are listed in the 
following table. 

Table 5 - k 
Sludge Reuse Options 

Horticultural/landscaping: 
Compost Material 
Soil Amendment 
Mulch 
Potting Medium 
Top Dressing 
Roadside cover 

Engineering/Construction: 
Brick/Cement Manufacture 
Daily/Intermediate Cover and Grading Material for 
Landfills 

Agricultural: 
Land Spreading -- food chain crops, grazing, and 
non-food crops 

Street Sweepings:_ 

Street sweepings, classified as solid waste, are commonly 
disposed in landfills. Alternatively, it is used as daily 
landfill cover. If a municipality is interested in this course 
of action, it should contact the regional DEP office to 
determine if the sweepings are suitable for this use. In no 
case should street sweepings be mixed with catch basin 
residues. DEP requires catch basin residue to undergo the E.P. 
toxicity test and be tested for sulfides before choosing an 
appropriate disposal or reuse option. 

Tires: 

Approximately 6,000,000 tires are thrown away each year in 
Massachusetts. While the traditional tire disposal practices, 
landfilling and incineration, are becoming obselete, annual 
generation has increased and no new dedicated capacity for tires 
has been developed. The result is an increase in illegal tire 
stockpiles throughout the Commonwealth. It has been estimated 
that there are as many as 30,000,000 tires in illegal piles in 
the Commonwealth. Beyond being unsightly and an inefficient use 
of land, piles present two serious public health and 
environmental threats: difficult-to-extinguish fires and the 
increased risk of certain diseases due to the unique breeding 
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environment that tires present for disease-carrying mosquitoes. 

MSW landfilling or burning operations are not well suited 
to the management of tires. Tires, because of their structure, 
migrate to the surface when disposed in landfills. They present 
handling problems for solid waste incinerators and may cause 
those facilities to violate air quality emissions limitations 
due to the high levels of sulfur and metals in the tires. 

The Department's goal is to eliminate all illegal tire 
stockpiles.by the year 2000 and to build capacity for the safe 
handling of the annual generation of waste tires. It is 
estimated that this will require capacity to process, burn, or 
recycle approximately 9,000,000 tires per year by 1992. 

Oyer the past several years, the Department has researched 
available technologies for processing and/or disposing of 
discarded tires. The Department's emphasis when looking for new 
capacity has been material recovery first, energy recovery 
second. and landfilling as a last option. Because tires have 
significant potential for material and energy recovery, the 
Department has not aggressively explored landfilling as an 
option for the development of new capacity. 

Currently, there is only one tire recycling operation in 
Massachusetts and few of the tire stockpiles are operated with 
necessary approvals and permits. A company in New Bedford uses 
car and truck tires to manufacture findings and riggings for the 
fishing industry. The company also has a shredding operation 
that can process up to approximately 3000 tires per day, and has 
a permitted tire pile. Seven companies offer tire shredding 
service to municipalities and companies in Massachusetts. These 
companies charge a fee based on the number of tires that are 
shredded. Once shredded, tires may be sold as a fuel to 
facilities located in Maine and Pennsylvania or disposed in a 
landfill. Only a limited amount of shredded tires are sold as 
an alternative energy source . 

. The Department issued the "Policy on Tire Disposal and 
Stockpiling" in June, 1987. Discarded tire stockpiles are 
considered disposal sites subject to M.G.L. C. 111, s 150A and 
classified as a solid waste management facility, unless the 
Department determines that: 

o the tires are being recycled in a lawful manner;

o at least seventy-five percent (75%) of the tires are
recycled or reused during each calendar year; and

o the tires recycled or reused are lawfully and
properly handled.

The Tire Policy also establishes guidelines for the 
development of fire lanes through the stockpiles to ensure that 
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fire fighting equipment may reach all portions of the pile: A 
preliminary review of stockpiles revealed that while some have 
taken fire prevention measures, very few of the stockpiles are 
being operated in accordance with the Tire Stockpile Policy, as 
it pertains to the requirements of moving 75% of the tires
during the calendar year or getting a site assignment and 
permit. 

DEP has made considerable efforts to attract companies 
p�oviding alternative tire processing technologies to 
Massachusetts. In recent years, the Department worked 
aggressively to attract Rubber Research Elastomerics (RRE), Inc. 
of Minneapolis, MN to Massachusetts. RRE manufactures and 
markets a series of recycled rubber compounds made from 
discarded tires under the trademark 'Tirecycle'. The state 
offered assistance to RRE in siting and financing a tire 
recycling facility in Massachusetts. To date, the deal has not 
come to fruition because RRE is not yet ready to expand its 
operation from Babbitt, Minnesota where it is now based. 

In addition to continuing to monitor the progress of RRE's 
ability to market their Tirecycle products, the Department is 
evaluating the suitability of various tire-additives to 
asphalt. There are on-going studies of various tire-asphalt 
technologies in New York and Washington State. The Department 
is monitoring the results of these and other studies and will 
work with the DPW in determining whether to recommend that the 
Purchasing Agent consider Tire-Asphalt be considered a recovered 
material. Pursuant to Executive Order 279, products that are 
made with recovered materials may be given price preferences of 
up to 10%. 

While RRE's expansion to the Coinrnonwealth has been 
delayed, several other companies have continued expansion plans 
for the New England area. Two companies that have progressed 
the furthest are The Oxford Energy Company and Waste Recovery, 
Ine. (WRI). The combination of the Oxford Energy and WRI 
facilities would draw about 6,000,000 tires per year from 
Massachusetts. 

The Oxford Energy Company, is in the final permitting 
process for a facility in Sterling, Connecticut. The Oxford 
Energy Company is awaiting final decision on its permit 
applications and has already received all other n�cessary 
permits or approvals. The facility is expected to be fully 
operational in fall, 1990. It will process approximately 10 
million tires a year, approximately the annual generation of 
tires in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island combined. 

WRI has indicated that they want to site a facility in 
either Massachusetts or New Hampshire. The company currently 
has a facility operating in Houston, Texas and is proposing 
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additional facilities in Florida and New Jersey. The proposed 
WRI facility for New England would process approximately 4 
million tires per year. 

White Goods and Automobile Recycling: 

Washing machines, dryers, refrigerators, _microwave ovens, 
and fluorescent lighting fixtures, commonly known as "white 
goods", and junked automobiles have been grouped together in 
this section because they are often processed at the same 
facilities. While automobiles and white goods are valued for 
their recyclable metal, there are several environmental concerns 
and DEP policies which are common to both. 

Appliance shredder operations recycle metal by shredding 
junked appliances and separating recyclable metal from 
non-recyclable materials. White goods, particularly those that 
were manufactured prior to 1980, may contain electrical 
capacitors or lighting ballasts which contain polychlorinated 
biphenyl (PCB), a known carcinogen and a hazardous waste subject 
to regulation by Massachusetts law. When white goods are 
processed by shredding, baling or crushing, the capacitors and 
lighting ballasts can be broken apart, and the resulting waste 
product which includes nonmetallic, non-recyclable materials 
will likely contain PCBs in concentrations greater than 50 parts 
per million, rendering the entire waste product a hazardous 
waste. If the PCB-laden components in appliances are removed 
prior to processing and disposal, it is likely the waste product 
from these operations can be disposed of as solid waste in 
certain Department authorized lined landfills which are equipped 
with leachate collection systems. 

Under the guidelines issued by the Department, 
municipalities and businesses which collect white goods for 
disposal have two options: 

o they may ship the fully intact white goods to a
processing facility which will remove the capacitors
and lighting ballasts and arrange for their proper
disposal as hazardous waste; or

o they may remove all capacitors and lighting ballasts
prior to shipment of the white goods to the
processing facility and assume the responsibility to
dispose of the fixtures as hazardous waste.

Because of the rising costs associated with disposing of 
white goods and apprehension about handling hazardous wastes, 
some municipalities have closed their landfill or transfer 
station to white goods. Those communities have advised 
residents to take their own appliances to scrap metal dealers. 
In some communities this has prompted an increase in illegal 
dumping of white goods. Communities are encouraged to accept 
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white goods at landfills_and transfer stations and to charge a 
drop-off fee, if necessary. For a listing of white goods and 
scrap metal processing companies refer to Appendix 1. 

Chloroflourocarbons (CFCs) are widely used in the United 
States as refrigerants in automotive, commercial and home air 
conditioning systems, and retail and home refrigerators. 
Typically, these refrigerants are vented to the atmosphere when 
a unit is serviced, repaired, or crushed at time of disposal. 
The release of CFCs into the atmosphere is closely linked to the 
depletion of stratospheric ozone and the global greenhouse 
effect. 

An average automobile carries a 2 1/2 pound CFC charge 
while �n average sized domestic refrigerator carries a 1/2 pound 
charge. Data from an EPA study performed in 1987 indicates that 
7,426 metric tons of CFCs were emitted to the atmosphere in 
1985 from disposal of refrigeration and air conditioning units 
throughout the country. 

There are public policy initiatives at the national and 
international level regarding CFC management, however, 
Massachusetts currently has no laws on the matter. EPA is 
requiring U.S. producers of CFC to cut their production back to 
1986 levels to fulfill the Montreal Protocol, an international 
agreement signed and ratified by the United States and other 
countries in 1988. The agreement calls for scheduled cuts in 
production CFC production so that by 1998 worldwide production 
of these gases will be 50% of the 1986 levels. Evidence that 
ozone depletion is worse than previously thought may prompt the 
signatory countries to increase the .. level of cuts and accelerate 
their implementation. �, 

Automobile shredders in Massachusetts engage in recycling 
operations by shredding junked automobiles and producing 
recyclable scrap metal. Automobile shredder residue (ASR), 
sometimes referred to as "auto fluff" because of its low density 
and billowy appearance, is a by-product of this operation. In 
mid-1988, automobile shredders voluntarily closed down their 
operations because it was found that ASR contained high levels 
of waste oil and other hazardous constituents. After the 
closing of these facilities, stockpiles of abandoned and junked 
automobiles quickly grew, posing nuisance conditions and an 
imminent threat to public health, safety and welfare and to the 
environment. 

The Department has allowed certain auto shredding 
companies to resume operations for a limited time period, 
provided the ASR from the facilities meets certain standards. 
During this interim period, the shredder industry and the 
Department will study and evaluate long-term solutions to the 
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production and disposal of ASR. 

In cases where ASR is proven not to be a hazardous waste 
may be disposed in Department approved landfills with liners and 
leachate collection systems. ASR which exceeds the limits for 
metals, PCB, or total petroleum hydrocarbon must be disposed at 
a certified hazardous waste processing or disposal facility. 

Prior to processing an automobile, the shredder facility 
is required to remove any items, such as batteries and gas 
tanks, which may cause ASR to exceed the above-mentioned 
standards. Auto shredders are required to conduct regular 
on-site visual self-inspections to ensure that all such 
materials are removed from the shredder feedstock. In addition, 
facilities are required to sample ASR for total petroleum 
hydrocarbons, metals, and PCBs in accordance with Department 
timetables and protocols. 

If maximum contaminant levels are exceeded, the facility 
is required to institute an accelerated testing schedule and 
commence to treat, store, transport, and dispose of the ASR as 
hazardous waste. The facility may be required to cease 
shredding operations until the facility management and the 
Department can agree upon revised operating procedures which 
ensure that ASR will not exceed the maximum contaminant levels. 

Wood Waste: 

Wood wastes include stumps and brush. If handled 
properly, they may have beneficial uses. The preferred 
management options for wood waste is .. chipping and/or 
composting. Chipped wood wastes may�be used for a variety of 
beneficial uses including as a mulch and as a bulking agent in 
the composting of sludge or other organic materials. In 
addition to chipping, DEP supports, through Chapter 584 grant 
and loan programs, innovative technologies for reuse of brush 
and stumps. 
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Solid waste management has, in the last five years, 
emerged as perhaps the single nost pressing envirornnental 
challenge facing our society. The public constituency calling 
for .inproved management of solid waste is large, diversified, 
and vocal. It is also effective. In only the last three years, 
dramatic steps have been taken to radically alter the 
commonweal th' s solid waste managem:mt practices. For example, 
the state's regulatocy an:l permit authority has directed the 
closure of 40 sin;Jle-community larxifills an:l has permitted 7

regional facilities. 

Today, landfillin;J is no longer a cheap, easy, or safe 
·disposal option. Indeed the cost of constructing landfills with
adequate environmental controls is competitive with combustion
and it exceeds the price of recycling and composting. The
shortage of envirornnentally-sotmd disposal capacity is currently
being relieved through construction of processing facilities.
In 1988, the state's MSW disposal capacity was al.most equal to
its generation rate. And this dynamic will continue in the
short run. 'Ihe Commonwealth recycled 130,000 more tons of its
trash in 1988 than it did in 1985. Its permitted combustion
capacity has increased by 1.8 million tons per year in that same
time frame as well.

DEP faces a complicated challenge in designing and 
managing the State's solid waste management system. There are 
many concenis: 

o strong support for recycling exists, but many are
skeptical about whether a suitabiy�ized market for
recyclables can be developed for the long tenn.

o The pollution risks posed by current disposal
methoos have created a climate of uncertainty for
municipal decision makers, regulators, and members
of the solid waste disposal industcy.

o Despite the extensive amount of solid waste
capacity provided by the Commonwealth's recycling
and campostirg programs, eight combustion
facilities, and about 200 active landfills, the
safe disposal of appliances, construction debris,
an:l other problem wastes poses an increasingly
difficult challenge.

14 
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o Illegol dumping is viewed by the citizeru:y as a
worsening problem. 'Ihe charge to enforce against
this problem is complicated by limited resources
an::i difficulty of cross-jurisdictional
coordination.

o communities cannot keep up with the costs
associated with solid waste management. 'Ille cost
of proper closure of landfills is often
considerably beyond the range of Proposition 2
1/2-constrained nn.micipal budgets.

'Ihis report details DEP's action strategy for future 
management of solid waste. With additional development over the 
next months as a result of public input and further research, it 
will serve as the public guide to solid waste decision-making to 
the year �000. It responds to the challenge of building a solid 
waste management system which puts the notion of the past - of 
simple solutions - behind us. 'Ihis plan provides infonnation 
on current conditions: where, how, and how much solid waste is 
handled and disposed; what authority and responsibility 
different parties have in this process; and why we experience 
difficulties in providing safe and adequate disposal. It 
presents a vision of regional facilities which are well run, 
benign, and extract as much value from the waste stream as is 
possible. '!he plan describes action: short-tenn, focused 
activities by DEP to relieve current problems; and long-tenn, to 
achieve the right mix of solid waste management solutions. 

Issuance of these drafts spurs a dialcgue intended to 
allow citizens, state and municipal officials, and interested 
groups, to take hold of the future by ensuring the most 
rational, envirornnentally SOUI"rl, and cost- effective disposal of 
solid waste. once completed, the master plan will guide DEP's 
allocation of more than a quarter billion dollars in capital 
authorized under the Solid Waste Act of 1987. 

'!his draft will be subject to additional analysis and 
public review to ensure its ultimate usefulness. DEP work 
includes: 

o Improved accounting of the components and volume of
solid waste generated in the Commonwealth;
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o Promulgation of up:lated and expanded solid waste
facility regulations;

o Articulation of proposed new integrated waste·
management-based criteria for MEPA review of solid
waste facility proposals;

o Further development of recycling policies: haw DEP
will work with COITlIIU.lilities arxi the private �or
to ensure that a recycling infrast:J:ucture is
constructed which furthers DEP's goal of prcmoting
sustainable recycling at a fair arxi reasonable
cost.

o Conclusion to the assessment of the state's
direction in allowing construction of combustion
facilities. '!his will include analysis of facts,
figures, and policy options. Specifically it will
1) analyze whether there is sufficient
justification for increased bum capacity; 2)
review existing public financial subsidy programs
available to the solid waste industcy; assess what
advantage they provide to the resource recovery
industry an:i if they can be restructured to better
favor recycling arxi composting; 3) complete the
process starte:l with the new site assignment
regulations which is to restructure the CSWM's
solid waste regulations to accorrplish integrated
solid waste management goals; 4) explore additional
policy, planning and regulatory tools which can be
created or inproved upon to help ensure success in
realizing the Conuoonwealth's integrated waste
management goal.

o Research and development of standards to allaw for
safe recycling of problem wastes such as demolition
debris arxi ash from combustion facilities

o Initiate the process of comprehensive assessment of
all landfills with high priority given to those
sites known to be associated with the greatest
threat to public health.
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0EOE Recyclablo Mat<?rinls Markets 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
- - - --- ---- - -

ALUMINUM 

-- --- --- - --

-

---------

. --- ---

---- ---

- -----

-----

- -- --

-

--- --

-- -- ---

--------

VENDOR 

Savrnnsky 
- - - . - - -

. --

{6_17)_666-8_941 

-- -
Somerset Junk 

- - --

( f, _ _!2 )_�-2_� -� 9 -� 7_ �
-

Sugc1rmar:1
1 

Inc. 
(_G 1 7 )_ 4 7 <J - 1 G 3 7 
-

Dep_o�it_c��s ___ 
---------

- ------

P. Allen & Son
-- ---- - --- ---

---

- ---

LOCATION 
- -- - - --- - -- - -

56 Webster Ave. 
-- --- --- -- -

Somcrvilln 
------------

508 Columbin St. 
--- --- ------- - --

Somerville 
- - - --- ------

299 CP.ntrn St. 
-• - . -- ---

_9t�i��y 
- -

f:l_e9ycli(:1g _ E_r!t9rpr_i_�es 
( 5 0 _ 8 J _ 9 4 _ <J • _2 7 <J 7 

Edward Allen 
- -- -- - -

HOURS OF OPERATION 
- ------- --- -------- -

-

-------

Old Webster Road 
- - ----- - - -- ----

Oxford
-----

--------

M-F 6:30AM-3:30PM
- - ----- ----- ------ --------- •-

-----·--- (_4_ 1 ;J ) s_ 8_1_ �-3 o 4_ o ________ Ec1�t�m1:1p_t9!1 _ _ ndtf3t 11 o _______

---------

-- -------

-- ---

---

ANTIFREEZE 
--� 

---

---

- --

• 

-----

------

Kr���cr _§��"P
l 

Inc. 
_( 4 13)77 4_- __ 3 1 O_;J_ 

_I_\Lc.QB9_�ycli �g-�o�Ra�y 
GY_!llhia__§trong 

(201 )225-9550 

40 BELOW 
-------- -

Antifreeze Services 
------- . - -- ---- --

l50 8J435-4_ 044 
. ' 

----

--

i 

_., 

' 

Norlh,impton _____ 
--

P.O. Box 588 
-- -- ----

Greenfield 
- -- - - - --- - --

, 

Rarilan Center 
-------------- -

100 Colver Plc1ce 
--- - --- -------- - -

�gjson
1 

NJ 

112 South Street 
-------- ------- --

_lj9p� i�g_ton 

. 

ASPHALT BATCHING PLANTS 
-

- - - - - - - --- ----- -

-----

Brox_Paving __ 
t�_9-.Q )_4_� _1 _:... 9_ 1_Q 5 

14 71 Methuen St. 
-- - ---- - - - -- -----

Dr neut 
-----

May 2, 1989 Page 1 

- ----- -- -

M-F 8 :00AM-4 :00PM
--- - - -- -------

M-F 9 :OOAM-5 :OOPM
----- - ---

M-F 7 :OOAM-3 :30 PM 
-------· -------- --

Snt. 8:00AM-NOON 
- -- - ---- --- - - ----

-

M-F

TRANSPORT 
--- -- - -- - --

-

7:00AM-3:30PM 
--- -- - ---- - ----

Collects by truckloc1d. 
- - -- - ----- - ---

-

--

Collects by trailorload. 
Uses a flattener-blower. 

-

--

-

--

- . 

--

--

- -

---------- -- -- ---

$50 haplingJ_�� 
No minim�m amou_nt re�l!i_�e 

. 

Accepts deliveries. 



DEQE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MA TE RIAL DE SCRIPTION VENDOR LOCATION 

Con't Asphalt Batching Plants 

Simeone Corp. Wrenthem 
(508)384-3 1 61

CARDI Route 95 
Warwick, RI  

AUTOMOBILE PARTS DISPOSAL 

Prospect Iron and Steel 40 Bennett Street 

-

(617)666- 3405 Somerville 

Automobiles Prolerizer New Enqland 
(617) 389-83 00 • Everett

Automobiles J. P. Carroll 31 Allen 
(617)861-60 60 Lexinqton 

Universal Salvage . , 

' 

299 Bridge Street 
(617)744- 0 1 24

, 

Salem 

Mufflers and fuel tanks Tombrello's 207 Marston Rd 
(617)675-7831 Lawrence 

Automobiles Tewksbury Auto 
(508)851 -5946

Day's Used Auto Parts 20 Rindge 
(508)756- 2850 Millbury 

Cars and trucks ML Norwood Auto Recycling 123 Adams Road 
(508)839-'5934 N. Grafton

May 2, 1989 Page 2 

HOURS OF OPERATION 

' .

M-F 7:30AM-4:15PM

M-F 8:00AM-5:00PM
Sat. 9:00AM-3:00PM 

M-F 7:00AM-4:30PM
Sat. 7:00AM-11 :30AM 

M-F 7:30AM-4:15PM
Sat. 7:30AM-11 :45AM

M-F 8:00AM-5:00PM

M-F 8:00AM-5:00PM

TRANSPORT 

Must deliver 
$.02/lb.  

Charae: $25 for cars 
delivered. 

Must deliver . 
Charoe different rates 
for different parts. 
Must deliver. 

Will tow. 

Will tow. , 



DEOE Recyclable Materi als Marke ts 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION ·VENDOR LOCATION HOURS OF OPERATION TRANSPORT 

Con;, Automobile 0

• Paris- . 
. - - - ' - --- -- --- ---- .. ; - -------------� Nati<?��! _!Iulo_ C_lr,aring_ House M-F !l�QO_AM-5 :OOPM

I 
Wil l low. 

_ --------�(�_Q_8_)I�4_:�-��-6 �?0 Fr�r1k_!jn e---��J�!_�PROintmenl Deliy�ri�_�acceQ�-�-
l�J)_ � t? �! � 2 �-4 4 Worcester , 

-- --------(5_QQ)_I_9J_:_OQ86 : - --

-- ---------------1------------- t------ ----- -ir-----------------t---------------
Patriot MP.t;ils ·-· ---- ---------• ( 5 0 R) 

I 
9 fl - 3 3-3-3

--
�===�v-w-_o _ _!_<;_

-cs-_t__e_r __ -_---�=---�-------

---- --------•�J��j;_��•;fi_ri"J-· ---l�j��-�r�:i:�� --� M
-F_B:�

O
f\.M::...�_:Q!)_f_

M
_J;uj'�:

c

•�;��to!J.
·-

0ATTERIES -] -------
-----

-��-
------------,-----

For_ CilC!!_ b�I_IC!Y_ "--�isJrihtJ!O_!_�uysL.s/h _c __ �;i�_ rclu!n _ on�_to__!he _ m_��u�;1ct u�c�;_ ____ 1_________ ____________ _ ____ _consr.qucntly, most distributo rs will take olci h;irtmic� from lhcir c ustomers. 

---···---- •----· 
---- --------------,

--
-

- - - - . - . L-rn-C); Junk - - ·11110 M·ass . /\�c··---,M�F -7:00AM-4 :30PM I Must deliver. --
-
---

------------------------- --- --· --,-· ·---·-•··. --- -----------, . ------- - · -----------t· - ----- ----- - ---- --
Dorchester -------------- ----------1 - --· --- . --

--- ,---------- ----------
P. Jclcobson . 508 Columt�fn S-t. ---

Sc1t. 7:00/\M-Noo_n __ _ 

--------------i ·- --- - - --�
______ 1(6J_JJ_6_�6 __ :_�?__4 _ _9

.l 
--- ---- - ------------

Somerville - --·-- -·-

-=--- _-
-

_
-

_-_-_-_-_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=: [;;t;�uJt��•-�':--===1�:_i�:-:0�·----M:f_ B_;�Q/\M-4 :OQf_�_ ��ii c;!:c�-
-

�-
Jt
-
e-ry 

___ _ 

-----------� s.:. LJ"iaf_'!P:Y______ RQ_�_te _!_ �� ----1 M-F 8 :O_O_A_M_-_5_:0_0 _P_M __ -+t----------
_____________ 1.1:_ 8 _Q 0-=-3 ?J_-_3_Q_0_ 2 ___ -�9�!h9.�Q ______ ��L�;Q_Q�_M-Noo_n ____________ _ 

----�------------�---------------+------- ----- •---------------+----------------

1§ol9_s!_e_�n _Sc!�P _MeJnl
1

�-L_t!_a�_di�g ____ _J M- F 8 :00AM-5 :00PM __J Deliveries a_�cepl_�.9-
-----------¼-"_fj_Q_ 8 )_I_�_4: 5_ 7 J 1 _ WP..!.�-��-��r _____ l �_c_1J_]_:0Q/\�-�Qo_n ___ ,._ ________ _

• ___________ , K�<1r_T]��-Scr;ip,_I��-
�

P.O..'.._B_c:>..!_ 5R8 ____ J M-F 8 :00AM-4 :00Pfyi
___________ t!.!_31?_7_4_.:__31_9_:} . l0��9!lfi_eld__ _ _________________ _ 

----------�Gen�r�I_ �!Jll�_ry_�.9.!R· I Re!lc;!ing,_f[\ _______________ 9.9_!!ection in Ma�_�_f_a�---
(215)37 R -O !l O O
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DEOE Recyclable Malcrials Markels 

MA_TE_RIAL_DE_5_CRJPTION I �ENDD_fJ_ I �Q£�TJP.N
I
H_9UflS_Of_J)_P�fJ_!1TJ_Of'! I TRA_NS_l!__D_RT 

DEMOLl}I_O�_(?_�Bfl!S __ -1-___________ -+-------- ---------+----------

n" i I road i ir. �,,__Ii res 
I 

I 
J _e J.:!. : W_a y . �5 1\11 ag<12 i_n_r._ Str_g_c !_ M- F 7: 3 jl_A M-4 ::jt:) _p "'1 �Qntai1r1ers_pla_<,r.d� at si [r.; =-

s c � � Q_!Tl rt .1 I _________ ( 61 7 )_��-�---?J 3_1 Ro�_b�r c;>_!!!�rwise, m�J; __ l_del!ye_r:_. __ _ 

Constructior:1_ de_bris I Sylv�sl_�r_Rc1y_ Lnr:t_Q�l!___Jj_g0S_lfiypil_R9�d 1-�-F 7:39_�M-3�;J_Q_pM 1 
���fil?.IS d�liveri�_s.

___________ _l6J.L)_��4_:_6_6)_�___JMar�h-��ld _ _ Will c;temolish �nd __ �a1�_1. __ 

Constructig�_df?b�_is l B_!q�ni�g __ F Cr!i�.t _lnf.:----1£a_lL_fliv�r-�nl)q��w M-F 7:Q_QA�-3��Q_Pfy1 __ J.Q_�liv�ries aC_(2Cp_l_f_?_d�i_l_t} 
l 6_!2)_6 �-8 � 8 8 6 o ___ __j_!_989_�i�po�I __ R�_a_�--! S_at._7�09�fy1_:!!;;J_0�_M __ l BF l's app�ov�L__ ______ _--- ----------------------

Fall River 
----------------------t--- ---- -----·----•·-------------ii-------- ---

-- --------------,-�L �cli:y_cy I �9u1�_1 __ 3S ---- I �-£.JJ�9_Q_Afy1_:_5 :Q�PM 
__ _ _______ 1_-_8 Q Q.:_�.? J..:.;J _o _o__2 ___ W.!?_�l_bor_9 _______ ��-'-=-�_Jl_9�M-:.�9_on _________ _ 

Q�t!'!ilC _$_In In_ N-a,u��Lfr9�u�

1

•�iJn�-----===I·M-F 7 :QQ_�M.::.��oo_�M I �cce�J_s�_�liv�_ri�!l.
________ (.!>J)_�_l8_9_3 _- _ 25� 1 __________ §1 Mc1i�_Slr��S __ f�!.:...PYJtpPQ.i!ll��nt _____ _ 

__________ _....c��-�yl -��e-�o_r:-_____ �§-�l_c�. --�tt. _ ,--------------------
--------------------------------.1--------------1---------------+-----------

Dr.�o _and _!_cli!ro�_�J!_es I Fu�!_T_echf"!olqgie�,_l_�c. �., ,,----------1t------------
__________ l�.QZJ-�_!!_?_:..� � l>_9 I_Bi9�_f_9JQi._ �_E ______________________ _ 

---------------------t-------------------+---------------+-----------------+--------------------1 

--------------------1-----------------+---------------

---------------------1-------------------1---------------1-----------------+-------------------
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DEOE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MA TERtAL_DESCRIPTIQN I VENDOR I L_Q_<;!1:TJO� I 'iOLJ.IJS_OE_QP�RA_!!.9.t:! I rn��-s�_QR_T __
GLASS ___ (gl_��s_c�L�a:-.Ll�c��d�_fli _nJ__:_�_Y!h_i_�_Lj_�_�J-�a-��bc_r --\!�i-�'!..J�_!!�QVJ���g�_e_(!_!l}. _________ _ 

�rnbe_�_;md _mn.t 14�.t::.!'.:. W_ay ______ _125_l.ll�ga�.il')_eJ�treei_J �-F 7:3_Q�_M-4�30PM I --
- ____________ ._{!i_!._7_)_�-�--fl .:..?. __ 1_;3_ 1 f!ox!J_l!�Y ----t------------ll------------

----------------------J.--------------------➔--------------- ----

:ill colors ________ �P.�_ En.9I:mci CRING
1
7
4 S�!��_f.load ___ l ________ l.;J_Q_mil(l_s.

__ _ ________ , ( �-U_L6_flJ...:. O 0_9_§_____ No_r_t_�_J�!ll�_r:jca__ ••----------+-----------

�ii_c.9lors ________ l N9.!_th�ll_nnti�_.flefys��g_§_erv]_i����� .. - ___ I ( ?5 m.�!�_s_. ______ _
____ --------1 (? o 8) 6 f! 2 - _5 4 � 2 _____ !_9l9_Turnpike -�l!c.et--- -------1---------

North /\ndovcr 
--··- ·-------+ - - . --- . ------ •----------------------•------------------------

·-- -----

;1II colors_ ;ind_ pl�le _gl�_s_s I Davirl WhilP. ____ _ _ __ J p_;J� _T_urnpike _ �I_: ___ �.:F_?_:OOf':.M_:_���-o�ry, _J_$_l!PPIJ��cs,_r:,tainC'r� .. ___ _ 
----·--- ________ (_�_9H)_f.82:5

4
42 ____ Nort�-�!"'dovcr ________ · _ _LC_Q_IJ��-•s. ·-------

----------• --------------------.ill
.
-colors --------��:�

B �-::i,-200 ,��0�dill��rivc -:�1 
____ ,�11

m����-'-· _ ----·-

clrclr _and __ clf"!lQCr I �O_S!�� �orbc�-----�-...... ��•ionc!_IJ\_v�-:-
-
1.s_�t_. _8:;JO/�M:._1J :�_!)AM__J�h�!ge: $�.Q(!Ofl. ----·-

4 7 8 - 2 5 0 o ,. Mi If or d ----------- ---·-· -- ---------.-·-·-----

;ill colors & window g@�� L8�_cycl_i_!l9 __ Ent�rprises 
I
Qlg WebslC!_�Q�d �-F 7:9_QAM-3:30PM 50 miles. 

------------�{� o 8_�_19-=. 2 7.__<.l_ 7 _ Q_xfq!Q ______ 1 _________ -+Accepts deliveri_e_s_. __ _
15 tons min. to hnul. ------------�------------------ --

___________ ..... Henry��9�� �9 R�f!�_.8Q.cl.d ___ --J.-_________ __.. __________ _ 

nl)_c_g_�o_�_s ________ , �_ain_Et_ BQ\'(!lil(JC __ c_�n_lnine:r s_rices I 1110 miles•

-----------t-{_?O 7) 7 7 4 -.9_?_3 5 •, �)o!J_l_a!).9�_E_041_Q? ----------------------11

�lc;:i�[Jn_�_amber I Af15-�q�_q�c1�s G.9nJajf1Qr Corp.

I 
I 
Charge: $30/tpn flint 

__________ .(?_Q_3l_?_?4_-_9_6_J6 , IQay_vjll_e.L�:t ----- ___ � _ $10/ton a!!!b.�r_. __ 
-----t ----·---·•---------------------

--------------------------+-----------------------..... ------------------+---------------------__.. _______________________ _ 
-----------•· -----J.---------- 1-------------'l..------------

·Mileage Indicates distance from Boston.

M�v? 1�R� P::mP � 



OEOE Recyclable Materials Markets 

HAZARDOUS WASTE · ----- - ----�-----------1.-----------L----------1----------

::::
i
::�

•
::�:::!::::

u
r:�;

- should_ be dirccled lo re Division of Hazard
r 

�as_l_�._1617) 2��98

1
Ouc�I ion� _rcg�_!Qi_�g_hQ�_s_c�QI� -�_a_z_ard9�-�--w,1slc _ shou_ld -�9 .. <;JJ�e_c!�!-1 _!q_thc_Qf�i-�Q...91_��fe_\JY��•�--'0-��!19.�'!l_ent _�t. (� 17)727-�?�9- __ 
------------------------ --------+----------- f--------------+--------------

------------------1-------------------------------t----------------1----------------

Ml\ TERI/IL DESCRIPTION I '!ENDOR ___ L�O�A !lQ� ___ j_f!OVR_S_ OF_9P�fJl)!J_QN_l Tl!_��SP.Qfl_T __ 
-- ------------------------· 1------- --...------------1------------- --------- --

OUT OF STATE WASTE HAULERS --- - ------ - - ·- - ----- •·- - - ---------J.------------------1· -------- -
Pnulino-Pcabody Trnnsfer Station -----------------• . .. - . . --- ., - -·-----------•--·· ·-------- -1--------------

Rtc 1 extension of Forrest St. -------------1 -------------t -- --------- .. -- .. 1·· --- --
----- --------- 1------------ -- -- ---t pc9b9d}'___ -- I----------- ·I-
-- -----------------------• --------- ·-·· - ---------------------·· -------•------- t . ----- ----

t AIC!_l_;lgL!flC_. - ___ · -- -1 P.Q�_�.9._>5_;34_�-------- I------------,------- ---
- ----- --------� ( 297)_?.!_6_-4 ti 72 ______ ·_ �l!?!lo_DL_ME ______ 1 _________ _ __ 1 _____________ 

- ------·· ------------------➔ . -- .. -·. ----------., ________ _ - ------ I ---------------------f---------------- - ...

_____ ·----➔ B_r-st;i�.__lr:_1c. _________ jg.P._?_1�-- ______ 1_ � __ _ 
_ ------------t Gaet;i�es�ell� __ ·-----,- M_c1gog}1_)( S/\fll_(_-4-_____ 1_____ _ -------f---------- ___ 

·------------t(fl __ 1_�) __ �_4J�_9_522 .l
; _C�'rl1 _______ ,, ___________ ---1----------

--------- --------t------------ -· 1------------------t------------------

--�--------------·•-------- -------��--------------------------➔ 

- -----------------t---------- ------•----- ----- t-----------------+------------------

------------------!- ----- -- -- --------1--------- - I -�-------------t------------------
---------------------t ------ - --- -------

- -- ---·------------

- -

1-----------------------------------
,_ ____________________ _

---------------------lf---------� ---- ,______ ------1-----------------.-----------------
------------------------,1--------------------�---- t------ -------- I ------ -

---------t·----------------- --------------------------------------------

------------------t---------- ---------+----------------t----------------+----------------
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DEOE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MA TE RIAL DESCRIPTION 
-- - _______________ VENDOR I �QC!'JIO�---l!}_Q_ll_fJ_$_Q�OPE!!_�_TJQN I TRA!J$f'O_IJ_T __ 

PAPEn--
--
-------

- f!�gf:1 __ -:_g��-�c_paper: lcomp_ut�r_i!!_�-o ut I I ��r�e_lcdger ------------+------------. -----t------------1-----------

-- - ----------1------------t-c�t<?!_[-!�p�r----r------------t-----------
---- ------------+ -------------------------1---------------+----------------__________ • ,o�_�grade __ pap�r: I n���p�p�r _____ t-_________ _.. __________ _

___ __ ___________ _____ -------.1 C<?!!.�Qaj�<;i -��!d_b _Q�_rd �---------_... __________ _
_______________ , ____ ------1 pl�����rdbo���L(�_o�b

,
oa_�d) 

-----------------,1------------------magaz,_nes .__ ______ 
- - --- ·- ------------------

___ _ _____ _ _____ , �ixed -�Hjc�_pcip�_r_____ -------•-------- __ _
---· ----------------t------- ---- ------- �----- --------------..... -----------------------+-----------'------------

---·
� c_ ti v iJ y _:_ ___ ·_· b '"_-_b r _o_k er,.--·� c .. ___ � o 11cc t orJ_ �· p ·� -__ p r_o cc� �-o !_· ___ _ 

----·-- -------------- 1--------- ------------ -•-- ---------- --, -------------,------------------

;111 gr;ictcs ______ I Kemble_yyristP. Comp;1�y _ _ -J 2_7 J�e��_ln _ _  Stre.et _____ �-� E___Z :30_AM...:..�Jl.QP�-l p_ -- �t!L_l}�u�_!orJ��-ustri,1
____ ___ _ ____ ____ ,(�_1_7J�_�5 �,7 __ 58 ________ 80�,0�1 ___________ -------------U�_cou�.t�-- ------

--· --------------------- ------- ----- --•· ---------------&----------------------

;� gr;irles ________ ,_�ch_�rrT_!_�_r:___r�-�;P-r __ CQrp. __ ·]�_1.9�g!ello�--����_e____ ____ ,�:�
-
����:�;�

e
���-- __ _ 

____________ , ?___ 2_3 ..:_5_�_8_ n __ _, ' J �Q�!q_,:i ______ , ___________ �ollEJcLJ.>y_�p�inlf!l�-�-'----
------------------•-------------- _________________ , ________________ _.,. _________________ 

;111 gr;idc_� lt>�P��ib�f'S __ G<?r[-!2__r_n1l�_!?W�mpqf�� �;_QQ_�M-4 :OO_PM 
I 
�iQ,� 

------------i (_6JJ )j_�_5 _:}•�_o_ o ___ LB9_!'._f:!�-� -L--------- AccEJpts deliver}�s. ___ _
------------------•--------

;ill ___ g�f!dr!S 1��1:.'>:._w__c)y _______ , I lb-�--------
288-7131

_________ __, Roxb u�ry_ ____ _j__ _________ .,_ ________ _ 

;11 _g�<1d�s J �l!�Qcl� -�-a_r_i ___ M_ & __ Co__:L IDC. l 29�_.g�ntr�------1 J.__ _________ _ 
479-1637----------½ Ot!i�_�y _____ _ 

�II _gr;idcs ________ ���a_t -�-ci�tf'r� _P<1c�i')g __ & __Eape!__§_IQc_k_Gorp. ___ J �y -�PP9.!��ment I c�--�olle cl �t�JlilQ_r:!o_ad:_
_ 

· ( �l?J_;l __ �_?__:_ 9_ 8 0 0 . _ __ f 2Q _O __ �i�l?y __ lndu_�l_!�al __ fAr�-��y_ 
--- -----------+-------------• VV9YF!'Q!:!lh ---•----------+----------

;i\l_g��rlf2� ________ __.§P!egcl_�---Co:_ �n_c.. I !1.5 E��_hl�'!d __ l�-F 8�00 AM-4:00�c,p . . 
_{ 5 O 8) 9 G 3 - 7 7 5 7 Brockton I I Accepts deliveries.
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DEOE Recyc lable Materials M.mkets 

MATERIAL_p_fS�fJJ_PTlpN_J ___ '{_END_QR I �_q_CA_!_!PN LHQ_�t!�OF OP�.ftATIQf! I TRANSf!O�T __ _ 
Con·t PAPER 
;-ill gr;idrs ---------��Jd0_�_)Vast� J=-ap�r

·I 1
-f0-F 7:0_0!\fy1-4 :00fM_j_t?.LcJp.:__Coll�Q__by_�rnil�rl _or1rl.

___ -----------+( 6 1 7) 3 2_ 2 - 2 3 3 7 _ t 130 Eastern �_ve. Sat. 7:00AM-11 :00A�_JAccepls deliveries_. __ _ 
Malden -- -------J------- -------t-- . --- -------------1---------_.. _________ _

--------------------------➔------------------------1------------------

;ill gr;id0.s ________ , No._ Shor�_Recy_clcd_Eif:ler�-
1 
�3_Aeff�!_so�Jw_e

I 
M_-_E _ _?_;0Q_�fy1-5 :q.9_P�-

1 
�,cJp�Cql��-�L_1_l_2 _ _1�u_c.�!9;}d 

_________ -� ( Q_U_ )_ � 8_ 9: -� 4 O 0 _______ _ �;11��------- ---- -------�-�f_ep��-d�l_\vc!_ies. __ _ ---· 

--- ---------------- t------- --------f ----------- I-

;1II grr1cfrs 

-
;111 gr;irlc_s 
-- -- - -
---

1 I o�n f}�cyclC? _____ _, �orlh_ f!Q�d ___ _
275-4518 Bedford .. - -- ----- --- -----• .. -------

-1-

-- ______ ,c __ __.____ 

-------- --

: �;o��
ii ;; t��· 5 i"

c
y

cli_ng -1ir�enl 
�
a,-

_
------, �

- ----- - --
l��ii�f,1_s_f_o_ir___!5_'. _ _lrailqrlond 

------------- ------------ Mansfield - - -----------1 -- ------1---------------
- - --

;ill grades 
- ________ ; � � �

n
� i��,;�-t i ���----- ---I ���,���i,����

e 
__ $L ��i. i:�ci�;�� ;��;! r :�1:J�(J_ r__!nifLJSlr ial_=��

-

------

-------------1---------- . ---1- -------�-,--- ��,;?pl�Q9 li�e!i�-�-· __ _ 
., 

;ill gr�dcs E. L. Harvey ____ �LRoule 135 ____ M-F 8:00AM-5:00PM
_________ :1-�_0 __ 9�32�3_<;)0_?__J-- -�'!J�if!J_oroug� . _§al. �:QO_��fNoon ____________ _ 

;ill _gr_c!_dQ�t;?X�p_!_il_!?WSpl)p�!_:._r ��Sl�pap_,;?.!_j_;_orp..:_!)L�.9!.�9�1
,
_er C9_�_nly fy1-S 7 :QQAM-4 :00PM Collect bY.J.@i_lor lo_a_9_. ---

- ____________ l� 0_819 �__;3 _ _:_Q 7 2 _7 _ G�-�9rt�Jl�-�9 Acee _ts d_e_liv��Je_s_. _____ _ 
t------------+------------+-W�bs�_er _____ 1-----------t------------
all _grc1q�s e� ��lcn_& __ $�n ___ =_l;Qwa!!U\11�� I r,v1..:f_6_:;J9A�-3 :30P� ColL�cts�_J��i lor!o_ad. 
------------t-{�J..;J-�-t�_:a;l_Q_4 o ___ _J_ �-��!!!a�pto_r.-_tl9/Rt 1._1 p 
-----------+-----------�O!!ha!nplqn 1 

J}I gr1�c_s ________ �Qrlh��s!__Rccy�li_ng_CQrR=�-0 Napier ____ ! I �uni�_i_Qal and comF_!lerc!al __ 
___________ l!.Ll L7 3_6 _-_IL£?. 7 _J S�!]_ng �L�.1�----1-- __________ �CCQUnls only_. ___ _ 

'1�-gr_�d'2_ P�Rer I E9!_1��_Q_r�, J��- I 1_8§_1in<2_o!!!_§t. 1----------� -- S00lbs. min_!!!!_u�_. _
(6127)426-7:144 Boston 
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MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

DEQE Recyclable Materials Markets 

VENDOR LOCATION 
-------1-- .. - ----

HOURS OF OPERATION-!_ TRANSPORT __
Con·t PArEn 
hi-gr:idrs -

------
-[9if1sherg,_B:_ P.. __ G_o: ____ ,6��:_C_��ton_ Sl�qpJ_ M_-.f__6:Q0A�-5:Q!)PM_ �..1.<;P _______ _

_ ___ ________ l6 _!_?_),�-�-6-�_5 6_�_8 ____ �89st9n _____ Sa_t_6J>_Q!'m�_No�n Cq!l_e�t_s in Cf)!tajr!_._l<?.C:_a_U9.!1S-
_______________ 1 • A��P.pt�d�JIY!?�e�. 

. . ---

hi-r,r;idc _______ JM_�_O Waste C o_mm1:�Y
1
8-9_Da!!l_r_ell I c _________ _ 

( 6J_J )_? __ � 8 _:_l 5 _  � 5 _ Soul� 89-slon ____ t--------------------- ------------------------

---- ---------------, t hi-gr;idc_papcr J McG_in� _i�_pnpc_r._Be�y_c:_�ing_G_o'}lpany ____ J----------��9J!�ct �i�_. Lt9.�_. __
_____ _ ________ lf>J_?J�-�5�-��l.7 )?�_i:_ayJQr ______________ -. ________ _ 

OorchP.ster 
--- -- ---- ----------------- , ______ ------ ---------•----- ----- ------f---------

------------------1---------------------------------f·------------------------------------

Iii grnrlc_papcr ______ ,pnpcr __ ��cycling_C9_mp;iny_ -1�3 __ �cw_tteath _____ , ______________ ,c
_______ _ _ ________ ,(GJ_?)41_2�0�J9 _____ Roxbury _________ , ________________ 1-----------

l;i gr c1rl0 _ paper ----'f:��0ci�t�r;;ms __ ��J�s��f��r'_�:-:::_-=:-:J- . __ ��- ,���h �;o��ls __ in_B
��:

o�_&
_

- . ---- - ------------------

-- ------------•---------------- -
-
--1------- ___ 1------------ Ac�epts deliveries. 

-f - - -- .. --------

hi \J�.lrl;;_ pnp�r

J�[_t l�'r:_; :T ���ng • -I ;Jc_���:N _ $1rnci }BY:�,PJ}�iR l l!JC_Jl_l. b
�0��11�����:-

-B_()S ton_&_
--- -- --

•---------1------------1-�cccpts ct�.!!�-�_ries. __ _
---- --------------------f-----------hi _!1r;-1d0. _p�R_cr I �ap_HnLP_11pe�B��y_cling_J�_2 Prq�p_cc!_B_d. 

f 
!0-F 7 :0_Q_AM-5 :00PM 

-----------+(_6J_?J_� 8_5_:_4_9_0 1 _ _J_Ply!!lpton ____ �at. 7:0Q�M-1 :00PM
b&..Q Will haul & 
accepts d�liv�rie�s_. ___ _ 

hi �Jr.�1_de I t�ar:_i_r:i�..f�pc�Recyg!!_lg,�c. 
I ------4-------------�,p 

___________ l6!]J_I_8_4 .:_ _5 __ 1 __ 5� 1150 G�nc_r:JIJ::!1w_ar�s High�_ay _____ --Will haul for ind���.@_I _
------------i---------------f Sharon accounts. 

�_igh �gr a_qe I Arvco __ G_o_mputer �a!!_l __ S�rect 
j-�--F 6 :3J>AM-4 :30PM

I 
c,p 

•------------1 Pa.YJ9 _S_�tllc,_ K�vi_n_�-�-c.�y_er Qxford_�---- �-�'- by_apR_ointm_ent AcceQtS deliveries. 
----------t< 611L98 7_- o 1 s 6---�---------¼----------t----------

nc�sp;ip�r � Bo�lon_ �09.d Coop__ 1'!��£1.!!!b��dgn _ _§t_. _) �-S 1 0:0Q_AM-9:00P� __________ _
( r. 1 7) 7 8 7 - 1 '11 7 /\llston I Sun. Noon-9:00PM 
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MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
----

Con'I P/\PEA
-- ·- - -- -

newsp_;ipN 

supplier_ of _ _;:1IL_graq�s 
------
-----
--- - -------

---------

-- - - - - - -

--- ----

·- - . -- -

-- -- - --- --

- - - --· --- -

- - ------·

- - -

· - --- - -

------

--

--

-

--

--

-·

---

VENDOR 
. - -

Lenox Junk---··--- - ----

-

l§J_] J.? J!_ 8 __:_ ?_ 8 4 1

DEOE Recyclable Materials Markets 

LOCATION --· 

1170 Mass. /\ve 
----------

Dorchester---·-·-·- -

HOURS OF OPERATION 

M-F 7:00/\M-4:30PM
- . - -·--

Sat. 7:00/\M-Noon 
-----

.. 

T_h�'. _ _f1�cyclr.cJJ�aR_e!_C_q_r.r:ip9!_1) 
277-9901- ----- --- --·

>------

-

----

- ---

·- -

-

---

- - -- -

--

- . ---

--- ----
- - - --

. - . ----

- -- --

-

---

• !.. 

- ----

·-

J_!3_�_ C9!_�y _ f:loa� 
Boston- - . 

- ------·

- - -
-

- ------ ------

- ---- ------ ----

,----- ---

--- ---------

� -·-

----------

.
----

. 

-
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-

-

-

-----

TRANSPORT 

Musi deliver. 

.., 

-- --

---

--

---·-
---
---

-

-

, 



DEQE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MATERIA�_p�SCFJ!_P1}_QN I VENDOR I LJ)f_�Tl_(Jf( ___ l.liQl.!_l]_S_Q�E_�f!�TIQ_�_, TRAN_�_p_OfJ_T __ 
PLASTIC _______ -J----------:----L-----

-----�-------t£_ET (poly_et_�y_lc _ _  l}fj_ter�p_l:!_H1ata�e}====c ________ +-----------
______ __________ carbonalcd beverage

r
conlainers_. _____ --t-------------f------------

----- r -

_____________ , H D_�E_(h_ igJ:l __ d_�r_l-�_ity_pol_yelhy_l_��e) ___ --&-_________ --+-----------

- _ _ _ ________ 1-____ mjl�jug�_l_ i_q�1_id _fff !erg�_'ll�o_qki_!lg_ ���--�O_I!)� oiL_��t��!lers. ._ _ __________ _ 
-- ------------ I 

----------- ,_l o�_E_(lo�_ dCl'!S ity _ poly���yle_n_e) ____ ...___ ________ --1------------

�- --=-=---=-=---=-=-:==-�==--==--�=--�==: PIJ��l:::��:::::::;J,:;�c�sL �•y_cJea�j���r-- ---------•·----------

--������------
-� �: �-= ___ con_slruclio� prodtl

cts _�---�_iny_l_ siq��gLpipqs
1
�,����=----- -----� --�====----- __

_ _____ _ _________ 1 Pqlyolcfins ___ (i�clud�-- polyprop ylc_ncs_�_�d_polyc_thylc_n_c_s ) ____ 
1 

--
-
--�--------------'. P�---- (pol\f propylem,c±==: ·-=-===== :---=��--- ------: _________ --==-:__-

- ·�
·�s_:�::i:u���::;::-p���r9 · __ �=======:��:_��-- -----1· ----- ----

-----------t----'ra�fo na_m�� Sly_ro!oaT.�---------• 
-------- -...--------------•--------------------------------PE_I _co�lni��r�_(l?�Y-�!�ge_j N�w Engl,rncj_Cf!IN_C__ 

I
?.� Sa!{]m ��ad .L- lWill haul_tsup�rma!��_ls_. __

conliliners with dep_os il_Q�lyl-J l 6_1_llP_�_�Q Q_� 6 _ N9__rJ!}_l)j_ll�.!_!_<;:a __ t__ ________ redcm_Qtion ce_!lter�_. __

Pl;-is_lj�_ s�riJps from 
I
L. Fir:w __ &_Go_�pany__ 1

_!48 Ly.nnli�lcl_�lre_et_Jr,,1_:_F_9:00AM-5:00PM
1
20 miles from Bosl_on. 

_mnn_uJ_;i�l_[:!!�!S. {5 _ _9jLJ_5_;J_g_-_?J_1_2 ____ e���-- ____ ]_ _________ -+Hauls by the lruc�lo_ad_. __

LDf tJil_m1-��r�lch warpJ PVC,1f-�yir..9.�m_e�tal_f:t c_�ins_�lq. -�?O Nor1�1bq�<? Road_
1
-�y_apP9_�_�Jmenl

I 
Accepts large guan ilies of 

low_ P._ m�9_i�-� d�.!!�_i_lyjine_r _ (_?-9J3J� __ §_ 2_-_7- 0 1 O _ __ __._M_adb<?!..C?_llg h  ___ .__ ---------➔--l?�!e_d_Qla.�l_ic_. _____ _
------------�j�e_G_g!_!��-. ___ __ Localed 30 mi. from Boston 

�nginecr_i�g _ _!'_l��J�cs  P!c1_sl i�_�sal(? _C

_ 

or
�

. !)_�_lise __ �lreeJ_ __ 

I 
A�cep1� from com�_e!i9._I __ 

(co�_1pu!�r:_ t?oxes, nylon L1J__� �_§_2 :_7_5_ 9 � �P�!li_�ld _____ ----------t--�,!�Uf a_c_Lu!_��s- -20_LQ_QO_ 
g!cc;:lr_l��-L_�onnecl ors _______ ----------•-----------�J>Ol!�!1s minim_!!m __ . ___ _
_rolyr_,i_rbona le) 
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DEOE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTIQf:J_I �END_Of� I L__QC!'I!ON ___ Lf!_Ql!__(J_s__qF OPff!�_!�ONJ TIJ/tN_§f!_Qf!T:: __ _ 
Con't PLASTIC -- -- ---------+---------l-------l-------1--�----
�olyslyrr.ne,_�t_v.q!o_c!!l) I 

Plt1stic? __ �g;iin _ 21_�yt�k J!o.zi� !-A_:_�-� :Q0_!\�1_:_4_:3_Q_P� _ _I!_�_'}�J!�!L�_Q_0 mi!es. 
w;islr. ___ l5_Q 8} 8 j_ 0_:__!_ 5 2_ 1 ,_LCQ!J!i��tcr -��e_pJ�J!-���!Qad� _ at _QQC�.:

__ __ _ .Jorn _J_o__maszr.k__ ��viQ�__p_i�k-up_2e_�yjf_�--
___ _ , for source separation.

P-=-AIIP:�--� So� Ecj�a�d -�ll_en fyi-F ���-9A�__:_3_;�Q.PM -��_I_IQ�J�J?Y-1!_�c��oc1d.
_ ___ • l4 _ _!_ 3 )_5_�-�----3_0 � 9 _E;��t�amptq_n_ �d/A_IJJ ,0 � N9!1�<1�plon-----�-----

/\II_ posl_-consu'!'_e�pl�J_liG __ l lngenuily�_Pl;islics_ Recovr,r
l 

______ ·--1--------·-- l �_i_l�_co.tl_��_t. _____ ___ _ 
t.?J>_J_) 7 � 5 _ _  -_ O � 5 �- . �r.�--H�y_enl CJ ___ t------------1------------

--- ------- -----•---------·· --------- •-------
- -- ----------- -

:�J�c;:',"�_92 -i-_iT7��-:,;;;-{J,';�����
t I to1�---- -�-------_-_-_-_-_-_-,_

2()l)_rnJIE?s ___ ------

n;�ker =�ilh_.pltms _ _ lQ_ l?�COrf!�_
r
_l:'f.l;9Co�: :_� ��

-
-- -

r 
�CnO_j:)1;)z.i j 

---
- I 2().Q__f!li!P,S -- �-��-=�:�

__ p rocP.��or \n_J_�8JLJ�r P'{_G_ (?_12)§?_9_:_ 45 QQ $�!1� -�-1_2� ---•------------1---------------
-- ;ir:d _ �olygtcJi _�s. L2 _1_ 2 )_!>_2_ 9_ - '1 �-0-O Ne'.ll _X�!_k,_ N'C-19.QJ_� _ 1 ____ ------t--------------
-----------------�1-------------------------------i---------------� ---------------
rrc_-_R __ _f'osf:c9-�S)...lmer pla�F� f3?8� __ (8esour�c_B_eG_9_Ver}'

1
1809 Ca_rler__Ave.

r
-F �:()0AM-5:00PM

1
1.so mile� 

�_olyo)c_tin.s, �q_!y�_lyrene �ro_,:-i_�2000)_ _ B�c;>_nx�)'_fQ��_L_ _ _____ _,.__ �_!Jy-back cef]_�e_r. ___ _ 
ryc,_zmd_f_E_!- (?J_?) 731_--�-�-�_1 ______ _ 

_____________ SJ�r-�llls_�ics __ lnc. 
1
1;16 �Q!!�r_Bc;>r1� I I 170 miles

----------+-(_�__!_8 )§_�_:J_Q�_O _____ Alb_�£1Y�L!2_?_0_5-1.------------1----------

_�_IQP_E_ �qnlai!]�!_s I E_aglP.9rq9k_ Er1st�!r1�_1i��-!�_c_ M-F ��Q_QA!v1-4 :30PM Accep_ts Deliveri��------
(_�1_1JJi:1�?_1 __ 1 ____ �1_Q�nuJ]g_$1. Hauls by the trucklq�_d. __ 

Middletown NY 10940 --- ---- ·- ---- _, ______ ---T 
W;i_tr,��gq_�i_Jnill<, and AuJgc!�J_hP:-Ge���_!_fq� ����t���B��_y_c!i�g_B_�se�r_c;_�----------?50 _m_ il_e _s ____ -,--__ 
__ c9oki_11g o_D_p_l9sHc bol _lle _(2_QJJ�_�_2_:_2 t2_7 1P._��c__P:��R.�x�l9pmenI Q!Yi�i9!!_8_ul�dino �arge quantitie? received _
_ { food �c; I uff_ p!a�H�_botlles . _ �-!_O� __ _Ki����-���pus [ ___________ .. ��ppo intment. S _�a_ll __
------------'--+-------------+New Brunswick�J 

f 
8903 qyantilies accepted __ ���c;_..
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DEOE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MA TE RIAL DES(;fl_l!'_�!_9N I VENDOF_? I L_o_<;�_!_IQN ____ ,_f!Q_��$_QE_QP�BAI�C?N.I TR�-1:'�P_QRT __ 
C0n·1 PLJ\STIC 

==--= �====-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--�--�+/;i�:y4o��;'i O -=���(;����a�/\Mo�i;�r�e_. 2�Q__fTl)!l)S _________ _ 

:� ��--�--_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__ : � ;t���t:��
i
;! o---,-��laniels D'.

� =================� 3gQ_rnill)_!i_fu:>_rn J3_oslon_. --=·

Al lentown, PA 18106 ------t------ ------------------ - I 

---- --------------½-------------------1---------------- �----------------+------------------
-------------�-_Mid_wc�t_flnstics _ __J 8 J_!S_oJ_lj�s _R9nd __ _i ________ _ 1170 miles· _ -;.,.,._,;�----
----------------------- (�O_R)R?._3�5_402 ________ ! S_to_ugt_11on,_Wl_5;J58�------------1----------

-----------t----------------- t----------------------1----------------------

----- -------------------- vv�.ll�a�J:::omp:iny ______ 1 High��y_ 41 ___ --------1-- ---- 900 miles - ------ ------- --
Johnso nville, SC 29555---------- ____________________ , __ - - - --- -

-- --- ----------------t ------------ ·-

-----------------------1--------- - --- ---------, -------- ---- - ------I------ ---- --,-------------f ------------------ - --- -
rET, �Df�_Cor)l_a_i'!C!_S I �--I' -�oly�r.rs _ _ ___ ----

1 
�0�_Djvi9r._nd Dr_:. ____ , ___________ 1----------

---- __________ (_� 9_4 )j_8_? · 7 7 61___ __ �_ca��l�P:-� City, __ Gcorgi
1
<1 __________ __.________ _ __ _ 

_________ _ _____ 1 _________ _____________ ..--------- _____ ---'- .. _M�leage_l11_{!lf�!es_di$(a1J._c_e __ fro111_Bo_s_ton. ____ _
- ------- ----------------t--------- --- ------- --,-- f--------------

----- -----------1------------------t----- ----,---------------...--------------
-- -----------------•-------- --------- -J--------------1 

----- ------------...----- -------- ,----�------------------- --------------
. ---

--------------------•"------- ---------f----------------t-----------------r-----------------
-- ----------------1------- ----------------------1 -------------------------------

------------------------t------------ ---------------1-------------------l------------------------1--------------------
---------------------�----------------------jf-----------------t--------------------+--------------------

- ---------------------t---------------------+----------------1'----------------------+--------------------

------t-·---
-- --- ------------------1--------

______ • 1--------------------l--------------+------------------. 
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DEQE Recyclable Materials M;ukcts 

MA IE_ FJ!.A LDESCRIPTION I V�!I_D_9R I L_Qq� T!Q!I l HSJUR$_ D_F OPERATID_N I TR!1N5_PO_R_T ____ _

SCRAP METAL
- ___ ;;;;...._ ____ r----------t---------t---------4----------

--------+-��!rc��-s: l!t�_'!·:Jerro��-=----r-------------1-------------Steel l Aluminum 
__ C_ast-iron G.9PPQ� t------------1-------------
- _______________ __ -----I!n c,1ns___ ---��9d_======•----·-------+------------

-----f---
Brn�-�'._ ___ , ___ __j_ __ _ 

rion-10.rrous ____ , Bu�s_lei�,_�_& __ C_o.,_Jn���=- �<;>-�r;��-i_s�--�ve ___ ,�£_6_��_9_/\M-5:QJ)_Pfy1 __ �il�<!�JLgne_J9_�----
__________ 1(6_1_?) 8�_4-_7700 ______ Chclsnn _____ Cnll_J9r __ a�_app_Q\�tn:i�_l)l_ .r!_l_i_ni�u!f:1_. _____ _

l0rrous- -iro_n_n_�q __ stccl __ f H._�011�!1_& Sons ____ --=-= 52l__Qo!�hc_�te�_/\y� .. 1·M-� ___ 7:00,�_\_�-4_:_q9_�M ___ I /\cc�ptsJ��g_e_qu�ntitic�--
- - _ ___________ _ __ 1(6_1_7)5_�_2_:- 3300 __ ___________ South Boston ______ , -------·------- __ ,_ _ ________ _

·-- ----

-----------------

(6_L?)_?Ji_8-_G0S0 ______ _. ___________ , ____________ I

--------•--- --------- ------ -------- -------------------- - -1-- - --------------- -f non-fr.rrous ----
_______________ ,fl�'r1:tit��-32--------1i::,:�t,;my_Slr!)()I __ :==-------

-=--===------------

n o �c �-r o �-� r���cra�c!c1!s_ cm� � -�elli�g __________ [�:f __ 8 ;_9_91\ M-5 :Q_Q PM __ 
• 
_________ _ 

____________ ( �J..?11_� �-=-? 0 5_0___ 47 1<?.Qeka_§,r��• _____________________ _ 
-----------�------------..-Roxt?�J !..__Y _____ -f------------1,------------

n_o_�JC!!O_lJS I�- Kap��!!J.-��-- 431 Second Street I M-F 7 :30AM-4 :J0PM Musi deliver.
----------t·( 61 7 )_�_!3J}_:_4_7_?. 5 I ���rcJ_I --------------•----------

no�-��C_!.!9�-�-------K�!!lblc �ast�_<;_ompany___J_?7 Ke_mb!e_§J�eet __ t
-----------t- ( _�_!_1}_�_4_ 5_: 5 ]_� �----1 f.!o�!?.ury -•-------------------· 

non I e rro us
J;�;

x

i�u8,t_ 2 8 �- 1 I�::
�

h
�:

j�
j��l/11 I �������M��=1�� <!_�lver. 

n_o�Jc_r__!_o�s I ph��ip_J_�!'.'is __ & __ So��__J 9_QJ�9�bl�_S�. ,�:F 7:_0Q_�M-4:_�_QPM
___________ (_6 _!J_ )_ 4 4 2 _:__1 _ 2 _5 O ___ _j_QQ��!!Q.St�r ______ $_n_tJ�9_Ql'.\� __ -_N_oo_n ___ ..._ _________ _
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DEQE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MA TERIAL_DE?_c;R{PT_I_Q_f:J I Y_ENDOIJ I L_Ol;A!_�o_�---1.fl(}Uf!�J?f OP�R�TID_N I T�AN5_1:_(JfJT -
Con'I SCRAP METAL . . - ·--· __ ·:.-----t------------t----=-------t-----------1-----------

r 0r�gus . .1��_!!on-ferrol!S ��_sp�f.t_ko n_ o�d _Sl�cJ _ __.�_Q _B��n�t_-�lr_e�t _M-F 7:QQ_AM-4 :30PM 
________________ 1 {_§11 )_§_6 f? .:.� �.9..5 �9-m�rvi�!_c ____ ·t-----------1-------------

,�on- f P.r_rous_��-tgil�1-c_9pJ?c_r_ I �llas_Jynk 1·41_�_QQ!�.!T'_l?ia _RQc!d __ 1-M-_..:__F_7 _ _  :-_0_0_A_�---5-_�9-_o_P __ �-_
-

_.
1 

·

hr ;1ss, __ l0r1d, _ _ s�aj_�!e�� •. ___ ( �JJ_)_§_ 6_6 __ J!� _4_0 --��Q��rville _____ Sa!_- 7:00AM -3:00PM_--11-___________ _ 
;il11min11m. 

---- 1----------------1----------------

r.opp_r.r,_p�a_ss_.�l�m_inuf!l __ , �o�s-���_Jun�-�t19p____J_?Q_����_t_§l��e_ t ___ l r�t_E__8_:_Q_QA�.:.�;Q9f�
__________ ,(6_1])_3_9_5_-_88 __ 1_0 ________ , �e_q!o�� _____ ?.at_. 8:00��-=J�3!)_PM_1 _________ 
----------------•-----------------------------------1-----------------•-----------------

__ __ ______ _ ___ 1N���yir_pnm0nt_il!_�ervices_Sqf!lp�ny _____ _ ------ --------4 

5 Brook Stree t ··--·-------------- -·-------•-· ------ ---------·---•--- -- -- -----· - I -- ---- ·------- -------- 1---------------------·-

- ------ -· ---- ---- Westwood -----------�----------,- ----------- ----

---- --------------1-------------·-·---... ---- -----------··•···I---··---- -·- ------

:-n;ip _HOf!._c:rnd_ mct«ils ___ _ Brq_cklQ_n_lro�_ & __ �,��!.Co 7__ 45_ E_�c ig�I. _Slre_e_L_ ____ , ---- ______ . ______ .. _ _ ____ ···-·----_ 
Dnvid S tone Brock Ion ----------------- t- ·-· --- -------·- .. ··- --------1------···-------t·-----------·

---- -- -------- --------- (G_!_l)_��-6:_�6_4Q ___ __.__ ·------- _ • -i-------··- ----i------- -----
.l 

H �rt VY-m�Jo_l_s_::_# �I Highway __ �eln!�-flP:�ycling_ ?_f �e�_19_wn_�S l_re_eL:== ---�
-
-- : ___________ _ 

- no�:_f_�r! _OUli __ r:n_(tlaJ� �er_,tGng�on - l�kc�m-� ---+---
-----------t.l�_0_8) � 4_?_:__8_�!_6 __ __ t--------- �-----------t-�--------

- ---------(;�':�1-t!'��{i"{ =ll!��JonQ
ana ___ 

, 
__________ -+-----------

F P.rr9us _ al)��9n-fc_!_�Q_'!_$ __ 1 M_�d_9.ily __ Sc rnp__ _j ________ l M.: E_?_J�Q�M-4 :30PM I Coll�_clion ���i�f!J9 
scr;ip. (5_08}675i�) 1 ___ J_���IPQ!J. ____ $_�I. 7:0_Ql\M-NOON _gu�nli t�nd 9u alil--'-Y•;__ __

__ ·---------..---�- ,----1--------- ___________ Del!verY_b�pp_q_ir_:�J��DI. 
_________________ _.Fr<:1r,k _Mjllr.r _& __ �qn _ __,_���!J10_1J._f_l_ljj9pq �'--1-�-F 7:Q_QAM-4 :OOPM Will ·haul for in�y-�_ lri9.� • 

lt�_Q_�_)J)_9_? .:P-2J 1 �g!!!!__l\_llleho_ro __ Saf_:_�_�00/\_�-11 :OOA_M acc9_l:'_nlc.:;._s_. ------
------------'----·--------�---------1----------� �f...��QIS de live r�ie;.._:_s..c....•---
_____________ , �h�mpc1g�P. j\ulo_ ���J1ar_,ge 35�9-�oalP. •----------:i�----------
-·----------• ( 5 0_8) � 3 2_� 6 6 � _9 ____ ��1�t!r_n __________________ 1------------
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MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 
· ·- ---

Con·t SC RAP MET I\L
-- -- - - -

Number 1_Iron only, 

. 

----

··----

- -

- . -

-· 

-

-

--

Non-ferrous 

-

------- ---

DEOE Recyclable Materials Markets 

VENDOR 
··-· --· .. 

Day:S Used Auto Parts 
( 50 f!ll.i�_:__� 8_50 

T_tJrner Trucking_ & SalvagL 

�r:n_l?�!_ S.�!ap _J)adi�g_Q9_rp_:_

J�_Q_B l?.2_�.:_4 2_;_3 a

LOCATION 
----·· 

20 Rindge 
MiJlburv 

Hudson 
--- ---

546 Southbridge 
Worcester 
------ - -·- . 

Balce�_i_cz_J!u��i�g_& __ S��va! �- _( 5 0 8 J 7 5 7 - 3 5 2 3 
---

2J�l}!](f9_n 
Worcester 
-- - -- . 

-----
8 NP.w StrP.Ct �ay_s�;ifEL�crap 
. -- .. -- ·- -----

_ (  5_Q_8 )l_� 3_:_3 9 2 6 __ ----- WorccstP.r 
r--- • - - -

-· 

Co!l_�ol�at�d_ SmP,JH�9 R __ 8�_f_i�ing 
(_5_0 8) 8 6 5 -_ 9 2 0 1 

B.S. Cotton Company 

� 

" 

-��p!r!?_�crnp _ _r,-1�tals
L

lnc;.
1sostLS2-11so 

I -

_Faulkner Scrap Metal 
(508}791_-4_802 

�.9l_q�J�i_'l_Sqc1p_ M�tc!I 
LS O 8) 7 5 4_ - 5 7 1_ 1 

-

; 

Harbc1ck Ad 
---- - - - - --- . 

Sutton 
-- ... 

. 

63 Winter Street 
----------

Worcester 
---· 

35 Herman St. 
Worcester 
-·----- .. 

9 Weldon l\ve. 
··-. -------· 

Worcester 
--- --- --·- --

?.��rding 
Worcester 
-- - --- --- ---·- . 
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HOURS OF OPERATION 
-------- - ---

M-F 8:00AM-5:00PM 

M-F
-

-

7:00/\M-4 :00PM 
. --------

-----

�:iH_fo_r:_ ;m -�pQ_qintl)!Q�t--
-----------

----

M-F 7:45AM-5:00PM-------
Sat. 7:45/\M-Noon

M-F 8:00AM-5:00PM
----· · 

Sat. 8:001\M-Noon
--------- ----

--

TRANSPORT 
---· 

-

B�y_!�qm -�fr_ap_met�I
dealers on!Y. 

-

-

. 

--

--

Hauls for industrial account� 
---- ----- - -

Will buy large ��antities. 

. . 
Will haul for industrial 
accounts. 
----

Q_�liveries accepted. 

.i. 



• 

,-

DEOE Recyclable Mnterials Markets 

MA TCRIAL_D_E_�q_!Jlf'Tl9f-!_IYE!'.JQQ(?_ ----LLO�A_l]_ON I t!_QYfJS OF Ql!�f!MIQ_�J Tfl_A.tJ�POf!_T ____ _ 
�on·1 _ Scrt1p_M_eJ_a_l J __ _.__ _______ � 
_ _  __ _ _ _ ________ , Jnckson _ Mel al_ & -��_!_ap_ C_(?-=�---------1------------.. Q�l��rje�� _riot_ a���pted ._ 

------ ------- -I (5_on )_� 5G_::_!.l_'1_2_5 -�J ___ �ar_��_ra_/\v_�----- -------------�il_L_fQ_ILe_c�_v_uc�_-_lo;id ____
__ ____ _ __________ , ________ ------➔ W9��P-�ler ----1------------__.mi�i!!'l!�-- _____ _

Non-f P.rrous met;il 
----

=1 
I I

�f?roy _&_Co., Jn_c.__ 56L__f:_r:�,:-iklin ___ _ 
{5 o_�Jl_� __ 1 _-_ 1_80 __ 2 �-o-��e-�J��------1=======================================-

- . ------- . --------

-----
---------------------------t-Lundstrom Ollo Inc. -----------ff$o8_)7-5�6_-__ 6_4-0�====---':Wo�_cei1e·r ___ 1-----

22 Poland 

--- ---------------,------ -------,----- ------ i------------------1----------------

- --------------, :t��;r ;���4_�-�r�----_-_ -_1 �}n��� SI, ____ I_=-�-_-_-_-_-__ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-1 ��:
r1
1�. lor_Jnctu_s]�inl ---

----

----------•------- _____ 1__ �----- -1--- _________ 1 Q_�liv_�r���ac��pled: ____ _
- --- -------------,,--------------------1 -------------!------- -------- 1------ ---------

�t,,,wy sleel _______ _ Pt1tri_oLMet:1ls ____ _ --130 _J}.c1!l_arrl ___ Str_e_�t--.l fyl-_f __ 8 :p_Q�M-��-��_9R_�_J peliyP:����- c1�<:cr1ed. _ ______ _ 
______________ 1{50_8)_7�_fl_:_ 3_;333 __ ____ WorcP._�_ler -� ____________________ _ 

/\lu_�inurt)_ Si_0!ng!__�iri�gJ __ - ,f S]a��_Scr_;ip _ Mein!, l!'c:,, I ?5�illbur)' __ =-1 fylJ:__ 8_:()Q!\_M-5 :O_OPM_f Qe_�!��-rj��r1ccepte_d. __ _
_ (;my rf!el�J_lh�t_do_e_s!it ___ � � 0_Bll 91_-0_Q 8_6 . _ �-Q����Jcr ]_Sat._ 8:09_�M_:�Q��---LWi��l!<!�!Ja�g_e __ qu;1�_1i1ie_s: _
_ _ t10lrl _a _ __r:nag�e_l}. 

· 

H" .i yy __ �e I Z1 I_: I
-,-
$-,_, C-f-, I--�--�-�-� i_n_g _

_
_ &-_B-�-li _-ng ___ G_Q_!_R-_: 5-��_S_g!_J_I hbr i�ge

I 
lwi_U_!!!3_!1_1 f o !__J_ndµ �_Ir ia I __ _ 

__________ f_?. Q_R_}l_ 9_J_:__2_1 _3_�------�_QfC_Qster
t---------- --�cc_(!u_n_ts_. ______ _ 

Nic_�cl��q_lb_a_lUJ!�ni1:1_m Un _i�p�_�al_Mcla! _  C_q_rR_. ___ 
r
.3_45 Shr_cwsbl)_ry__ lndt!�J!.!�L!l-��<2.!J_!_l_ts only_. __ 

bcJS('(��J�!�--------- ( 5_Q_�1]_5_� _:_f>_� �-1 _W_O!_�P:�I_P-r Will haul c��!!!i'!_rn_a��ri[JIS. 

Copper Wire t_ w
1

- �i��_'}_d_l.,1�J�l-��Qcl_�a.li�n S ?!��� Inc.
J I 

1 ___________ 50_8��_-:_5_0_70 _ 5�?__�o_�lhb��C,g�;___- _ · 1 
?_Q_�l]-�J)�J_1 �3 _Wo_ rc��H!)_r -------------it-----------

F rrrous -�nrl 
_
r:ion-ferrous 

I 

�&fl _J�_duslr�es 
1195 R9.f_µ�-��r_e_et __ _ fyl-F 8 :0J)AM-4 :30PM Will collect la!g_e �uanlj_l!g� 

_s��7p. _ l 4 1 3) 7 3 3 � 2 _1_ 1 8 _____ SRring_!_i�Ld ______ .._ ________ -1-in dump tr�il ers__;_. ___ _ 
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DEOE Recyc lab.lc Materials Markets 

MATE Rl�L_f2_E$�RIPTIQ!_J_j_'(_E_t:-!_QQfJ· I '=Q�ATID_N ___ j_HQ�f!-�_J)F Of!f!JA T�D_f:I__ L�Ji���l!Q�_T ___ _
Co��'-Sc_�ap_Mctal 

,------------+-------------

t �!_a_��!___$C!apJn_c. 
I 
P.O. B�!_�l}-� 

----------�J_;J)774 _ _:_3__!_Q3 Qr�e_!!_�fl!d I-�-l:_!!:OOAM-4:00P�=i
....- ________ _ 

=- -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_---�----_-_-_-�_:t_4�j0jfl; l_d2�f}"�-Scrap_L;t;j� l�l!s_\-nne __ 
1 
_________ _

Provi dence RI -------------1- --- ____ _._ ----- - - '----------------�-----------

-------------------------1-- -------------- -- -- -----1---------- --- - I - ------ -------- --- • ---- -

--�- ______________ : �:�2\r�::
r

;7 7 o ______ lt;i�f ���.";r
ve

_,==-: ___ -_-_-_----�-----------�:========�������������------------�• 809Q�__F_rir.nd____ __ f---------,--- --------f------------
1--- ------ --- --- --- ----------t-------------------- I ---------------------- --------------------

_______ ---- ------- ---'--------- -�-- __ ·-----------1- ____ -•·---·----- --L--------------------- --1- --- --------- ---·· · ·-· 

MASS. APPROVED UNDERGROUND STEEL STORAGE TANK DISMANTLING YARDS 
•- -• - - - • · I "• • •-• • •-• · I - •• ----•---•·-•-- •---•- -•--

556 SI. J;imPs /\vn Baskin OrivP. 
-

·
-

- -------------, - - ----- ------ . - - ---- . ----- - ---

/\s�oc ialed Bui lding WrP.cking, In c. 
. . - - . . ..• -·-

I 
.. .. --·-· --

352 __ /\lb,my_�l�e��--- ____ 1_____ _ __ _____ _ 
.. _________________ 10.�._Cotc�omr,my __ ---

�
Mnss_._T�_nk Di�po�c1I 

---- - ___________ ,Srri_n�UP.ld_ -· - ---- c_�ioop�_(L_ ____________ _ Sp�jnqf ir!ld___ _ _ , ______________ _ 
---- --------------------, ------------- --- . ---------t-------------------

-+-!of!'!_ G� omba�r.llo_�--�o�? _J}�_mes G_:_�!�n_t�o_. ___ 
- --·-·--·-

__________ ,?_O�_M!:!_r_slon_SlrP.e l _., _lfl_?_8 w_�lc9_H_s,. , ---------- , __________ _ 
··--

---------��-�ren��--------LReadvi lle (�osl��l_, __________ ,_ __________ _

Bac on Street 1080 Shawmut A ve. 
.�,n��_Jj!:'P_ Scr_ap yo . 

I 
A. W. Mart in, l�c. 

1------------1----- ---- -- --- ----- ------ --- ____ ..__ _____________________ _ 

S o. A llleboro New Bc dord 
------------t--------·- ·-------1 ---- ----�----------t------------

STUMPS/WOOD WASTE 
-------------

\/'{ooq_chip_&_mu lch I �� l_t)_u _0��)<;>f_ i��d,J.!!�- I 1 __ �45_ Wq_r���l_e!_B._q __ l_�_=.!:__?_;OOAM-4 :30Pfy1 I Deliver by appo intment.
--------------------�_N�_ljck _______ -�a_h__L99A�-�9_0_N ___ __,_ _______ _ 

�oqd_ cH]q_y_ard \\ta�Je 1-�P�YfJ�.9 __ \{Vq9c!_ Pr�q��,�-- �5 A t!��ti_c _Ay_� __ ] � - F 7 :_QQ A_M :_ 5 :OQ_p � �_u_s_t_d_e_li _v_e _r. ____ _ 
No stumR_s _______ liL!l )_�-�-3 _:___� fl_� ;1_ · \,y_o_t?Q�-----=I §�l-�_l}J_q�_M-�_9_9_n ____________ _

S_!u�p__g!_i_Q_��r I ���gsl�!1__!_nd_u_�l_r:i
-
c1I l �

-
Q�t e 3, ��!_I_ 8 -I �_::£__6 __ :_9QAM-3:30Pf\1_1Peli�e rie�a��e_pled.

( 6 1 7) 5 8 5 -6 5 3 1 _ f<ingst on I Will c o llect t raitor-load 
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DEQE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MA [ERl�L_QE_�f!J�PTION I V.EIJD9R I !JJ_9-!.t_T/9_N __ _ 
Con't STUMPS/WOOD W/\STE 

- . - - - ---- -

HOURS OF OPERATION TRANSPORT ---

Mohile _shr_c���r V���o�_r_esou_rc_c _ Sy_�!e_(!lS Tr�!!��rt_ shreqder_t9_�!'�---
( for __ st umps) l5_(_)_0_)��J_-�_7_ t_1 -��d-�_�ct?<Jr9 Will ��_red large_s_h�ryi��---

L;inrlsc:ip0 wnsl�-----I flrqwninq _ Fcrris, __ _ lnc. f alLRL'{_�r __ Lnnd!il_l - M�E_l�QO_�_�_:_;!:_J_Qe_"L_ Q�liy_eri�-�--!)-�CP.pted_w ill) __ _ 
_______________ 1 (6

_!_� )6_?8 :_�8-�_o J08 _Q_�i rpo rt __ noad __ Sa_,_:__Z:Q9�_MJ__1_;;J_Q�-�- �_fJ_'_s_app_r_Q�a!: ______
Fall River -- ·-- ------------------t------ -------------------- ---· -···- t-----------------------1----------------------

--- -------------------1-------------------1------ ----·t-----------------1-----------------

______ --------• �lu_!llp _ _Enll'r,_ Inc._
1
396_�e-�I _ Sl rec_t __ , �:f_6_�00��_§_:_Q0rM 

(.1_1_ 3) � 8 9- 7 8 o_o ___ �_ Lu dlow ______ _ ___ 1 _____________________ _- ----- -- -------------

S111mp gr i�der ___ { Or_o�_f ;i�ing _ _ _ _____ 1_ 4 7L�_etl�u,�
-
n -�•-· -I M_:J� __ _?_:qq���-:3_0t>M_=J ��_f��•-s��-!iy_�ri�-�------

---- ____ _______ ( 5_0_ fl )_4 5_4 �-9 I _0 _5 ___ p_r n�u! ____ ____ Sal:_� :00/\�_-_N_OQ!'J __ t-------- __ _
- ---- -- -----------------• ------------------- -----t---- ---- - -------,------- ---------------t-----------------------

___ _ ___ _ __ ---------,��J�anceqSturnp__ ��-7_$: __ M�in � Sir_<?��-,-- -------1 _______ ___ _ 
__ _______ .. (!, OJ ).3 � 2 �- �_2_9_2 __ �!J��lql}, _ _ N•t_ ______ t--- ------+--------

Tr;i�h. dcmo liti on _____ Ho�ly_ F_c1�mP.r _____ __J _____ -�--·---
I

M:_F_��OOA_�-S;�_9P_� �_i_lL�<>J.l�ft_by_tr�1ilP.r __ �-
---------- (fJ0�J�--�-3-�8_1 __ ! __ _! __ � _ _J_�a�_t_!._�'!lr�r.!_�H ----------- lo<!_d. ___ _ 

------ ·-- - ----- __________ .. ____ - --- ·---- ---- ----t-----

_ • L8JLO.l �)_ S .:__O_ 0 _3 _  1 _______ _

Wo9d_wclf.l�J_!�tum��J�!lc�s G!_��_ilg_§�c1Ie.NnlY.!_�I P�od���s_,J_!l_C. ===1M-F 7:0_0A�-5:00_P M 
(nc,_IL�al�_d _v,_ood or roofing . 

�ii;+s :;�;!5_6 
1 I 

��,:��Jl;_f1PcC____[ fu!l,__!Jy_ap11oinlme_n_t _____________ _
Acc��•s deliverie_s_. __ _ 

_ _ _______ <;;_onJingn_l_cll _Bio_mc1��-l_r)dl}�tri��-------- •----------+---------- __ 
__ �---------• l§_O �J-�_ �-3-�_9 8_8_9 l.�ate�._"!tf __ , __________________ _ 

� le c1 n _w ood_ w�1� te .Lno �J���Llf .IL_q�.

1
3

· 
tO _Go l_t_,me_ Fld__ t0_:f_?_;_9_9AM-5 :O!) P�--l �iniml:f m 100 Yards 

l (.? 0 7 Jl._ 8 3 �� 9_�_1 -�Q�i�l on, __ �_s _____ S�_t:._!)y_apQQin!men t _l!or collect i on.
______ • ---- l_?._0 8J_64_�...:.�_6_�_ 1 1---------�---------

Wood_ b�•!) in g_Ql.'!n l 
!(rg�iiS�_:_�6_7 2 ,� ;�,!��� �r---1 I

Will 1rans110 rl. 
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DEOE Recyclable Materials M_mkets 

MATEfllA!-_D_ESCRIPTIQN I vtNDOR ILOC�TIQN l!J9UR$_QF OP�RA1IQ.Nl TRAN$_iiqi{r_· __ 

TIRES 
----------L-----------.J.-----�----L-.----------l-----------

1_ ire_ s I_ Hr. rl di� g companies will pick �pJ�!ge_ql}_c!!1i1Llies or lc!���_port�h�_(l_S_l!�'JP..Q.Cr to the lo�a-�_o_n_. ------J.-----------

._B9stor)_l!$rd _Tim_B_�!Il9Y_�I 
I 
5Q__La�.f!_V_i_�-�-�yc I I Will Collect min. 30 tires. 

____________ OU...?l?JL7__:_5 _L3_8 _____ H<?JQ!9«?.k _____ ._ ________ -1------------

---- ___ ··ftl
o

;�_z�·;._4X60 ,���o��
ifJ

_S
tr

e
et 

•--------------------
-------- ---- --------- ----------------•----------------
--------------1Y�!!10� _f3esource _ ���t�_fBs.i___lnG. ----1 I WiJJ_�ting shr_��dpr _ �o_yil�_ 

(�_Q_8_)9�?:_4 7_11 JMi_c_jd_lc_t?oro __ _________________ foI_a mi_�(?!_30Q_0 _ _ti��s: __ _-- ------ -----------------

---- ----------
-
--� Mai!)_�j_!l_e J_ir��---- ___

, 
283_Mi�dlc _Road ___ I I Cl:t=!!:9���$.!·.::C'!r ___ tire,__ __ 

______________ 1 (_508)9_95_:- _Qo90 ____ Ac;_ush��t____ _____ ___ _ __________ $�:-�ill� ri�s.:__

-��-��- .. � t� ii �-;It !7;·Ef t!,t�:.;,�:�� _SIH�r
t -w� � lci��t��!��O E�--1 CJ> amc_�$.,��:-��i:��k �:[r:·. ·-

$2--truck radic1I. -----------'----+----------�-----------1----------1-----

____________ Bot;?'.s _Ti�-�--�q_�p�y _________ -_29 �!O_Q_�--�'- ,-----------t----------
___________ _(_5_Q_�) 9 9 7 - 8_5�-----.1-�_pw�_e_qJ�_�q _ ____________ _._ _________ _

�-qt!n�:r_s_!jr� _ _ $�ryice
1
11 Ho�Jan� Rq_�d 

-----------i (_5 O �J 9 9 7 :__'!_�_Q 1 _ FairhflVe_�-----+-----------+-----------

________ Fran�l�J�P-l,mg�_r ____ ---+---------•----------1--------------
l 6 0 ;J }JU_8 -=---�_6_l)_0 ____ [�-��IRSWl��. __ NH 1----------t-----------

J°ir_L8�cyc_lir:!fJ l'.1'Q_�- Dudl�y_Jwn Rd�
1

-M-F 7:0_0AM-4_:30PM
__________ _..l�Q_�_L?�-2 �-� 2 5 1 --�- f'l0Qmfj9.ld,_ C_T ___________ _.. _________ _ 
------------t------------------1--------------------The Tire Pond -

-
--------

-+-t?
-

0 3 f 2 8 8_:_� 6-0 _-4���===1-,-_N-9-�-,h.-_H-_a-_y-e-�_-, C
-

T
-

--.1----
--

--
-----

-
+

-
--------
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DEQE Recyclable Materials Markets 

MA 1 I_ RI/\� _p.¥__�G_fJ�PTIQf:!_L�E'-"PC?_fJ �--------LQCA_!19N ___ tMQ1/_f!� ()':__Q!!_E�t-T!_Dl_'IJ_!f!��-�PQ_ll! ___ _ 

USED OIL----------''---------------------------------------�J------------
M ;is s Jc h use tt s General Law Chapter 2 _!_._Scc. 521\_!equires that mot<;>r o il reta ilers accepJ us�� oil ------
lr9m _ �u� lo_!11����esent i'!g _ pro9!__o f_p_u��hase_:__ � _r_��aile_!Js

]
9 _bJ_igg_d_JQ_��f_eR!::f!_e_�-�L.f.bA�ge_,-_• -------+------------

11p lo _ 2-_ q�llo,::ts_p_C!_dc1y_pP._�_c_us.tom_cr ._______ ____ ____ ---•-----------f------------

---------------------------------- . ,------------------•-- -----------------

__________________ • I\P..f)_ �l_�stc _ ()_ii ,_30_7 \/i{�r�cf! ___ Str9_e�_ t------------1---------

---___________ , (f� 1 J) 8_�_!) _:_�- :l � 3 ____ y.J.�lthr1_m ______ 

=---- _________ 1pie�ce __ 8�9Ih�rs __ O!L_Scryic_�_r32�}_�a��r_ly __ Oc1�s_Ro�d ________ 1__ ____ _ _______ _
____________ ULlJJ8_9!1_-_Q2.SJ ____ lW_a_l_t_�;un -+ ---------+----------__

---------------t----------------- ------ -

��--
-
-• BJll_lJ1u�phy�s _Wc1s�f! _p_il --J_?_Sg_ �c1!�m __ Strce_t __ _ : 1·sr11_._ �_:00_A�..::��-on -1_

-
_________ _ 

------------1 L6J_7-_) 9_l3 �-1- � 2 � __ -�9�urn__ ______ c1cccpts __ hol!�e�_olq_�a�le_9_il '. ________ _

-=:-�----�=-==============~• M-ur-_ p-h-y�-s�yi a-s-,e- _-_ O-_i-1 -SP. �-'!_i-ce __ f ___ �-- .
---- ====---� : �--=----=--=--=--=--=--=--=--���-� :���==========-� -_-_ --

- -- --- _________ (_G_1Z)2_l_2 :_ 42_1 J___ t_S_J-1ar_�i�t_Ave. ____ , __________ ·----- ______ _
---

------------•-------- ___ Bu�_l!_ng!_�n __ ......____ ___ , ____ -------+-------- _____ 
----------------t-----------�- ---- ---- --1 --------1---------

--

Fleel PrevP.ntive M<1 intcmmce, Inc. ---
'(s9_�)�G�:G�fi3 - - ---Ji�3_:�_h_J 

__ 1�--�-'. _A-_ v
-

_�-=_-_-_-_-_-:_ 
--

------�-Q!g�_l9_!1 ______ 11--------------+------------

Will collect. --------------Used _oil J�O!ll_ pµ_�li�ge_�c�e-�j Q9�n i�q_n_W;1�t�_Q_il 11 Q�?_ �-!" -�trQ�L_j �tf___I:00Am-5:00PM
__ o_nly _ _($�8jgallo_!!_l�_�k). _) (_� 1 7 )_?J!_� _ _:_O �-5 �----- Ha_!!?Qn ___________________ _ 
---------------------. ------------------�------------- ---------------------➔--------------- - ------

Used oil from mun icip:1li�l�s_l M;1y1Jq�(}r __ S<1lv_c1gc_c;o. ___ _J 590_ So�J!l_Strcc_t __ ,
_____________ ( f> 0 J\ l!l_2_2 :_?_c;-19 -. _J �fly_n_ltlil_� ----1----------t-----------

.M�_9or]9I� _&_.��l�q� 
I �9lc_J_�_1_ Qr�e�_ljill_P,r)y�

-------------1 {�_OJ )_9�j> -_0_ 2_ 0 O_-.L---�- �<?-�-��tO_l]_r_]31 ___ •-----------1--------------

Arn_��i��_,:i_W��q�_ Q_il I-��_!_�ee���_§��-ee�
-----------� 0 1J_�_&__1 _=--��-1_3 _ P9_Wl!JCkeJ,_BI 1------------1-----------
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DEOE Recyclablo Mater ials Market s

MA �ER_IAL_QE�CRIPTJD_ij�E"!_POR • I LQCATID_N I H_OUfl_�9F OPE:RATIQ_� TRA!Y._$PD_f!_T ____ _
Con'I Used Oil -·· -- ----------t----------+--------+----------l-----------

E��!J3�y_"-Y_a�l�_Qi!_�o. 
1100 �rli�gl9n �_v_e_•-,----------�----------

·--·--------1-( 4 0 1 )_2 4 __ �_:_9_6j!_0 _ Warre__!h_ RI __ 

Conneclicu l  W aste Oil Inc. 
-=--.====================�(?_0�1 )_23_���-8 8 9- _ .. L.-----11-ry,-_ o-r-id_

P: 
_

_ 
�-L_C_T---

�t

r----------...._----------

_____________ Merr!ll_l)anspor_lnl _i<J!!_�Q- 1 Q�L Forre�LJ\v�. 
__ -------t(2-9J.)J_�_7_- �G_ 11 _PO.!_ltan�'--

ME ____ ,. __ ----·--- ... �----------
--- ------------- f-------- --- --------t---- - -·------ 1-----------------1---------- ---

-- ________ __._______ 1-------------------------

WHITE _ GOqQ�_(r_��ig���•.or_s,_fr_��zf'rs, d_�yers._��c.) ___ _ -- -- ·- ----- -

---- - -- -- ---- •---- --------- ------------- 1-------· -------1-------- ---
____ _ ______________ 1 lurr:i_cr_J_rucking a_f_!d _S;1l'{ng�

,
------ __ _ _ ____ _ t·· ___ _ _________________ _ 

_ _ _____________ 1(_50_0)5_0_fi-__ �G40 ___ ___ 1:-fud�.on_ .. ___ ______ , ____________ -----•----------·-----
------ -- - --- ---------------¼---- ---�- ·-- -------�---------· . .,._ -·- -------··• ·- -----·. 

Trolln & Son Rubhi�h Rcmovnl 
----,-------- - . -------

-, ---------·-· ---· -------=----�--
-�- ----==========-=--={�_(! 8) 7 9_3_-22_7 ,_-

··1�Qr_�e�!£'��--
-
--

- ---
_ :�--=-=�------_...__ ______________ _

--------------f-- -------�<--1------------- --- ----------------

-------------+��QfJ<!q_r_1_J�o�-�--SIP:_eJ __ C9. -. 4_� Fr(]�ght_SI�-- 1_________________ _ ___ _
____________ l50_81�!!_6_�_.§_1_0 ____ �rq_��IQ_r_l 

D<1vid S lam� ---- - -- - ------·--

• 

�!.c!�� Scr_ap,_ln_c. 
I
P .0. 8���8 J MJ: __ 8�00AM-4 :OOPM 

___________ (_1_1;3) 7 7 4 -;,_ _1 __ 0_3 ___ -4-_ Qre _(l_r:tfl�ld ____ .._ ________ -+-----------

WOOL-COTTON -- - --- ------+-----------jl-----------1----------1----------

t-:Jy!on I Bu�g!!_ W a�-'�-G9rR_q��,ion I �0_§Jl��q!_lh ___ 1 _____________________ _ 
____________ l 5 0 �J 7 5 3_:_;3_ S_j_ 8---'----+--Worc_{l�t�r i..lv'l/\ _____________ ......_ ________ _ 

P_ul?�� Woq_l_ S_lo�J{ Cq!_l)pc1�y 
I I I �ro�er

------------'-LS 0 8_ll_§_5 .:_4_3_3 5 _____ vvorce sler, �-"----------------------
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0£:.QE Recyclable Matminls Markets 

MA rE RI/\ L__D_�_SCRIPTION __ v_EN_DQfJ_.__ _L_QG_A_T}O,V f!Q_l)_f!_�_ Of_Q_l!_�!l�J}Q"!.!JJJ���f!_QflT 
Con'I Wool c1nd Colton· , 
Wo9\ _ air y

-
lic

-
,_�,:ici__i)y,on . �Ji�k_ �-"�lc _ Con:ipa�y ____ �_Brl!�Sel5- I Ac��p_ts b�led _ m_a�e�ial. 

--- l§_0_8 )�!.:_15_�_6 _Wq��-5-!��L Ml\ ; 
--------

��-��----------; t�'�C:f�-���ci �"�;, I ��TI���-- -�=�-=---
--------1-Af��.Ql���lec:f _r:t)_alm_ic1I. 

· -· -- -·- ---·-- ------ ------1------------------------+------ --------1---------------------+-----------

__________________ ,Zel!<ind_W;islP. Compnny __ 1-z__t).9rm�n (\v�. _ ------------------------- ______ _ 
-----------------1 _(_�.9. 8J_I_5 3 - 2 9_7 7 -l.�or_�P.-�1-�r ,Jv1_�---1�----------•----------

--- - ---- .. - - . ------- ---------1 ----- - - - --- -------------1------------ ----- 11----- ----------------+---------------- -------
___ ___ _ _______ 

1 
M�?sach_uscll� ..:_E xP9_r_l _J_9�i�siga_!_11ond f>y__e_. _ _ 

I 
Q��•r?CIJL wil_h_ c_!mm1cr_cial __

___________ ______ ,(�98) __ �??-_54�6 __ _J�o��PSIP.r_,_M/\ ______________ bu�•�e-��_es. __ 
------- -- --·- · -------t----- --- ---- · -----------f----- ---- 1-----------------1---------- --

---- - --------------- ----·- -----------
·----- - ------------f---- -- -- - - ----------+----·· ------ - -------------- ----·-- ---------
-- ------· · ------------1----·--- --· ·•·•·•·--------1----·-·----·------ 1---- -- ____ ,__________ -----
-·-- ---- --· -------------1--------- -·---· --------,------------ · ------,--------
-- ----------------------- ---------·-- ---------1 ---- -------- I· 

·-· -------------f---- ---------•-----------+---------------------------

-----------------1------ -------------1---------------1---------------------------------

-- -

---------------4------ -------➔-------------�--------------➔---------------

---------·--------•-------- --------1-------- ----1----------------1---------------

-- --- -

- ---------------1------- -------➔-------------- •-------------------------------

·-· ----------------•------------

-----1--------------+--------------

------------------------ ------ 1------- - ---1--------------1---------------

----1--------------½---------------
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DEQE Waste Disposal Sites 

J\S 8 ESTOS LANDFILLS -- ·-··--·- ------------t-::-=-:--::---:---:-=-�---t----�-----t---------
STATE. 

I
SITE

I 
TELEPHONE

M;iss<1�bu�.�11s BFI - Ahe�rn_ La�d_!i_ll l4J.1)5 9 2- 9 4 1 1 ---r-----------11------------
845 Burnell Rd. -----------t

··
- - ····-. -- -· ------+---------t------------1-------------

------------+-C_h_icop���A-------t---------1-------------l-----------

___________ ._ -1.:�a!.IY_�_a __ L�_�q_f�I_I 
I l�_.!_;!JZ.8 5- 8 ?_26 ,---------¼----------

New Lomb;ud Ro;id _ -----------t-·· --- ----·. - - t-·----------+----------

------------��hi�_op��Lry,�-- ·------------- ,, _____________________ _ 
, ____ _ 

M;iinP. Cons olidated Waste Service Inc. 
__ _________ , �Jr@.�.L�o;i��-- · 

· · 
-_-···

· 
· · ·_j (_2-_J-)7-_)§_3 4 :_2]_!_4 __ = �-________ _._ __________ _

---· -----------------

_ ____ --------•�o_r!idge�ock, ME _______ --+------------a--------- 1 

----- -------· -·•--·---·---- --·· ··•·-------- ·I ----------

___ _ _______ ,$_�-�YP!_�nvironmenl<ll Becov
l
efy___ _ _______ ;_____ -------1---· 

E�er son__Mill _Jlo;id _________ (297-_){_Jfi2_-4_20_0_ -� _ _ _______________ 1__ _ __ _____ _ -·-- - - ·-· ------------
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _______ , tjnn_ipcte�!_ME _ _ __________ 1 __________________ , _________________ , ______________ _

---·---------------·-----·•----- ·--· ----· ·--·-•------- ····------1 ---------- ---------+---------- ---- ·-
· C0nnr'clicul ________ f Q�o,on __ �andlill _ ___ . ___ -1 (.29 ;3_) 5_?._2 -_O 1-�-�---

Grol on, CT ------------•-- --- ·---------- ----�1-----
_., 

- --- ------ ---------------1 -----------------------

-----------------�---------------
-----------t �orc_�P. La�dfill _

_
___ -

-
- l( g O 3_) 6 2 7 -9 7 1 O t -

-
-

--·
-·· 1 1 

1-----------------➔·-------------------

-----------t-�i�_dsoryjl _l_'2_R.9_�d---�--------•--
______________ East Winds or L C_T ____ -t----------t------------+-----------

1 __________ _...,.S�nilc!rY_B_eJu.�9_ CO!l)P«:'.!1Y-.l ( 2 _O 3) 6 4_�_:_�!j 4_5 __ -1--------------------
Perret Place-------------t-· - ·---. 

------------1-Manchesler 
L CT ____ _

-----------1-�;i:��fi-��ndfill t(J_O�)_!i_l�_:_1 _6 
==1-----------+----------. ' 

����rk _______ glQ_LB!:l_QJ_ill 1Jnc. 1(716_�-�-Q__:__�_�_1_4_L-------------------
___________ 1�_�9 __ t!_n(!d f:lo;id _____________ 1------------11----------
-------------1 g_���ee, NY ------!---------1----------f----------
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DEOE Waste Disposal Sites 

��:,�;�:

5

�o�:

TOS 

LANDFIL
1

����r�Landlill ____ _.._[fffJ1
H

s
9
::_�_26 t-1--------�1�---------

------ --------+-M.C?Q_CI_Q_ity,_N_Y _____ t--------t-----------1----------
------- ----------------t--------------------t---------------+------------------1------------------

__ -----------.1 Nin�n�;i _ Recyclinn,__1!:!�_. ----------t-----------1--------------
-- _____ ______ 1 Ningma_F_nlls,_NX_ _____ --"-------- 1-----

-------- ·- ---- ------------- -- 1------------1-------------
COMMERCIAL LANOFI_LL_SITE�---- ---- -1--------t---------- ------1-------------
TOWN _________ , Sl[E ______ ,- - - - --- -------- -------t-·------- ---
/\111,•horo 

OPERATOR 

l\ttlchoro L;rndfill _____ [ l\lbe�_t_Qum�:>nt ____ 1 __________ -- --------•
____ ____ _ _______ 1 Pf'ckh�fT!. SlrP.P.I ___ (_5_Q_Q)_2_2 2_:_7_�5_4 ____ • ____ ------- ----

Attlebo ro 
--- ---------------• - -- --------- -t-----

-
-

. -,-------- ---------,------ --
- - ------- - ------------ ---t----------- ----· ----- ·--+-------- ------- -- I - -- ------- -- - ------------

--· 

flarrc , Reso_urce_ Control,_ Inc. ____ -1 Ro b��t _ _f_oley ____ ___ 1 _ _ _ __ __ --------1- ------ ______ _
_ ____ _ ________ 1Vc1ll�y __ Rd._/_Worcf'Slf'r nd. __ ( 508_)3_?5-28 6__1_ ______ , _______ _ ---------- •------------------- -----

--- -- - -- -------------------
------ --- -- -� 

Drpol ·--- ---·-- _ _,. --------
----- - f-- --- ---- - ____________ _.. 

18 cl ff C ___ ------------ -t ------- -I .. ·------- -
----------- -----•-------- ---- ------------ . --,-- --------- ----------- --·------ ----
n rid�) (' w cl Ip�-------- ��_uckr�n_Corp'._ __ La_npfi!I __ ,_'._ �c1�_L_Q_��krc111__ ,-- ------------+------------- __ 
____ ____ __ __ • 

jC0!011ic1I_Or./RIP..J_�----
-·--- (?0�)6_�_7 _ _:_'1'16_�_1________ _ ____ , ___ _ 

Bedford --- ---- -

---

-J-

-- ·--

-

-------
----

-

-

-

t---
-

-
-

-

--

-

-

---

---

-
-

-

--
--------- I 
C!1icopr•e lA.f.L:_�f"!_P.c1rn __ Ln�dri�l __ lr-�;���9 _____ -----

845 Burnell SRd. -------- -------� -- --- ------ - -------- ----� 
��i�p��-------t--------1----- -----------------

___________ , (�_L_3 t�9_2_::_�_� _  11 ----1---------------------
•--------- ------ -

ChicoJ)f'_e _________ LE.c1!1yka)v1an;1g�mcnLQ_o_. _. -+---- ____ ,-----------------------
Lomh;ud Ao�d --------------- ------1 - -- . ---- -------1-------- - -------1----- -----------�--------

_________ .. �h�00pce __ 1 ____________ 1 __ 
___ ________ 1 t�J�l.7-o_s_�_1 s_n �----1--------

q,�OfY'� --------- c.;�_ i _c;ppQ_Q_ Snnilmy_!:_�l_}d�ill_J �0.Y-.? l_c , ___________ : ___________ _ 
____ _ ________ 1 ��Sh�_�ningn11_Q�ive=----+----------+-----------J------------

Chioopeo 
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DEOE Waste Disposal Sitns 

Con·t COMMERCIAL LANDFILL SITES 
--- - --- -- ------ - -

TOWN 
-

E;isl BricigP.waler 
- --· -� 

----

F;ill niv0.r 
-

-

-

------

----

Gr;inby ____ 
-- --- -

----

-- -- - ---

Grr;it 0;irringt_Qn 
-- ·--

-----

H;1lif ;i X 
·-

-

H,Hdwick 
- - -· -- -

Hc1verhill -- -----

-

SITE --

Northern Dispos,11
1 

Inc. __ 
234 Thatcher ----- .. --

Rich McEwr.n - -·--- ---- -

(508)588-2260

F <1II River Landi ill - - -- - - ---·-· -

J9�9 �i!PO_rJ_f:l9a_d 
Rich McEwP.n - - --- -- --

(5Q_8 )�_7-_R� -�R_(?O 

-

Pmtykn Grnnhy · L;-mclfill - - .. -- --

New Ludlow Rd./Rtc 122 
-· .. - - . .  ·- ·--

__ G_r c1 ndby_ --- -----

---------· 

M ercer Lnndfill --· - --- -- ----

Ric. 7./Shcffir.ld nd. 
-- - · -- - ---

· ---

Gr_.2.c1I J3�!� inglon ___________
--

f\FI Lc1ndfill Inc. 
- - •-·-- ·-

27 Laurel SI.· ·--··-· -· 

Halif�x
- ---

Hardwick Landfill 
-- ---·- - --·-

Pa trill Hollow 
----·-··-

Hardwick 

Ogden Martin Landfill 
-- ----- --·· 

Ward Hill/Neck Road 
-----·- -- - - --- -

Haverhill ' '
-

-

; 

., 

-. 
--

OPERATOR ·---·--·· 

pJiVc!�e 

------ - ---· 

-

P;utyka _____________ 
-- -- . --- ---- -----

--- ·· --- -

--- -·--· - ---- ----·----

Fred Mercer 
. ·--· ..

( 4_1_�_) � 2_8 ·. 9 3 J_�----
• 

------·------

�a!�_'=Y_o�_s ·-

(61 7 )Z65-9595 _ 

-

Private -

Qg9_e_n Martin 
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DEOE Waste Disposal Sites 

Con'I COMMERCIAL LANDFILL SITES 
rowN -- ----

-
---- - -T$1-tli�_------t--i_-o-_,!-�IJ-�--r-_o_R 

__ _ 

t-

l�t�rl�on ___________ 18��Q[!�C� __ C9_�lr_ol��- ��!�-�l_e -r--'------------t------------
------- -, <;c�cl�!Y-Rdtttuds<?!l_Bci_----1f----------t--------------1----------

Hudson ------ I . --- --- 1-- ----t------------•------

- - -- -- - _____ ,Roberl _ _folP.y _______ ._____ ---,------------·
--------

- ------------------------ ( 5_9 fl)_� 4 '1_.:_� R 61 ___ --&---- ------t- ------•---------
- - --- ---------------f ---- · --------- ---- f----- -- ----- 1--- ---- ____________ ...___________ ----- --

Pf',lbody GCR lanrllill·
--------, -- -- ·•·. Privaln - ··-- ----- - t -- --------1 --------- --- ---- ---- --

Dec1rborn no/Rte. 1 -- ----·- ---- ------ I --------1---- --- --- --- -----------,---------- ----- ------- ---

-- ------------------I-f P.nhooy_ --------�-------------- ------ --,--------
-
--

--------•---------- ---- ------ --
- . ---- - ---- ------------- -1---- ---------- -------- -,----t--- -------- -------•----- - ----. ------ ,---------------- -----------

Pl;ii nville --------- lc1i�lc1_� __ L;indfill ----------1 P_rivatCl'.__ _ .. __________ _ 
- -- --------- - Bclchcr/Rln 1-495 -----� - - - - - ----•- ------ ·-------

Pain ville - ---- --- - ---------1 -- - ------ -------•-- - ---- --- -- -------·-

/\llc1n Rod -- -- ---- --- ------1 - --· ------· ---•---- ----- -- -------

. __________ ---------f ( so_ RJ f? 9 9_ -_ 2 2 6 1 ______________________ _ 
. 

-- - ------ - - ----- _______ 
,_______ --- -----· --

------------------1------------- -------

-------- - ----- •--------
----- -- -------•--------- ------ ·-· -

. --------- . - -----------
,------------ -------

--- -- ---- ------------1---------------------- ---------- --------- , ______________ ________ , ------------ ------- --
n:mdolph ________ _ R;1r:,d9 lph_ Um�lill ., L�r_iv_a_�e _____ _

Johnson St. - -- ------ -- ------1 .. ---- - .. -�- - - ------,----------- --·----

----

---------,------------ -----

-------------� Ra_�dglpb_____________ -·---•-----------+----------

--
---------------, M_�!� _Ly(?nS ________ .,._--------1------------1------------

----------• ( 61 7J�-� 5 -=---� �� !) _______ ------· 
-----------------•------- --------➔------ ------- 1----------------1--------------

\V_es_t_bor_o�gh _______ .Y'-'f2.sl�orough_Lnf}d_f�II IP.riy_9_!.e •----------------------
------------,-�o�dir�_l9_!1__F�d.(Flte_:J __ 35 1----- ____ 1 ________ _ 
____________ ._wes�t?_q_rough ___ --,-------1--------- l------------1-----------
____________ Ji�[!JYPY _______ , _________ _ 
----:- _________ ,l5_Q_8)_3_6_G_-_41_2 _�----• -- ---•-----------------------

, 

------

------------------------1----------· -- - ----------,-------------------

------- -- -----------------•-------- ---------- 1-----------------------f-----------------------
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DEOE Waste Disposal Siles 

COMMERCIAL TRANSFER STATIONS 
rowN ----- [s,�E--------�-... 1 P--:-P_E_R-AT_o_R---t-1._9-w_N_�--!l

------l---1 _
_____ _JI

/\shficld Ashfi eld Transfer Station 
---------+---------- - -- -----

Town of ��!!_fiel d ICommeEcial Ois�sa __ l_---1----------
Rte. 112 1-------------½--- �-��-�---+---------t-----------J------------

__________ _.�_s_h_fi e_,ld -----------t-----+-------1-------

Boston ---------1 LJJl�Ja_w _TJ_an�!P.!_�ta._tL�"--t
lal�!�w I Li3jdlc1w 

___________ ._ ���<?!�olk_/\y_�. _ l§J_?J���_§ �-8-� t----------+-----------
__________ _._Ro��l!�� 

f1oslon - . - l
��'.�j:_���-�;:

n

�
l

���71_a'=
ttf�

-
$Jf3�r_ 7131_

! J_e_\_: _ _A_:__w_ay ______ -1-----------== 

---------�flQ X ��lJ�Y - -------------•-- ------ -----•------------+----- . 

Br idg�wr1ter I �9_m,_cn_i_(?nC� /\�e�----1 M_ac_Dgn�ld __ lndu_s,r ic�.: !��- _______ : -----=--===--=�-�
011 Route 1 Of> 14 E Im SI./Box 431 ----- -------½-- -- ------- --- -- --- -- - . -- . ------ ---- -----------------------•----------- --- ---- ·- -- · ---

----- --------,-�!Jd9e�;-ttP.r ------l�l�n_Mm:Dof}al_d ____ ,________________ -----
--------i lf?__1_U 6_9 �_�_ 5_2_Q!) ____ _ .... _________ _._ ____ -------- ---

c�ridgr. • 1�= 1���1��:r���,���m , �;:�:�?nnfr.r!!s _''!d�,
sJ

•l�s _______________ -_------·-=
____________ C<!!_llq�qge Ui_!_ill 6_5 _ _:_Q_§_QJJ _____________________ t 

C_t.! es_l � rE e_l_Q I Chs !_C rf_ield _l)a n �_!_� lat io_n_ H��_!l__�o�pany I ----------t------------1 

------------t-Willif�J_8C,)"'1_ni�B.d 343 S9_u��-_M<! i!l_�t_. -•----------1----------

Ch e sterfeild Robert Pai ne 
Y:/_OQd-�_� r��-------

1
M9n�_o�-------1-----------1-----------

================����1_.(_4_1 
_
_ .31?_�_6--3 ji_ 4 7 ____ -�-i-jj__?_9_ 6 �

-
4-2 _Q _7 _4-I --------�---------

D��Vl'c!S I.Danvers Trnn_�l_er:_S_trili
�

n 
r

gden Ma<1i11_§y_�Je'!'S1 1 
___________ PoRes i:_�n�!��sL<;�-��t . 1 Q9_B_e_c��-';?!t W�y_ '----------------------

Danvers Ml\ 01923· Haverhill ----------�--------L- -- - ------ - --- ----- --------+------------1-------�--
_________ __..(�08) 3 7_?-_:__6 2 � !3---J--------t---------t----------
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0EOE Waste Dis pos a l Sites 

Con't COMMERCIAL TRANSFER STATIONS . - - --- - . - --- - ---- ---· -- ... -----1r----=-::--=-=-:-=-::-=------1----------+------------
TOWN _______ __. �f[_ E __________ ._OF!_�_R� T_O_fJ ___ ,----------+----------
H9llislon ________ �oll!�_IO'!_ 1!��-s_f_e_r $tt_1_tion_ P_r_ ivcl_Le_ _____ ---t-----------+-----------• 
___ 1_1 ?_W_a!;_�ingtQ_'!__$_t. ___ t---------,-----------+-----------
-----------, LS_(;>_�J_2__G __ �_�_Q __ 5_�_? ___ --------r- -- -------1t-----------

l _r,_9m_j�Stfr Lco minster ___ 1�<1�s fo�_ SJ�-- Ogq��_Marlin Syslc�s _ 
-------

Jungle Roc1d _______ War d Hil l Industrial Park --- --
---- Lcomin-�icr -------- Br

-
adford 

- . - . -- -------

�=-----_-_-_-_-_-_________ L� o�j J 12 :_6 2_� s �;;_O)_W1_,ijr. ___ =-=-= =-=--���=====�-------�---------�-
-
-_-_-_-_-_---- ---

M;irl
-
borounh-_

-
__ __ e_o st_fJd

-
.�.f�ns_:_�Jtccq_vr.�y __ D9_r�rnlct

-
Wri�t�==��

-
=

- -=�=--------
- __________ ______ no�tonPostflo;id-f;ist ____ (598J481-03fiS _____ __ ________________ ___ _ ,_ _ __ ____ __ _ ___ _ 

M;irlbor oufJh 
- - - ------ +- ·---· - - ----- ---- -- ----- --- ----- - --------- ·• -· • --- • •  - - • - -- - • - ----------- ---- -----· --------- • • • --- • • -- --

- _____________________ (�on) 4 n 1_ 03 3G _______ ______ _ ___ ____ _ _ _____ __ _________ __________ _ ____ _________ _ __ ____ _ _ __ 

--- ----· --------- --· - ------- _ __ ____ .______ ---- - - - ----- - ------ ·-·--· · --- -----· -·---------- ------- �-- ------- ·- · ---

Millbury _ _ _________ �ill bl:'y __ Trm1� .. Sl;i. _____ __ \A!h�e _lc1hrnlor _ _ Sy�IP.m�. Inc. __ _ _ ________ ___ ________________ ____________
Route 20 P.O. Box 740/331 f.W Cutroff Rd. --- -------------- - -- - -------- -- . --- - -- - .. - - ----- --- ----------- --- -- -- - - ----

-- _____________ �jllb_�ry __________________ Mi_ll_0ury ______ _____ __ ___ ______________ _______ _______ _ 
------------ ______________ _J_ ____ (50_1!)791-8900 __ ------------------------

·, 

- -------- ·-·- ----------- ... - - -- --- -------- ·----------------- ------- ----- ----------------· --
Newbu ryport Mmccll os 1 r.tnsfc r Sia. M ar cellos . - - -- - -- - ---- ----- --------- - ---------- ------------1--------- ---

Crow Umr. 
---- -· - - - ----- ------ -· ------ ------ ----· _- �---====-=--=--=--=-·=--=--=--=--=----_-_ -�• N 

_

_ e
_
. w 

_

_ b
_
t

_

•_r 
_
_ y

-
-

p
--
.9 _  r_l _______ �-��.���-=---�-�=--�=--�=== -==-�----------•-------------

- -- --- - ---------- ---------- ----------------tf-----------

Nf'wlon Ncwt<_?.n _ Tr�ns,cr __ S��----• L�i9l<!_t,J __ �as_le _ Syste ms ______________________ _ 
121 Rumford /\ve. 121 Rumford Ave -- . .. - ·------ - - --·· ·- .. ---- · _______________ ......_ _________ _
Newton Newton 

--·- ·· ------ ·---------------- ·---------- · ---- -----------.....--------..----------_· ----====��=====-=--=--=-�-=-. ---=· --------�-=--=---_-_: '. _  6_1_]_)_9 � 
�-� 

2 
_

_ �-
-

8-�
�
--

--- --------------- 1------------
Pc;ihocty _________ Begio_nal W.tsle_Syste��-- Ma��-�c1uli�o _______ ---------1----------- ---

297 Fore st Slrccl ------------- -- - --- ·-·----- ------·------ -------------------------
---- _______________ Pr.;iborly __________ ________________ ----·-------+-----------

(508)511-8700 
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DEOE Waste Di�posc1I Sites 

Con'I COMMERCIAL TRANSFER STATtONS 

rowN 
-- -- ------ ---- rs,rE-- --- ----1 0PERATon

Som�rvillc _________ ORFA Transfer Slrilion --- - - - -------+-----------1-----------+-----------
--- -- --- -- -----,---------------1--------

____ _ _______ 1 �sg.'.__ Q�Q�irn_Higt��_;iy ___ ,1-----------�-----------1------------
Somervitle 

-----------•----- ----. ---------t---------- •-----------------------

Slockbridgc _________ I I oi.yn's Jjigt
-

�'-Y"Y _Ga�age ___ , T 9�') __ of Sl ockbrjdge __ :__ ---------------- �-��
______________ \iY_�sl_�_�oc_�bridge _8�- t------------1------------

Roule 102-- --- - - - ---- · - --- -- 1-----------1-----------------------1 �l9ckp�idgP. ___ -------------------t---------------f- _________ _ 
__ ___ _ _______ 1{_4�1 )_g_ 9 __ 0 -_4 �-1-4

--.--+-------- ___ I ___ ---------1-------------
--------------------+------------------- -------11-------- -------- I---------------------+--------------- ---- -

l lpto"!_ _ _ _______ j YP!On __ [uet P.. __ Cons��-u�lio_r:1--t.H.��ry -�oiricr ________ 1______ ___ -------t------------- -
- -_ ____ _ _______ ----+�aptn_l\�P.. _ __ _________________ _ __________ 1_____ _ _____ ______ _ __ , _____ _____ ______ _ 

Upton 
_ �=-�:�=���=���----_-_ -_ -1 C?J>.�) 5_?_�_-_7_7 6 t��-=- __ (· ___ ---��-= ---�--�-

-
=�--'. =-�---

----------=: ________ --
---- -

---------- --- ---- ------,-------- - ------------------- ---- ----,---------------- --t-------------- -----------
W;i�hirirJIOn _____ _ 

____ ·---------------, i���:
i
;

glon 
T

r
;J

n
�

fer 
_
_ 
Sla._-=f��:O���::s;;�

n!JI
�:.

-·::=--=�- ·-------==-·=: ____________
_
__

_ 

_________ _ ___ 1�a_s!�inJJl_o_1_1___ .,' 1wa _Sl!inglnn_ ___ , ______ _ ____ 1_______ _ 
___ ____ __________ ________ ,(4_13)623-_5233 ___ , _ Robert J;uvis ______ _ -----·-------- ·--f------------ --------

W�stb�r_q�1g� I \iY_e§Ji:x.l!.<?!J!lh_T_�c1_J]�fP._�$!�� E.l. Harv_cy_� _S��s_-�;____ 
-

---- ---+--------
____ ______ __ , Hopkir_1,o_r!__Rond ______ 1_�9_Sq1:-1Jt1 __ �•-��-�_l __ 1, __

--------------1 Weslb�r�uqh ______ �����Q��ugh ____ 1-------------,----------

----- _______ ,(5_Q_0)_3_�_G-_� � 2;3 _____ tSJ)_8);36(i_-_4 !_2_3 __ _ ----------•-----------------

- ---- --------1--------------1---------------------------------

------------t----------------1------ -----1-------------+---'--•------------
· ----------L--------+--------'---'---------1------------ t---------------1----------------

-

------------------1---------------t--------------

-- --------------1-------------------f-------- ---- �------ . -1------------------

---------------1----------- ---------JI-------------- 1-----------------------------------
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DEOE Wasle Disposal Siles 

SOLID WASTE COMBUSTION FACILITIES-- - --- ---- ------- ---· ·--- - ·--- - --

TOWN SITE 
- ---
�lHEAST 

- - . --- -

F_r ;im ingha '!I Framingham_ Municip,ll ln<::i"!erator 
--
- ---
---
H;ivPrllill Oqder!_!{�v�rf1ill __ ��s_ocial�� 

.. 

-- �e�qu!<;:(l_!1ecove!y_f_�cJ�•� 
---- (.5_Q_8 )ll? :_6 2_8 R 

. 

-

- . -
-

North /\ndover 
- -- - - - -

Wh�_ct�b!alor __ E nvi_ro!l�e_D_l�l -�ys�e-��-----
.R�so_u_r_�c __ necovery__f�ci!\ty_ 

-- - ·  ····-------

CONTACT-----

James Hanscon -----------
Director of Public Works 
----- -- -- - --- --·-· -------
(617)620-4900

-- ·- . ---- --

Frank Johnson -- ------ . ·- -
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DEOE Waste Disposal Sites 
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APPENDIX 2: 

DERIVATION OF MSW GENERATION RATES 

The methodology used by DEP to derive solid waste 
generation numbers for the years 1988, 1992, 1996, and 2000 in 
this document are volume estimates for MSW and do not account 
for any difficult-to-dispose wastes or industrial wastes. The 
MSW generation rate is calculated by adding the residential and 
commercial rates. These two rates are calculated on a per 
capita basis. Experience has shown that generation rates 
fluctuate with the population size of a community. For this 
reason a discussion of all three components follows: 

Population Rates 

The Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic 
Research (MISER) at the University of Massachusetts (OMA) 
devised methodologies for projecting population, on a 
municipality by municipality basis, in Massachusetts for the 
years 1986, 1990 and 1995 which is based on actual data from 
the 1.�85 State Census. DSWM has taken this information and 
projected the municipal populations for 1988, 1992, 1996 and 
2000. 

The methodology used in projecting these figures was based 
on interpolation, (calculating the difference between two known 
points, dividing by the number of periods to arrive at the 
difference per period; then multiplying the difference by the 
number of periods from one known point to the point for which 
you are calculating and then adding to the same known point). 

EXAMPLE: 

.. 

1988 population = 2 ( ( 1990 Pop-1986 Pop) / 4 J .. + 1986 pop 

where: 1990 and 1986 are the two known points; 
4 is the number of periods between the 
two known points; 2 is the difference 
from 1986 to 1988; 1986 is the base 
year from which we are calculatin_g. 

The figures for the other years 1992, 1996, and 2000 were 
similarly calculat�d. 



While this methodology was used to project the populations• 
for most communities, an equivalent annual population (EAP) was 
calculated for areas subject to dramatic seasonal changes. 
Population projections were then derived based on winter/summer 
population figures by calculating the percentage change. 

EAP WP + 100 / 365 x ( SP - WP) 

EAP - Equalized Annual Population 
WP - Winter Population 
SP - Summer Population 

Commercial Solid Waste Generation Rates 

Commercial solid waste generation estimates vary with the 
size of the population of a community. Larger and more populous 
municipalities have proportionately more manufacturing, service 
and tr�e industries in comparison to smaller municipalities. 

The per capita rates were devised by The Bureau of Solid 
Waste Disposal in 1985. These estimates are approximations based 
on survey estimates reported through the Central Massachusetts 
Resource Recovery Project by the Mitre Corporation (May 1980), 
and in the Norfolk County Comprehensive Solid Waste Management 
Study by Camp, Dresser & McKee (July 1974). Estimates from 
these reports were divided by each municipality's projected 
population for the year in question. This formula resulted in a 
generation rate calculated in tons per person per year for 
commercial waste� 

Both reports contain waste composition studies that were 
used as a guideline for developing the per capita commercial 
generation rates listed below. DEP is currently contracted for 
new waste composition surveys. 

POPULATION GROUPS 

0 - 20,000 
20 - 40,000 
40 - 100,000 

> 100,000

COMMERCIAL 

GENERATION RATE 

0.35 tons/person/year 
a.so tons/person/year
0.65 tons/person/year 
0.80 tons/person/year 

Residential Solid Waste Generation Rates 

DSWM compiled a list of municipalities contracting with 
solid waste combustion facilities along with the amount of 
municipal solid waste which each had delivered to their 
respective facility during 1988. It was assumed that only 
residential waste was delivered. Because of the accuracy of the 



,. 

weighing data, this information served as the basis for 
calculating MSW generation rates. Each municipality's total 
tonnage delivered in 1988 (residential waste stream) was divided 
by the projected population for 1988 to determine the generation 
rate in tons per person per year for residential waste for those 
communities. Then the communities were categorized based on 
their population into one of the four population groups. The 
residential rates for the various groups were then averaged to 
determine a rate for each population group. 

A compilation of these residential generation rates 
produced varying amounts from 0.3 to 0.65 tons per person per 
year. Interestingly, these rates showed that, unlike commercial 
rates, residential rates did not increase steadily as population 
increased--as might be expected. The deciding factor in the 
rate of residential generation seems to be leaves and yard 
wastes. The smallest communities in the State tend to be more 
rural and thus throw away fewer leaves -- generally they are 
disposed on the property. Slightly larger rural and average 
size rural and urban communities showed rates that seemed to 
increase as population increased. Large urban communities show 
a drop in rate because t-here are many fewer, if any, leaves 
disposed in these areas. 

Average generation rates were calculated based on the 
municipalities population and are grouped below accordingly. 

POPULATION GROUPS 

0 - 20,000 
20 - 40,000 
40 - 100,000 

> 100,000

RESIDENTIAL 

GEN RATE 

0.567 

0.600 
0.650 
0.380 

tons/person/year 
tons/person/year 
tons/person/year 
tons/person/year 

Total Municipal Solid Waste Generation 

. Add the commercial tonnage to the previously determined 
municipal tonnage to determine the total town's municipal solid 
waste generated. 
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